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ABSTRACT
Samples of pure nickel have been implanted with 500keV helium ions, at a dose of 
1017iona^cm2, followed by annealing in vacuo at 750°C (~0.6Tm) for various time periods to 
allow bubble nucleation and growth to occur. A transverse sectioning technique has been 
developed to allow TEM studies of the complete depth distribution of cavities, hence allowing 
the mechanisms for bubble growth at 750°C in nickel to be identified. It was found that after 2 
hours annealing, a fine layer of cavities developed, corresponding well with the gas deposition 
profile calculated using the E-DEP-1 code. Subsequent annealing resulted in cavity growth on 
the periphery of the layer by vacancy collection, the principal vacancy sources being the 
irradiated surface and grain boundaries in the bulk of the material. Cavity growth in the peak 
implanted region was found to be suppressed due to the lack of vacancies and with bubble 
migration being hindered as a result of high bubble pressures, hence migration and coalescence 
did not occur until cavities approached their equilibrium pressure.
The same bubble growth mechanisms were found to prevail after implantation of 
5xl016ions/cm2 and also after 250keV He implantation.
The growth of helium bubbles has been compared to neon bubbles after implantation with 
500keV Ne ions at two doses: 7.8x1016ions/cm2 to obtain the same peak gas concentration and 
2.9xl015ions/cm2 to achieve the same peak displacement damage, followed by annealing. The 
cavity density was found to be established by the gas concentration, the displacement damage 
apparently having little or no effect, even after an approximately 27-fold increase. The growth 
mechanisms observed after Ne implantation appeared to be the same as those for He, although 
the bubbles after low dose Ne implantation achieved equilibrium conditions more rapidly, due 
to the lack of implanted gas.
He and Ne have been compared after high energy implantation at 500°C, in the Variable 
Energy Cyclotron at Harwell to a peak gas concentration of 250ppm. For 4MeV He, an 
inhomogeneous cavity distribution was observed, compared to a relatively uniform cavity layer 
after 17MeV Ne implantation. However, the observed cavity sizes and number densities were 
found to be similar.
Finally, nickel has been irradiated at 500°C with a mixed beam of 51MeVNi6+/17MeVNe2+ 
ions, to 250ppm Ne together with 30dpa displacement damage, and compared to an irradiation 
with 51MeVNi6+ ions without inert gas, as well as with 17MeVNe2+ ions. The void number 
density profile resulting from the single heavy ion irradiation was similar to the computed 
damage profile, although the peak was *10% deeper than that predicted. A depression in the 
swelling profile was observed in this peak region resulting from a reduction in cavity size, a 
bimodal distribution being observed. The effect of simultaneous gas deposition was to increase 
the cavity nucleation and reduce cavity size. This phenomenon was found to be dominant in 
the region corresponding to the implanted gas layer, however the gas appeared to influence 
cavities produced at greater depths, with an overall reduction in swelling.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Energy has been termed as the “fundamental life blood of modem economic systems” (1), 
the only tme long-term sources of which are thought to be fusion reactors, some types of 
fission reactors and solar energy systems. There has been great progress in magnetic fusion 
physics and hence ideas of plasma confinement (2), such that many countries have invested in 
further fusion research (3). Fusion power has other advantages, namely that it should be 
relatively cheap, the fuel will be abundant and radiologically less hazardous than for fission (4). 
Its use by the industrialised world would reduce its vulnerability to interruptions in power 
supply such as those caused by oil embargos and industrial action.
The concept of fusion has already been proven, since the energy of the sun and stars is 
released as a result of thermonuclear reactions, because they have sufficient mass to be held 
together by gravitational forces. On Earth, the hydrogen bomb shows the transient release of 
fusion energy resulting from inertial confinement of mass for a sufficiently long time (5,6). 
The fusion research programme is being carried out with the principle aim of a controlled 
release of energy, such that it may be harnessed to generate power for peaceful uses.
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Figure 1: Variation of the binding energy per nucleon with mass number. (7)
1.1 THE CONCEPT OF FUSION
The direct determination of nuclear (isotopic) masses, by means of a mass spectrograph 
show that the actual mass of an atom is always less than the sum of the masses of the 
constituent nucleons. This difference, known as the mass defect, is related to the binding 
energy holding the nucleus together, which may be calculated using the Einstein equation and
hence the binding energy per nucleon determined for the particular isotope. Figure 1 shows the 
binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass number, from which one can see there is a 
maximum of ~8.7MeV/nucleon in the mass region of approximately 50 - 75, where the 
elements are the most stable.
Thus lighter elements, which are less stable, may be converted into elements where the 
binding energy per nucleon is higher and hence more stable, with a subsequent release of 
energy. This process is known as FUSION. One can also see that splitting (or FISSION) of 
heavier elements into two lighter species would also result in a release of energy.
1.2 BASIC FUSION REACTIONS AND PRINCIPLES
From the previous section one can see that various fusion reactions are possible, but the 
most important are:
P  + J t  ---------------- ► jHe + Jn + 17.58MeV..... (1.1)
(3.52MeV) (14.06MeV)
JH + fT + 4.04MeV ......(1.2)
50% (3.03MeV) (l.OlMeV)
/
iD + P  \
50% ^He + Jn + 3.37MeV .......(1.3)
(0.92MeV) (2.45MeV)
Two secondary reactions occur in the case of the D-D reaction, namely that given by 
equation ( 1.1) after reaction ( 1.2) has occurred, and:
jD + ^He ---------------- ► jHe + JH + 18.34MeV....... (1.4)
(3.67MeV) (14.67MeV)
after reaction (1.3). The 3He (D,P) a  reaction in (1.4) yields only charged particles and thus
potentially could be the basis of a reactor design with low levels of induced radioactivity. 
However, the natural abundance of^He is very low, as well as the fusion cross-section for the
reaction, especially when compared with the D-T reaction as seen in Figure 2.
Other fusion reactions involving isotopes of boron and lithium have been considered, 
where again neutron yields are greatly reduced and hence induced radioactivity. However, the 
amounts of energy generated tend to be smaller, the amount of energy required initially higher 
and thus the overall efficiency less.
The primary reason for using the D-D reaction as opposed to the D-T reaction is because of 
the great abundance of deuterium in natural hydrogen (0.0148%) (1), the main source of 
hydrogen being water. This is equivalent to approximately lKg per 36m3 of water (8).
Tritium with a half life of 12.35 years does not occur in any great concentration naturally (the 
total estimated amount being some 900g on Earth before the use of nuclear weapons) and hence 
would have to be generated in breeding reactions using lithium as follows:
Jn + 6Li ---------------- ► JT + p.e  +4.86MeV
‘n + 7Li ---------------- ► + Jn - 2.87MeV
(from references 2,5)
The neutrons used are then generated by the D-T reaction itself and lithium being a 
relatively abundant material consisting of 7.42% 6Li and 92.58% 7Li.
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Figure 2: The microscopic cross-section for several fusion reactions.(1barn= 10"24Cm2) (1)
Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 3, the cross-sections for both isotopes are low for the 
14.1MeV neutrons, such that a beryllium or lead neutron multiplier has to be used, which has a 
relatively high (n,2n) cross-section. Beryllium is a very good neutron moderator, hence 
increasing the probability of an interaction with lithium. Graphite may also be used for neutron 
moderation. Furthermore, natural lithium may be enriched in the 6Li isotope, since the cross- 
section for neutron absorption is much higher than for 7Li and the reaction is exothermic.
As already seen in Figure 2, the cross-section for the D-D reaction is higher than for the D- 
T reaction at all energies. The reaction rate may be defined as:
Rdt = nonxav
for a D-T reaction and:
R dd = \ av
for a D-D reaction where QV is the average value of the product av , a  is the fusion cross- 
section, v is the velocity of the deutrons (assuming the tritons to be stationary), nD and n j are 
the number of deutron and tritons respectively. Figure 4 shows the variation of fusion reaction 
rate parameter W  with ion temperature for some major fusion reactions, from which it may be 
seen that the D-T reaction occurs at approximately two orders of magnitude faster than the D-D 
reaction, at possible working temperatures and the maximum rate occurs at a lower temperature 
for the D-T reaction. .
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Figure 3 : The cross-section for neutron reactions with L^i and L^i that lead to trition production. (1)
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Figure 5 : The Lawson and Ignition conditions for the D-T and D-D cycles. (1)
Furthermore it may be shown that the criterion:
t|Te = CONSTANT
is very important on considering a fusion reactor design, where rj is the Plasma particle density 
(number of particles per cm3) and T£ is the confinement time (seconds) at Plasma energy E. 
The basic criterion may be manipulated further, by assuming that all the energy generated from 
fusion may be transformed to electrical energy at some thermal efficiency factor r)th>* the 
equation is then known as the Lawson Criterion. Account is not taken of direct heat deposition 
in the plasma from fusion products. The Lawson criterion may be manipulated to give the 
conditions for an ignited plasma, i.e. a self-sustaining plasma. The variation of r|TE as a 
function of plasma temperature for a particular fusion reaction indicates its feasibility. Figure 5 
shows that the D-T fuel cycle is more readily achievable than that for a D-D reaction.
1.3 FUSION REACTOR DESIGNS
A major point which should be noted, results from the variation of the fusion cross-section 
with Kinetic energy (temperature) and also the Lawson criterion, is that the minimum working 
temperature is in the region of «108K for a DT plasma, i.e. when the fusion cross-section is 
relatively high and the confinement parameter is at a minimum. This corresponds to * lOkeV, 
since leV * 1.16 x 104K from E = KT, (where E is the energy in Joules, K is Boltzmann’s 
constant and T is the temperature) (9). Thus the need for some form of confinement of the
plasma such that it does not come into direct contact with the walls of the reactor, since it would 
be cooled rapidly and the wall badly damaged.
On considering the Lawson criterion, one can see that there are a variety of possible reactor 
conditions, varying from low density state systems, (r| * 1014and t e  ~ 1 sec) to explosive 
type releases of energy at very high densities (r) * 10t24, t e  -  10"10 sec). As a result, two 
basic types of reactor have been designed, namely inertial confinement systems and 
magnetically confined systems. Most of the research to date and hence expenditure has centred 
on magnetic confinement, principally on tokamak systems ( 10,11).
1.3.1 INERTIAL CONFINEMENT
The process of intertial confinement involves the very rapid heating and compression of 
small pellets of suitable fuel, until the state is achieved where thermonuclear processes may 
occur and hence power generated (12). The heating and compression have been achieved by 
the use of very high powered lasers, the development of such lasers being to some extent the 
governing factor in the progress of inertial confinement systems.
Solid state lasers are capable of delivering 15MJ in Ins onto target pellets, but more 
significantly, neodymium-glass lasers (X = 1.06pm) can deliver a lOOps pulse of 20TW 
power, with an irradiance of ^ 1017W/cm2. Since it is thought that solid state systems cannot 
provide sufficient overall efficiency and pulse repetition rate for reactor application, other 
alternative power sources have been considered, such as carbon dioxide and krypton-fluorine 
gas lasers. The carbon dioxide laser can already deliver 6KJ at an irradiance of ~ 1017W/cm2 
and conceptual designs exist for a 1MJ instrument.
Alternatively to lasers, light ion (2 to 4MeV H, D or He) beams have been considered, with 
power intensities of *5 xlO^W/cm2 in pulses of 40ns.
1.3.2 MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS
Magnetic confinement is based on the fact that charged particles are influenced by a 
magnetic field. There are various ways of magnetically confining a plasma, although many of 
these turn out to be impractical. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the basic components 
and material flows in a magnetic fusion reactor operating on the D-T fusion cycle.
D-T fusion cycle (1).
Again, there are two basic types of machine, namely open and closed ended.
Magnetic mirror machines are termed open ended and are a steady state machine, i.e. not 
pulsed like most toroidal machines and are a linear system with a magnetic geometry such that 
the field lines form a cylinder in shape, the charged particles spiralling around the field lines. 
In order that the particles do not escape at the ends of the field lines (at each end of the 
“cylinder”), the magnetic field is increased, such that the field lines are closer together, which 
in turn reflects particles with a not-too-steep spiral. Particles travelling essentially down the
field lines may escape and constitute what is known as a loss-cone. The basic mirror reactor 
has been improved further to reduce the losses of particles and hence increase efficiency such 
that variations like the tandem mirror and the field-reversed mirror reactor have been developed. 
Further design features are discussed in references 1, 3 and 13.
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Figure 6 : Schematic diagram of components and material flows in a magnetic fusion reactor 
operating in the D-T fusion cycle.
These are various types of “closed trap” machine. Since charged particles follow magnetic 
held lines by spiralling around them, by designing a ring shaped machine one has no free ends. 
Thus the concept of a basic torus, containing a toroidal magnetic field. Unfortunately, such a 
tachine would be unstable since any micro-instabilities would tend to grow and also there are 
gnificant forces which would lead to the expulsion of the plasma towards the outer wall, 
lere the magnetic field is weaker compared to the inner wall. The later problem may be 
ved by introducing a poloidal field in addition to the original toroidal field, i.e. a field which 
>es upon itself in the small circle in the torus. This will have the effect that the magnetic 
»themselves will spiral around the torus. Devices of the basic torus shape vary by the ratio 
length of the toroidal and poloidal fields, and also by the distinction of whether the poloidal 
1 are generated by the toroidal current outside or inside the volume occupied by the plasma, 
he most popular configuration for plasma containment is the tokamak (derived from the 
in for “Toroidal-chamber-magnetic”), which has a relatively strong toroidal field and 
ooloidal field generated by a current which flows in the plasma. There are various 
5 and operation is pulsed. Four large tokamaks have been built for experimental 
In  in the 1980’s, namely Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) in the U.S., Joint 
E in Torus (JET) in the U.K., the Japanese Tokamak JT-60, and the Russian T-15.
Fi Wormation is available in references 1, 3, 10,14.
If  the poloidal field is generated by currents outside the plasma region, steady state 
operation may be maintained and the instrument is termed a stellarator. Such a device may be 
made much thinner, and resembles a ring as opposed to the doughnut shape of a tokamak.
If  one considers a purely poloidal field, this gives rise to the magnetic Pinch type reactor. 
Unfortunately the basic pinch system is unstable, the main problem being “sausage instability”.
System Temperature
(keV)
Te Ti
Density
ni
(m-3)
Confinement Time 
TE 
(s)
Pulse Duration 
(s)
Reference
JET (U.K.) lo t io t 6 x l0 19t 0.8f 5-20 10, 17, 18
TFTR (USA) 10 10 4 x l02°tt 3 10, 19, 20
T-15 (USSR) lo t t t  10 102° 0.5 5 10, 21
JT-60 (Japan) 10 10
Frascati Tokamak 1.2 1.2 4 x l0 20 0.06 0.5 10
PLT (USA) 2.2 6.0 3 x l0 19 0.03 0.2 10
T-10 (USSR) 2.3 4 x l0 19 0.032 0.1 10
CLEO (U.K.) 
(Stellarator)
0.2 0.2 2 x l0 19 0.010 0.1 10
ETA-BETA 
(Reverse Field 
Pinch -Italy)
0.04 2x l0 20 0.0001 0.01 10
Elmo Bumpy 
Torus (USA)
1.0 2 x l0 18 0.006 Continuous 10
Tandem Mirror 
TMX (U.S.A.) 
(core)
(plugs)
0.05 0.25 
0.26 13.0
3 x l0 19
4 x l0 19
0.006 0.04 10
t  Best, not simultaneous values 
t t  Best value with pellet injection system 
t t t  Planned values
Table 1: Various plasma conditions achieved for a number of magnetically confined systems.
Various modifications have been made and at present the Reversed-Field-Pinch reactor has 
been developed. Further details of both stellarators and pinch type reactors are available in 
references 1, 14, 15, and 16. Summarising the brief discussion, Table 1 gives the various 
plasma conditions achieved for a number of magnetically confined systems, whereas Table 2 
gives the plasma conditions which are required in envisaged fusion power reactors. It should
be noted that none of the reactors given in Table 1 were constructed for power generation, but 
were designed mainly on an experimental basis and to consider to some extent the scientific 
feasibility of fusion power and different reactor types. The four large tokamaks, TFTR, JET, 
T-15 and JT-60 were designed to demonstrate the scientific feasibility of obtaining power from
System Temperature Density
n i
Confinement
Time
Pulse
Duration
<B> Power
(keV) 
Te Ti
(m*3) Te (s) (s) % MWth
Tokamaks
various 15 15 3 x 1020 1 - 2 100 - 1000 5 - 1 0 3000
Stellarator
(UWTORm) 15 13 2 x 1030 1.1 DC 5 550
Reversed Field 
Pinch (Culham) 10 10 2x1 O20 -1 25 20 1900
Mirror Machine 
(Livermore) 
(Core)
(Plug)
23
170
30
1000
2 x 1020 
1019
-1 DC 40
60
4500
Inertial
Confinement 10- 20 1032 io-11 10-10 108 - 109 
Joules/pulse
Table 2: Plasma conditions required in envisaged fusion reactors. (10)
magnetically confined plasmas and to confirm whether the scaling from smaller machines to 
larger ones showed an improvement in plasma characteristics, although not to actually generate 
large amounts of power.
1.4 THE FIRST WALL
Having considered some of the basic concepts of fusion and reactor designs, one can see 
that one of the major problems besides that of plasma physics and confinement is the materials 
selection for the reactor components. A wide variety of materials will be used depending upon 
the particular reactor component. The problems associated with the first wall, defined as that 
solid structure which directly faces the plasma, are probably the most critical. These may be 
summarised as follows:
1) Radiation damage by highly energetic neutrons (E ^ 14MeV);
2) Sputtering by ions and energetic neutrals;
3) Surface heating by non-penetrating radiation;
4) Fatigue due to the cycle burning;
5) Corrosion by the coolant; and
6) Induced radioactivity. (from reference 22).
The walls must endure these conditions, which will vary to some extent with reactor type, 
whilst maintaining a good vacuum, ranging from «10‘15 Torr in magnetically confined 
systems, to ^1 Torr in some inertial confinement systems and also whilst maintaining their 
mechanical integrity. Probably the most obvious problem and in the future the most restrictive 
is that generally known as radiation damage.
There are several forms of radiation emitted from the plasma which may be classified into 
roughly three different categories, namely:
1) Electromagnetic radiations, such as x-rays, bremsstrahlung (generated as a result of 
slowing down electrons);
2) Energetic neutral or charged particles, such as unbumt fuel (deuterium and tritium ions),
helium (a-particles) and non-field pellet debris (H, Be, C, O, Si, Fe to as high as U); 
and
3) Neutrons. (23)
The main effects upon the first wall material and those of greatest interest in this study will 
be from neutrons and the energetic particles.
1.5 NEUTRONS
On considering equation (1.1) (section 1.2.), one can see that the D-T reaction generates 
neutrons of energy 14.06MeV, which are not charged particles and hence will not be confined 
to the plasma by magnetic fields. Such neutrons will not be monoenergetic as indicated by 
equation ( 1.1), but will have a distribution of energies, due to the relative velocities of the 
reacting fuel ions and the angle of recoil of the helium atoms generated.
The neutron spectrum resulting from a plasma will thus very much depend on the type of 
reactor and its design parameters. Figure 7 shows a typical spectrum from a DT fuel pellet in 
an inertial confinement type system, in which the “downscattered” spectrum (i.e. tail towards 
lower energies) is a result of collisions in the highly compressed pellet.The neutron spectrum is 
that impinging upon the first wall, whereas backscattered neutrons and neutrons which have 
lost energy in the first wall as a result of collisions there must also be considered. Such a 
spectrum is shown in Figure 8, compared to 2 different types of fission spectra.
The main differences are in the high energy tail for fusion (> lOMeV) and the large number 
of neutrons at lower energies in fission reactors. One should also note that the total neutron 
flux is lower in fusion reactors (at 1MW m-2 - the lower limit for economical power generation) 
then in fission systems.
Typical fusion reactor designs have suggested neutron wall loadings ranging from 1 to 
10MW/m2, the upper limit usually being set by thermal stress considerations, being *2- 
3MW/m2 for 316 stainless steel and 10MW/cm2 for V-20Ti. For a magnetically confined
plasma at such wall loadings, the 14.1MeV neutron flux varies from 4 x 1013 to 4 x 1014 
n/cm2/s.
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Figure 7 : Typical neutron spectra from DT reacting plasmas, R = 3 means that the product of the 
density (in g/cm^) and the radius (in cm) of the pellet at that density, equals 3g/cm2 (23)
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Figure 8 : A comparison of the neutron spectra in various spectra in various nuclear facilities.
EBR-II: Experimental Fast Breeder Reactor, Idaho Falls, U.S.A.
HFIR: High Neutron Flux Isotope Reactor, Oak Ridge, U.S.A. (23)
In mirror reactor designs the neutron flux is anticipated to be constant with time, whereas in 
tokamaks it will be constant only up to » 100 minutes, depending on design, with down times 
ranging up to 500s when few or no neutrons will strike the walls. In inertial confinement 
systems, the energy release is as a result of microexplosions during a * 10_11s time interval, 
such that neutrons will arrive in large bursts. However, as already discussed this assumes 
monoenergetic neutrons of 14.1MeV, but due to other effects, this will increase to ~5 x 10'8s 
(for a chamber of ^ m  radius). This gives a neutron flux of 1026 to 1021 n/cm2/s of 14. IMeV
neutrons depending on pellet design, the time between bursts ranging 0.1 to Is, depending on 
reactor design, power levels, etc.
Furthermore the size and shape of the reactor vessel will influence neutron fluxes and hence 
damage rates, resulting in non-uniform damages around the chamber and possibly severe stress 
gradients.
1.5.1 THERMAL EFFECTS
Approximately 80% of the energy generated as a result of the D-T fusion system, is carried 
by the neutrons (24). The neutron spectrum is a variant of reactor type and energy in the form 
of heat will be deposited in the first wall as a result of neutron interactions. Thermal stresses 
resulting from thermal gradients will be induced and it has been calculated (23) that the thermal 
stress is the limiting factor on the neutron wall loading, the limit being ~ 2 -  4MW/m2 for a 316 
stainless steel wall, and 10MW/m2 for a V-20Ti wall in a tokamak.
Within inertial confinement systems, the heat flux is pulsed such that melting and the 
generation of shock waves may be a problem. However, the major contribution to the heat flux 
is by the irradiation with charged particles resulting from fusion products and pellet debris, as 
indicated in Figure 17(a), section 1.6. The temperature rise at the first wall surface resulting 
from neutrons is only * 10K for a 100MJ pellet.
1.5.2 RADIATION DAMAGE
Radiation damage as a result of neutrons may be divided into two parts, first that of lattice 
atom displacement and secondly due to neutron interactions with host atoms, resulting in 
nuclear reactions such as the generation of helium (inelastic reactions).
It is well known that irradiations of solids with neutrons (or atoms) causes displacement of 
atoms from their equilibrium position, producing Primary Knock-on Atoms (PKA), (25,26). 
Energy is transferred from the neutron to the PKA, depending on the neutron energy, such that 
the PKA collides with other lattice atoms. I f  the PKA has sufficient energy, it may displace 
secondary atoms which in turn may displace tertiary atoms etc., thus forming a displacement 
cascade (or a thermal spike, since ultimately the energy is released as heat resulting in a sharp 
rise in local temperatures). The cascade terminates when an atom has an energy less then Ed, 
the displacement energy. The core of the cascade is thought to be vacancy rich, with an 
interstitial rich shell which may then collapse to form a point defect.
The displacement energy, Ed, is the threshold energy required to displace an atom, over 
which there is much controversy. Various figures exist for individual elements, such as values 
of energy where the atom is displaced in the easiest direction or the maximum energy required 
to displace it in a close-packed direction, or some arbitrary combination. Typical values range 
from 25eV to 40eV.
The production of displaced atoms resulting from neutrons may occur by various 
mechanisms, such as elastic and inelastic collisions. In the latter, the excited atom may then 
release a y^Y ) one or two neutrons or decay by the emission of charged particles (e.g. 
protons, helium ions, etc.). In fission reactors the neutron energies are sufficiently low that 
only elastic collisions are of importance, whereas in fusion reactors, higher energy neutrons 
cause sufficient inelastic reactions to make them relevant. The cross-sections for each of these 
interactions may be calculated using various displacement models and summated to give the 
total, as a function of neutron energy, as in Figure 9 for niobium.
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Figure 9 : Individual contributions to the total niobium displacement cross-section from the different
neutron-induced nuclear reactions. (23)
The product o f  the cross-section and neutron fluence is often quoted in units of dpa 
(displacements per atom), representing the number of times an atom has been displaced in 
time, t. This unit allows comparison between different irradiation environments such as 
fission reactors, electron irradiation, heavy ions and fusion reactors. It does not account for 
rate effects, recombination of vacancies and interstitials (annihilation of Frenkel pairs) in a 
cascade, or matrix rearrangements resulting from thermally assisted migration. However, it is 
very useful for first order calculations.
One can see from Figure 9 that there are 3 dominating reactions, namely elastic scattering 
between 0 - 2MeV (fission neutron energy range), inelastic (n,n’) between 2 - lOMeV and 
inelastic (n,2n) between 10 - 20MeV, thus in fusion reactors the hulk of the interactions in the 
first wall are inelastic (n,2n).
The displacement cross-sections for various materials have been calculated and are shown 
in Figure 10.
Thus knowing first wall neutron fluxes from computations and the displacement of cross- 
sections for potential first wall materials, one may determine the displacement rates for each of
the materials as given in Table 5, section 1.5.5. It should be noted that the dpa data vary only 
slightly, however they do not consider other factors such as damage rate, temperature and
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Figure 10: Atom displacement cross-sections for Ti, Al, Nb and 316 stainless s te e l. (23)
stress. Considering a single material, one can determine typical variations which may occur in 
the instantaneous damage rate for a number of different nuclear facilities, as shown in Table 3. 
An important point to note is that damage rates of ~3dpa/s for 10_7s/MW/m2w within inertial 
confinement systems which when averaged over Is are equivalent to that in a tokamak and 
mirror reactors, however recent work indicates a greater annihilation of Frenkel defects as a 
result of high instantaneous dpa, compared to lower production rate (27).
System dpa/s Notes
Fusion
Tokamak or 3 x 10'7 1 MW/m2 for 10'7s.
Mirror Laser lMW/m2, 1 shot, (neutrons only)
Fission
EBR-n ~io-6 62.5MW, core centre
HFIR «10-6 100MW, core centre
Neutron Test:
RTNS-H 5 x  KT8 2 x 1013 n.cm2/s, 1cm3 volume
FMIT 3 x 10"6 operational in 1983, 10cm3 volume
Simulation facilities
Heavy Ions 104 - 10-12 0.01 to IpA/cm2, 20MeV Ni
Electrons 10-3 Typical 1MW high voltage electron microscope
Table 3: Summary of instantaneous displacement rates in a 316 stainless steel first wall and other 
irradiation test facilities. (23)
1.5.3 TRANSMUTATION REACTIONS
Impurities are introduced into a material as a result of nuclear transmutations of various 
types (inelastic reactions), including (n,y) as already mentioned, (n,p) and (n,a), the general 
equations for the reactions being:
zXA + onl --------------- ► [ ZCA+1„] ---------------- ► zXA+1+ y (n,Y)
DECAYS
zXA + on1 z ----------------► [ZCA+1n] ---------------- ► Z-lYA + 1H1 (n,p)
zXA + on1 --------- ------ ► [ZCA+1n] ---------------- ► Z-ZY A'3 + 2He4 (n,a)
Of these, the latter two are probably of greatest importance since the products are gaseous. 
Typical examples are:
13AI27 + on1 ---------------- ► nN a24 + 2He4
13AI27 + on*--------------- ► i2Mg27 + iHl
Ni58 + on1 ---------------- ► Ni59 + y
+ on1 ---------------- ► Fe56 + 2He4
The presence of Mg in A1 for example and Zr in Nb will have some effect, although this 
will probably be low compared to the initial effects of He and H. It is well known that Nb 
transmutates into considerable amounts of Zr and Mo (by (n,2n) and (n,y) reactions), such that 
in a fast reactor approximately 23% of the original Nb93 is transmutated into 13.5% Zr and 
9.5% Mo after 20 years. The solubility limit of Zr in Nb is *10%, thus precipitation of 
intermetallic phases will occur and hence embrittlement of the material. Similarly with Al, 
which transmutates to Si, typically at a rate of 40 appm/year in a fast reactor, the solubility 
being 60 appm, then after 2 years one would expect to see Al-Mg-Si phases. (24)
The production of gaseous products is much greater in the fusion environment compared to 
that of fission. This may be explained by considering the variation of (n,a) cross-section with 
energy, as shown in Figure 11 for a selection of metals.
In the 1 -2MeV neutron energy range typical of fission reactors, the cross-sections for He 
production are very low, whereas they increase rapidly with neutron energy such that in the 
fusion neutron energy range (up to * 14MeV) the production of He will constitute a problem. A 
similar argument applies in the case of (n,p) reactions generating hydrogen.
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Figure 11 : Microscopic cross-sections for helium production from (n,a) reactions in various 
materials.
1.5.4 SOLUBILITY OF HELIUM IN METALS
System Temperature °C Solubility, Atom fraction per atmosphere
Xe-Bi 500 ~10'6
Xe-Bi 500 ~ io -10
Xe-Bi 500 <2 x 10-9 to 1 x 10-7
Xe-Bi 500 <2 x lO'10
Xe-Bi 500
o©V
Xe-Bi 540 5.7 x 10‘8
Xe-Bi 500 2.5 x 10*8
Xe-Bi 500 8 x lO'7
Xe-Na 150 6 x lO'6
He-Bi 500 lO’9
He-Ii 649 - 871 5 x lO’9 to 7.4 x 10’9
He-K 482 - 704 2.9 x lO’6 to 8.4 x 10'6
Ar-Na 480 2.4 x lO'9
Kr-Ag 1000 < i o - n
Table 4: Experimentally determined solubilities. (29)
An inert gas atom, introduced into a metal lattice by some means (such as ion implantation, 
a-decay, etc.) may behave in 3 possible ways, namely it may reside interstitially, it may expel a 
host atom from its lattice site into an interstitial position and reside substitutionally, or it may 
capture a thermal vacancy or other type, such as produced as a result of irradiation, and hence 
reside substitutionally. Various workers have calculated the energies of solution (e.g. Rimmer
and Cottrell for Copper (28)) and found these to be relatively high such that appreciable 
solubility does not occur. Experimentally determined solubilites, shown in Table 4 (29) also 
indicate low solubilites of the inert gases, although there is a large amount of scatter, this is 
generally due to errors arising from adsorption effects.
As a result of this low solubility, the helium generated as a result of transmutation reactions 
will tend to precipitate within metal forming bubbles, which are detrimental to the properties in 
general of the material, i.e. causing loss of ductility (helium embrittlement), enhancing crack 
growth, reducing heat transfer properties, etc.
1.5.5 THE RATIO OF DISPLACEMENT RATES TO TRANSMUTATION BY NEUTRONS
The ratio of the displacement rate (dpa) to the concentration of transmutation products (H or 
He in appm) is a very convenient way of combining the two effects and characterising neutron 
spectra. The ratio is also very significant when comparing simulation techniques for first wall 
damage to the envisaged real effect and is considered further later.
Several workers (23, 30, 31, 32, 33) have calculated the damage and transmutation rates 
for typical first wall materials in fusion devices and compared these with fission conditions.
Material dpa/yr Helium, appm/yr 
Fusion Fission (fast)
Hydrogen, appm/yr 
Fusion
316 Stainless Steel 6 .8-11.0 105 -150 13.8 EBRII 374 - 534
Vanadium 8.1 - 11.0 29 - 39.6 0.88 EBRII 172 - 245
Niobium 5.1-7 .3 16.7-30 1.00-1.51 EBRII 73 - 105
Molybdenum 5.7 33 1.78 EBRII 47
Aluminium 11.9-17.0 315-318 16.3 EBRII 208 - 297
Titanium 11.1 - 15.9 73.7 - 105 3.73 EBRII 109-156
Carbon 6.7 1892 0
V - 20Ti 12.4 66 228
TZM (Molybdenum alloy) 8.1 47 67
PE 16 (Nimonic) 12.0 240 ~ 10 DFR 780
HT9 (Ferritic Steel) 11.0 4 7 - 5 0 450
V -  15Cr-5Ti 11.0 110 245
Ti - 6A1 - 4V 16.0 142 - 145 175
Table 5: Calculated and experimental values of damage rates, helium, hydrogen production rates for 
various materials, wall loadings normalised to 1MW/m2. (25, 32, 33, 34, 35)
The figures are very sensitive to various parameters, such as the first wall cooling, reactor 
type and location in the reactor. A general summary is given in Table 5 from which a table of 
the basic He concentration to damage ratios has been determined in Table 6. It may be seen 
from Table 6 that in the case of the fusion environment the ratio of helium to damage is up to 2 
orders of magnitude greater than that of the fission environment as a result of the increase in 
energy in the basic neutron spectrum. There is only one exception to this point, with respect to 
materials containing Ni, in which a unique double capture sequence occurs with thermal 
neutrons, given in section 1.5.3. namely Ni58 (n,y) Ni59 (n,a) Fe56. Thus nickel containing 
alloys have been irradiated in thermal fission reactors to achieve He/dpa ratios typical of fusion 
spectra, i.e. *15 and greater, up to 60 - 70.
Material appm He/dpa ratio
Fusion Fission (EBRII)
316 Stainless Steel 15.4 0.63
Vanadium 4.9 - 5.3 0.03
Niobium 3.3 0.09
Molybdenum 5.8 0.10
Aluminium 18.7 0.31
Titanium 6.6 0.11
Table 6: He/dpa ratios for fusion and fission for various materials, calculated from table 5. (23).
1.6 IRRADIATION BY CHARGED PARTICLES AND NEUTRAL ATOMS
Approximately 20% of the energy generated as a result of the DT reaction manifests itself in 
the form of charged particles, neutral atoms and x-rays. In magnetically confined systems, 
neutral atoms resulting from charge exchange sequences in the plasma, are more likely to 
impinge upon the first wall because of good magnetic confinement of the charged species. 
Figure 12 shows the typical neutral flux spectrum for a DT reaction calculated for the 
Wisconsin tokamak UWMAK-II, from which one may see that although the average neutral 
energy is in the region of 5 - lOkeV, some particles may strike the walls at ^20 -30keV.
However, a number of charged particles may also escape, the flux of such particles to the 
first wall being rather complicated because of the magnetic field.
A variety of surface phenomena may occur due to the impact of such particles, including 
physical and chemical sputtering, radiation blistering, vaporisation, desorption and 
backscattering, reviews of which are given by Behrisch (34) and Bauer (35). The results of 
such occurrences are damage and erosion of the first wall as well as the introduction of
impurities or poisoning of the plasma hence causing deterioration of the vacuum and increasing 
the required ignition temperature (36, 37).
Probably the most important incident particles are the He-ions or a-particles produced by the 
D-T reaction, since they play a major role in first wall phenomena. As already mentioned, the 
flux as a function of energy and angle of incidence is complicated. A small fraction of a- 
particles, dependent on reactor design, will escape the plasma and impinge directly upon the 
first wall with little or no loss of energy, i.e. at 3.5MeV, whereas other particles will lose 
energy within the plasma and escape at energies characteristic of the plasma edge temperature, 
i.e. as low as 100 -500eV depending upon the machine. Furthermore, the interaction of 
particles with magnetic field lines introduces a spatial component to the flux. In a tokamak, 
particles at the plasma edge temperature have a large angular spread and hence strike the first 
wall relatively uniformly, whereas high energy particles are “trapped” in banana-like orbits, 
described by Behrisch and Scherzer (38) which results in their drifting to the vessel walls 
mainly at oblique angles, ranging from grazing incidence up to a maximum of approximately 10 
-20° relative to the surface. Only at comers with projections into the toms, such as at limiters,
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Figure 12: D-T neutral flux to the liner in UWMAK-II.
will a-particles have normal incidence. An additional effect of such orbits, is the highly peaked 
wall loading as a function of the poloidal angle described by Miley and Hively (39) resulting in 
a variation of helium concentration as a function of poloidal angle and also implantation depth 
due to the angle of incidence as described by Fenske et al (40). In a D-T mirror design, the 
energy spectra will vary between the side walls and the ends of the system (41). Large 
differences have been determined between reactor types, for example the mean energy and flux 
is estimated to be an order of magnitude higher in D-T mirror designs compared to that of a 
tokamak (42, 43) as well as variations between designs of the same basic configuration, 
depending on design parameters.
An additional source of helium within the first wall may also be mentioned here, as the 
decay of tritium to He3.
jT ---------------- ►^He + p + v +0.02MeV
(electron) (Antineutrino) t1/2 = 12.35yrs
It has been calculated that 5.61% of the total plant tritium inventory will be lost as a result 
of such decay every year (1). However, probably the most severe problem will be that of 
permeation and the resulting biological hazard.
The primary effect of the low energy a-particles (E-100 -500eV) will be to cause erosion 
of the first wall by sputtering with little damage due to blistering. However, the more energetic 
(« 3.5MeV) particles will contribute very little to sputtering and will be the major source of 
surface blistering.
The basic mechanisms of physical sputtering are well known, i.e. that energetic particles 
impinging upon a surface cause sub-surface collision cascades resulting in the emission of 
atoms and/or ions from the surface. Detailed reviews of sputtering at the first wall are given by 
Behrisch (34), Bauer (35), and Smith (44), however some brief points may be made here. The 
sputtering yield has been assumed to be proportional to the surface binding energy as well as 
on a number of other factors. However, the agreement between sputtering theory and 
experimental data is not satisfactory for light projectiles (e.g. D, T, He), particularly at low 
energies since such ions suffer predominantly electronic collisions, hence the calculated sputter 
yields are greater than experimental values. Semi-empirical equations developed by Smith (44) 
give reasonable agreement with available experimental data although very little data exists for 
energies below lOOeV. Figure 13 shows some typical calculated curves for stainless steel (a 
primary contender for the first wall) bombarded by various ions, and available experimental 
data. ----------- ---------  ------
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Figure 13: Plot of calculated energy-dependent physical sputter-yield curves for iron (stainless 
steel) showing comparison with available experimental data. (44)
Most of the available data is for monoenergetic ions and normal incidence, whereas data for the 
angular dependence of sputtering yield is limited. However incident particles on a first wall 
have a range of energies and hence the integrated yields have been calculated by Smith (44) by 
averaging the calculated monoenergetic yields with a Maxwellian distribution of incident 
particle energies, i.e. the particle energy variation around the plasma edge temperature is 
assumed Maxwellian.
Erosion by low energy a-particles is thought to be low because the flux is expected to be 
low, whereas fluxes of 3.5MeV a-particles will be higher, but erosion as a result of sputtering 
will be small because the yield is extremely low at higher energies. First wall erosion as a 
result of sputtering is thought to be dominated by sputtering due to D and T particles, where 
fluxes are estimated to be more than an order of magnitude higher.
The process of blistering will be in competition with surface erosion by DT sputtering (35) 
and has been thought by some authors not to present a serious problem since for low energy 
particles, and thus shallow implantation depths and sufficiently high doses, the surface is 
completely sputtered away before the critical inert gas concentration for blistering may be 
achieved. However, in the higher energy range, repetitive blister exfoliation occurs and as 
previously mentioned, a significant fraction of the helium flux will have an energy of 3.5MeV. 
On talking into account the angular distribution of such particles, the implantation depth will 
range l-2pm in a stainless steel wall, i.e. where continuous blister exfoliation may be expected. 
Figure 14 shows the calculated probability of surface exfoliation as a function of wall 
temperature and surface velocity resulting from hydrogen isotope sputtering from which it may 
be seen that stainless steel walls will suffer exfoliation for plasma edge temperatures below 
lOOeV at all first wall temperatures, blistering occurring within » 1 0 l3h of operation. 
Furthermore, blistering will occur at different rates throughout the reactor as a result of the 
variation of a-particle flux with magnetic field, as for example with the poloidal angle in 
tokamaks (40). The results of Bauer (35), and Fenske (40), indicate that blistering is highly 
dependent upon the D, T, and He fluxes, plasma device parameters and the first wall material 
used. The processes and hence mechanisms leading to blistering have been studied extensively 
by various authors and a rigorous discussion is given in section 1.7.6.
Most of the investigations of surface modifications of solids have been made using mainly 
monoenergetic He-beams, having only a small angular divergence. A schematic summary of 
these modifications is given in figure 15, (38), from which it may be seen that up to a fluence 
of*  1014 He-ions/cm2, He is only partially trapped by trapping sites already present or formed 
by the He-ions. Between « 1014 and « 1017 ions/cm2, all the He atoms slowed down in the 
solid are trapped and although no surface modifications are observed, the surface moves 
outwards due to swelling of the material (45, 46).
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Figure 14: Calculation of the probability of surface exfoliation from3.5MeV a-particle bombardment 
as a function of wall temperature and surface velocity due to hydrogen isotope sputtering . (35)
Bubble formation occurs in this region up to a dose between ~1017 to ~1018 ions/cm2 
where a saturation level is achieved and He-remission occurs, the surface blisters and/or flakes. 
At doses of »1018 to 5 x 1()19 ions^cm2, surface erosion becomes visible, the blisters and 
flakes being eroded and a t 5 x l 0 19 to 5 x  1020 ions/cm2, the surface shows a spongy 
appearance (when a thickness o f more than one projected range has been removed).
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Figure 15: Schematic of He-trapping and surface modifications in metals for monoenergetic 
bombardment in thekeV-range T < 0.5Tm (Tm=melting temperature). (38)
At doses greater than 5 x 1020 ions/cm2 an equilibrium surface structure, dominated by 
sputtering, is formed typically of ridges, grooves and needles, depending on grain and ion
beam orientations. At temperatures greater than ~0.55Tm, blistering and flaking do not 
generally occur and the implanted He is released through holes in the surface.
Finally in the case of inertial confinement systems, the particle flux to the first wall will 
consist of species with much greater mass and energy variations compared with magnetically 
confined systems. Figure 16 shows a possible debris spectrum for a simple pellet, impinging 
on a copper first wall of radius 7 metres.
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Figure 16: Particle flux to exposed surface of a spherical copper first wall of radius 7m.
Fuel pellets are generally quite complex, having several coatings and since there is generally 
no external magnetic field, all the ions from the pellet will interact with the first wall unless the 
chamber contains a high gas pressure for example of neon or the wall has a liquid metal 
coating. Furthermore, precise designs are generally classified information and hence silicon 
has been used to model the pellet coating and to simulate the effect of higher mass elements in 
the damage process. Information on the assumed laser pellet spectra is given by Hunter and 
Kulcinski (47).
It may be seen that the whole process takes ~10_5s from one pulse, with a relatively long 
time between pulses, i.e. between 0.1 to Is.
The resulting surface thermal and displacement damage responses are given in Figure 17 
(a), (b), and (c), as well as the computed depth distribution of damage per pulse in figure 17 
(d). From Figure 17(a), one can see that the temperature response is dominated principally by 
the X-ray component, after which the wall cools before the arrival of the ions. However, the 
heat flux is pulsed and hence melting may be a problem, depending upon various parameters 
such as pellet energy yield and distance from the first wall to the micro-explosion. The damage 
response, Figure 17(b), is dominated by the silicon, although the first displacements result 
from neutrons, ~10-7s after the pellet bum.
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Temperature rise and displacement rate; and (d) Spatial distribution of displacement damage per 
pulse, resulting from the particle flux to exposed copper surface shown in figure 16.
The neutrons produce displacement rates of ~4dpa/s for ~0.5jis, followed by up to 
15dpa/s for ~0.5Ms by energetic helium ions. Thermalised D, T and He atoms then produce 
* 1 0 -2 0  dpa/s each for *5ps and silicon up to *100 dpa/s for *8jus. The displacement rate 
may approach *500dpa/s for a few jus at approximately the end of range of the silicon ions, 
* 1 pm within the wall.
Figure 17(c) shows the relationship between displacement rate and temperature, with time, 
from which one may see that the first wall will be highly pre-heated before the arrival of pellet 
debris, resulting in various effects on processes like sputtering, which is sensitive to 
temperature, the erosion rate likely to increase by factors of up to 4 - 6 over ambient
temperature calculations (47). Figure 17(d) shows the predicted depth distribution of damage, 
indicating that the bulk of the damage is within the first few pm, which together with the 
surface temperature response will have a pronounced effect on void or bubble growth and 
blistering.
1.7 M ICROSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS
Irradiation of metals with both neutrons and charged particles will have substantial and 
varied effects on the microstructure of the material depending on the precise irradiation 
conditions, especially with respect to energy, dose, mass of the damaging species, and 
temperature. A variety of microstructural effects have thus been observed including briefly: 
introduction of dislocations, stacking fault tetrahedra, phase changes, segregation, void and 
bubble formation and blistering. The effect of these microstructural changes is generally 
adverse on the mechanical properties of the potential first wall and structural materials, and 
hence a number of papers have been published addressing these problems.
1.7.1 FUNDAM ENTAL DAMAGE STUDIES
A number of studies have been performed on fundamental aspects of radiation damage, 
such as for example those described by English (26) (and the references therein), resulting 
from low dose neutron irradiations in a number of fee and bcc metals. They found that in all 
but 1 alloy (Cu - 5% Ge), there were irradiation conditions where inhomogeneous damage 
distributions occurred, resulting in high and low damage regions being observed. In all cases, 
the high damage regions consisted of in-grown dislocations, decorated with interstitial 
dislocation loops, whereas in Cu and Cu-Ge, the low damage regions consisted of vacancy 
loops, stacking fault tetrahedra and voids, and in Mo of dislocation loops.
Spitznagel et al (48) have reviewed microstructures resulting from simulated fusion 
irradiations. On comparing 14MeV fusion neutrons with fission neutron irradiations, the 
primary knock-on atom (PKA) energy is much greater in the former, for example the maximum 
energy of PKA in Nb for a 14MeV neutron is * 600keV whereas it is * 190keV for fission 
neutrons. Thus the dimensions and structure of cascades, i.e. the damaged regions resulting 
from fusion neutrons may be significantly different. Both experiment and theory indicate that 
cascades formed from PKAs of energy greater than some limiting value, Eu, are divided into 2 
or more sub-regions often called subcascades, where Eu is 10 to 60keV. PKAs at lower 
energies produce a single cascade. This phenomenon results from the variation of nuclear 
collision cross-section with PKA energy. The most dense cascades are thus found at lower 
energies, whereas with higher energy PKAs the mean-free-path between collisions is greater, 
leading to well separated subcascades. Thus the number of defects generated from cascade 
collapse will be proportional to the energy deposited by the damaging ion species.
Low fluence and temperature (T < 0.3Tm) experiments have been used to determine 
whether the number o f defects produced is a linear function with deposited energy. 
Furthermore the nature and spatial distribution of the damage has also been evaluated. “Black 
dot” defects have been observed in a number o f metals as shown in Figure 18 in Nb(49), for 
(a) fission neutrons E > O.IMeV and (b) for (D, Be) neutrons, i.e. resulting from the Be(D,n) 
reaction and hence ranging in energy from 0 to 30MeV, with a peak at * 15MeV.
Figure 18: TEM micrographs of Nb irradiated with: (a) fission neutrons, E>0.1MeV, fluence=5.0 x 
10^7 n/cm^, (b) D-Be neutrons, over the Be(D, n) spectrum, 1.8 x 1 0 ^  n / c m ^ .  Arrow indicates 
direction of diffraction vector [330] and corresponds to 0.2 pm. (49)
The doses were chosen such that in both samples the damage energy was the same. The 
“black dot” damage was then investigated using 2-beam dynamical diffraction conditions under 
which the damage appears with characteristic black-white contrast. Such contrast has been 
modelled using computer simulations and knowing the diffraction vectors operating, the 
damage species may be identified, i.e. whether interstitial or vacancy in nature. In the case of 
Figure 18 the “black spots” are dislocation loops resulting from collapse o f cascades and 
subcascades, two-thirds of which were interstitial and the others o f a vacancy type. Stereo 
microscopy may also be used to determine their depth within the foil. Thus total defect 
densities may be calculated and in the case of the Be(D,n) source, the ratio of the total number 
of defects per 15MeV neutron relative to a fission neutron was found to be 2.7±0.7, compared 
to 3.1±0.6 predicted theoretically. The spatial distribution of loops was also observed to be 
similar.
The effect o f helium on dislocations has received less attention than studies o f cavities, 
probably due to the greater difficulty in studying dislocations. However, introducing helium 
appears to generally increase the concentration o f dislocation loops and lines, as well as 
cavities. Ayrault eta l  (50) found higher dislocation densities in 316 stainless steel irradiated 
with dual beams of nickel and helium ions at 625°C, at a rate o f 50ppm He/dpa as opposed to 
15 and 5 ppm He/dpa, whereas at lower doses (51) (<2dpa) at temperatures ranging 300-600°C
in 316 stainless steel, no influence of cold pre-implanted He (lOppm) was found. The effects 
of helium on dislocations is discussed further by Farrell etal (52).
1 .7 .2  PHASE STABILITY. SEGREGATION AND PRECIPITATION
Radiation may change the type, composition, volume fraction and spatial distribution of 
precipitates or phases in unstable alloys, described in a number of papers and conferences. 
Farrell etal (52) state 3 primary causes:
1) Cascade dissolution and reprecipitation of existing precipitates;
2) Radiation-enhanced diffusion which intensifies the development of normal 
thermal decomposition products, and;
3) Radiation-induced segregation and/or precipitation (RIS/P), involving a flow or 
counter flow of solutes with point defect fluxes at sinks, changing the local 
chemical balance at sinks and thus changing amounts and compositions of 
phases not commonly observed during thermal decomposition. RIS/P is 
considered to be a most important phenomenon with respect to the influence of 
radiation on phase changes in most alloy systems.
A substantial amount of work where precipitation and phase changes have observed, has been 
published in the literature for austenitic stainless steels irradiated with heavy ions (e.g. refs 53, 
54, 55), ferritic steels (56, 57), Fe-Ni-Cr alloys (58, 59, 60) and nickel based alloys (61), as 
well as for other alloys.
Nickel has been observed to segregate to void surfaces in high Ni alloys 
(43%Ni-17%Cr-Fe)(60), after irradiation with 46.5MeV Ni ions to 60dpa, being enhanced up 
to at least 50wt%. X-ray analysis was used to observe enrichments of 54wt% in a shell ^60nm 
in thickness around the voids, which Marwick etal (61) postulated would reduce the vacancy 
flux to voids, both by reduction in the diffusion coefficient of vacancies in the vicinity of the 
void, but also by the Kirkendall effect between slow and fast diffusing alloy components. The 
vacancy flux induced by the Kirkendall effect is thought to oppose the normal vacancy flux to 
the void, thus reducing its efficiency as a sink and inhibiting void growth. Thus void swelling 
would be expected to saturate.
Hishinuma et al (59) have observed nickel segregation to void surfaces in electron 
irradiated Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, which they postulated would have an important effect on void 
swelling as a result of reducing the surface energy and stress by changing the relative capture 
efficiencies for point defects. They observed strain field contrast which they suggested was the 
result of solute segregation which in turn stabilised small void embryos. They also suggested 
that a second shell, rich in Cr, existed which provided an energy barrier to defect diffusion in 
Fe-Cr-Ni alloys. The net effect of such segregation was thus low swelling in high Ni alloys, 
especially at higher temperatures (T > 500°C). Nickel enrichment at voids was thought to be 
due to the strong binding of Ni to interstitials. Kohyama etal (53) postulate further that
modification of the surface free energy in 316 stainless steel due to radiation induced 
segregation to cavities may also produce complicated truncations (i.e. facets) in voids.
Mazey and Menzinger (62) have implied that the lack of voids in concentrated Cu-Ni alloys 
may be as a result of small-scale clusters of composition - which is different from the matrix, 
further evidence for their observations being the increase in magnetic susceptibility found in 
such alloys after neutron irradiation. They postulated that clusters of Ni atoms may be present 
indicated by weak ferromagnetism being present in their samples at room temperature, the 
boundaries of such clusters acting as traps for vacancies and interstitials, hence inhibiting void 
growth.
The present discussion indicates a reduction in swelling as a result of segregation, however 
Terasawa etal (54) found a double-peaked swelling-temperature relationship in cold-worked 
316 stainless steel irradiated with carbon ions. They found M23C6 precipitates enriched in 
molybdenum and silicon formed in the austenite matrix at 630°C, 76dpa, whereas at 530°C 
voids were observed to be coated in a Y like precipitate (Ni3Si).4C, enriched in Mo. At a 
lower displacement damage, 38dpa, the y’ precipitates were not observed and the second 
swelling peak was not seen, and thus Terasawa etal (54) associated the y’ precipitates with a 
marked swelling increase. They suggested the precipitate coating leads to an energy barrier to 
the incorporation of point defects, changing the capture efficiency of the void for defects. Thus 
a bare void would have a strong preference for interstitials, whereas the coated void has a 
strong preference for vacancies because the repulsive force for interstitials is greater and 
subsequently, precipitate coated voids exhibit enhanced growth.
Mansur (63) and Lam etal (64) have discussed the theoretical background between point 
defect trapping and solute segregation, and its effect on irradiation induced swelling. It was 
concluded that segregation of solute atoms is theoretically expected to produce significant 
changes in sink capture efficiencies resulting from changes in diffusivity of point defects in the 
region near the sink or changes in the elastic interaction of point defects with the sink. 
Depending upon the magnitude and sign of the modification in vacancy and interstitial capture 
efficiencies either an increase or a decrease in swelling may result as described by the earlier 
discussions. Farrell etal (52) have reviewed the effect of He on precipitation, the bulk of the 
work having been in austenitic stainless steels. They identified at least 6 decomposition 
products which exhibit strong responses to irradiation, which are y’, G, Laves, r|(M6C), MC 
and t(M23C6). Solutes which are strongly concentrated by RIS are Ni and Si, whereas Mo and 
Cr are often depleted. The Y and G phases are Ni-Si compounds, not normally appearing 
during thermal decomposition of the austenite, but are radiation induced as a result of copious 
segregation of Si and Ni at point-defect sinks. Laves phase is normally a compound of Mo, 
Fe, Si and Cr, however irradiation encourages its precipitation and modifies it by introducing 
Ni and Si from the matrix at the expense of Mo. The v\ phase is rich in Ni, Si, Cr and Mo, 
irradiation increasing the precipitation kinetics. The MC phase (containing Ti and Mo) and r  
(containing Cr and Mo) are not chemically altered but the precipitation kinetics change.
A number of workers (65, 66, 67) have found that the response of precipitates are in the 
opposite direction to the effect on cavities with respect to helium, i.e. helium encourages cavity 
formation whereas it depresses radiation-affected precipitation.
1.7 .3  CAVITY FORMATION
Cavities may generally be split into 2 categories, namely bubbles and voids. Bubble 
nucleation and growth are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3, however they may be 
described generally as cavities with either an equilibrium gas pressure or over-pressure of inert 
gas, whereas voids are clusters of many lattice vacancies, stabilised by relatively few gas atoms 
(such as inert gases: He, Ne, etc. or other more reactive gases, eg. N2, H2, etc). Bubbles may 
thrive under normal thermal vacancy concentrations, whereas voids need a supersaturation of 
vacancies to remain stable.
A substantial amount of literature exists on the observation of void and bubble nucleation 
and growth in a vast number of metals. Details for bubbles are given in Chapter 3, however a 
brief summary of the salient points with respect to void nucleation and growth is given here.
Clustering of vacancies requires their mobility and supersaturation, which is assured at 
*0.2 - 0.3Tm. Supersaturation occurs when radiation increases the vacancy production above 
the thermal value, which is possible at all temperatures below *0.6Tm. A third primary 
condition for void formation is that at least some of the irradiation-induced point defects must 
survive mutual recombination and annihilation. The interstitials generated may thus combine or 
condense as interstitial loops, or at dislocations, i.e. the loops and dislocations are biased 
interstitial sinks. The vacancies may then precipitate as either vacancy loops or into cavities. 
Thus void formation generally prevails between *0.2Tm to *0.6Tm, however there is a strong 
influence of temperature over this range. Cavity nucleation declines with increasing 
temperature, following the decline in vacancy supersaturation, whereas cavity growth increases 
due to increase in vacancy diffusion, although this net vacancy influx is countered by thermal 
vacancy emission at higher temperatures. Thus a peak in swelling is observed in the 
temperature range * 0.2Tm to 0.6Tm. The swelling rate as a function of continued irradiation 
is determined by the growth rate of voids, dependent on the relationship between the strength 
of dislocations and cavities as point defect sinks (68).
Gases facilitate the nucleation of cavities as seen in Chapter 2 and it has been found that the 
incubation period before the appearance of cavities is reduced (i.e. the “effective” displacement 
damage). The concentration of cavities generally increases and the size decreases. Although 
helium increases cavity nucleation, the swelling may be retarded by reduction of cavity growth. 
Helium also allows swelling to occur at higher temperatures (69). These effects may be 
explained by the helium stabilising small clusters of vacancies which would otherwise shrink 
and dissolve by thermal emission of vacancies or by fluctuations in interstitial absorption. 
Thus the He-V clusters are potential bias-driven cavities requiring gas initially for stabilisation
until at some critical size, they may grow without further gas. Thus the ‘critical cavity nucleus’ 
concept has been developed.
The concept is derived from the fact that the pressure of gas in a cavity will retard thermal 
shrinkage of the cavity affecting the competition between the net influx of vacancies, causing 
cavity growth and the thermal emission of vacancies causing shrinkage. Thus the growth rate 
maybe written:
dr _  H  I /  Radiation-induced + J _  ( Radiation-induced ) _  ( Thermal vacancy J I 
dt r LVthermal vacancy influxes/ \  interstitial influx/ \  outflux / J
where r is the cavity radius, t is the time and Cl is the atomic volume. The thermal emission, E 
is dependent on cavity size, since:
E «  CjQ(r)
where C L  (r) is the vacancy equilibrium concentration given in Chapter 3.
From these equations, it is evident that thermal emission of vacancies increases as cavity 
size decreases and as temperature increases, hence the necessity for an internal gas pressure to 
stabilise void embryos.
Cavitational swelling is thus not an instantaneous occurrence at the start of irradiation. An 
incubation period exists before cavity appearance, during which time vacancy fluctuations and 
gas accumulation occur, generating a significant number of cavities of critical size. This period 
is longer in alloys than pure metals due to increased recombination at solutes and is shortened 
by the presence of gases.
1 .7 .4  HELIUM EMBRITTLEMENT
The embrittlement effect, i.e. loss of ductility, is generally attributed to the weakening of 
grain boundaries by cavity formation as a result of He generation from either (n, a) reactions or 
a-particle implantation. The production of high densities of dislocation loops and precipitates 
may also have an effect on the ductility, however the effect of He is considered to be the most 
serious. A number of workers have thus investigated the nucleation and growth of He bubbles 
at grain boundaries (70, 71) whereas others (32, 33) have conducted tensile test type 
experiments on irradiation specimens. High temperature He embrittlement has thus been 
modelled (72, 73, 74) in an attempt to relate the He concentration to the lifetime of the material.
It has been found that as little as lOppm He can reduce the uniform elongation in stainless 
steel below 1% at temperatures greater than 500°C (75). He gas migrates or is swept up by 
moving grain boundaries and hence bubbles are formed at the interface between two grains. 
These then act as crack nuclei, resulting in brittle intergranular cracking. The effect is even 
more pronounced at higher temperatures as indicated by the results of Bloom and Wiffen (33).
The residual ductility above 500°C was found to be very low in 316 stainless steel, even with 
only low He concentrations.
The typical reduction in elongation as a function of neutron fluence is shown for 20% cold- 
worked 316 stainless steel, in Figure 19 (30).
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Figure 19: The effect of low helium concentrations on the ductility of 316 stainless steel. (30) 
1.7.5 * SOLID INERT GASES*
The observation of ‘solid inert gases’ appears not to be of direct relevance to the fusion 
reactor environment, however a brief discussion is given for completeness, since it results from 
inert gas implantation. As discussed in section 1.7.6 and chapter 3, helium will precipitate in 
all metals in a high density of small bubbles after implantation with helium ions at temperatures 
where vacancies are generally immobile (and thus bubble growth has not occurred). This has 
also been found to be the case for the other inert gases implanted into metals. The presence of 
the inert gas causes the bubbles to be highly overpressurised, to such an extent that some 
studies have found that the heavier inert gases can precipitate in bubbles at ambient temperature 
in a solid form. This phenomenon has been found in the caseofXe, Kr and A rin a  variety of 
fee, bcc and hep metals. Solid He and Ne cavities have not been observed because they have 
much lower triple points than the other heavier inert gases and hence a greater gas pressure is 
required for their solidification. This introduces a number of difficulties, namely that the 
maximum bubble pressure which may be achieved is governed by the interstitial loop 
punching pressure or the pressure at which interbubble fracture may occur, i.e. the stress 
exceeds the ultimate tensile strength of the material. Thus the cavities will punch loops or the 
material may blister to relieve the internal pressure. Furthermore, since cavity pressure is
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inversely proportional to cavity size, such cavities would he extremely small and potentially 
beyond the resolution of the TEM used in their study.
It has been found, for the heavier inert gases, that the solid precipitates form with crystal 
axes parallel to the host matrix, i.e. epitaxially, although lattice parameter mismatches of 20 to 
30% have been measured and a substantial repulsive force exists between the inert gas and 
metal. Kr has been found to precipitate in a fee structure in Cu(76), bcc in Mo(77) and hep in 
Ti(78). Xe(79, 80), Kr(81) and Ar(81) have been found to be fee in A1 and Xe, hep in Zn(82). 
The structure of the ‘solid inert gases’ has been found by the observation of additional 
reflections in the electron diffraction pattern resulting from the irradiated metals. Evans and 
Mazey (78) also found that randomly orientated precipitates of Kr occurred in Ti, of structure 
which unfortunately could not be determined.
The transformation of such ‘solid inert gases’ from a solid to a gaseous state has also been 
studied by Birtcher and Jager (83) who observed the formation of an additional diffuse ring of 
diffraction intensity superimposed on the diffusion spot pattern, on increase of the implantation 
dose of Kr into Al, which they suggested was due to a liquid or gas-like state resulting from 
cavity growth during implantation and the ensuing Kr phase transformation, presumably due to 
a reduction in gas pressure. Careful annealing experiments have been carried out for Ar in 
Al(81) and for Kr in Ti(78) whilst monitoring the diffracted intensities at each temperature and 
hence the changing inert gas lattice parameter as a function of temperature determined. In both 
cases it was found that the lattice parameter decreased on increase in temperature, which was 
attributed to inert gas precipitates melting in the larger bubbles at higher temperatures, so that 
the remaining diffractions resulted from smaller bubbles with higher pressures and gas 
densities. Further evidence for these conclusions has been gained from dark field TEM 
observations during annealing, where images from larger cavities were found to ‘switch-off as 
the inert gas melted (i.e. the images changed from white to dark ). These results are thus 
consistent with the concept of higher pressures in smaller bubbles.
Moire fringes have also been observed for Kr in Ti(78) and Ar in Al(81), resulting from 
interference between diffracted beams from the ‘solid inert gas’ and the host metal crystal 
lattices, from which the gas precipitate lattice spacing has been calculated. The results were 
found to be in agreement with values obtained from diffraction patterns.
Finally, Donnelly (84) has studied cavities containing ‘solid inert gas’ using high 
resolution TEM techniques, to observe diffraction contrast from inert gas atomic layers. The 
observations indicate the apparent existence of dislocations in the solid precipitates.
1.7 .6  SURFACE MODIFICATIONS: BLISTERING AND FLAKING
Radiation may have a variety of detrimental effects on the surface of a material including 
vaporization, blistering, flaking, pitting and sputtering, all of which are important with respect 
to a fusion reactor first wall, and have been briefly summarised in section 1.6. However , the
effects of blistering, flaking and pitting warrant further discussion, since they are caused by gas 
implantation into the surface and hence are of greater relevance to this study.
Blistering is caused by irradiation with energetic gases, both inert and reactive gases, under 
certain conditions where a sufficient dose maybe implanted. Blisters have been observed in a 
variety of metals including 316 stainless steel (85, 86), 304 stainless steel (87), niobium (87,
88, 89, 90, 91), vanadium (90, 86), molybdenum (93, 86), aluminium (94), nickel (95, 96)
and the amorphous alloy metglas 2826A (97) after implantation both of He, Ne, Ar, D and T 
ions. However no blistering theory has been developed which quantitatively describes all the 
important parameters required in an evaluation of the influence of blistering on plasma 
contamination. Several models have been proposed to explain the formation of blisters on 
helium-bombarded surfaces, which may be divided into two broad categories:
1) Gas pressure driven models, and;
2) Lateral stress driven models.
The former maybe further subdivided:
a) those models based on bubble coalescence and interbubble rupture, and;
b) those based on percolation of helium into the lattice.
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Figure 2 0 : Schematic diagrams illustrating blister formation by: (a) the gas-pressure-coalescence 
model and; (b) the lateral stress model. (98)
Figure 20 illustrates schematically the two basic models, (a) the coalescence-gas pressure 
model, and (b) the lateral stress model.
GAS-PRESSURE MODEL
The gas-pressure model is probably the most widely accepted model compared to the lateral 
stress model with respect to blister formation. Cavities are formed in a layer beneath the 
surface as a result of He implantation, by the mechanisms described in Chapter 3. As the dose
is increased the density and/or size of cavities increases to a point where coalescence occurs, as 
shown in figure 20(a). The continued gas deposition causes the internal cavity pressure to 
increase which, together with a reduction in the effective load-bearing cross-section as a result 
of volume swelling, leads to a sufficient stress between the cavities such that the ultimate tensile 
strength of the material is exceeded. This results in the formation of a crack, roughly parallel 
with the surface in which the internal pressure is sufficient to plastically deform the ‘skin’ and 
hence create a blister.
A version of this model has been described more graphically by Evans (99) who applied it 
to data and observations for Mo (93). Evans (99) postulated that a layer of very high density, 
overpressurised, helium bubbles formed where the implanted helium was deposited. The 
bubbles have a pure shear strain around them, compressive in planes parallel to the surface and 
in tension perpendicular to the surface. Thus, a number of cavities roughly coplanar below the 
surface will have a net tensile stress, perpendicular to the cavity layer, tending to part the plane. 
At a critical dose and depth, sufficient bubble pressure is achieved to cause bubble coalescence 
by interbubble fracture and hence generate an internal crack. However, production of the crack 
will reduce the gas pressure, due to local volume increase resulting possibly in insufficient 
pressure to deform the material above the crack and create a blister. Evans (99) suggests that 
the pressure difference between the crack and bubbles in the near vicinity may be sufficient for 
individual bubbles to break into the crack, resulting in its widening and an increase in the 
pressure. This process may continue until the bubble-crack pressure difference is insufficient 
to result in the next bubble ‘bursting’ or ‘unzipping’ into the crack. However, the increase in 
crack pressure due to a number of such interactions may be sufficient to deform the material 
above the crack, resulting in a blister. During the deformation of the metal surface, the blister 
pressure is reduced which in turn results in further bubbles ‘unzipping’ into the blister. This 
process continues until an equilibrium condition is achieved governed by the equation:
R=2ayt/P
where R is the internal shell radius, ay is the yield stress, t is the blister lid thickness and P is 
the internal pressure.
Evans (99) has determined that for 30keV He into Mo, blisters of diameter 1.2pm and lid 
radii of curvature ® 1.2pm would result from approximately 12 ‘layers’ of bubbles ‘unzipping’ 
to form the blister. Mazey etal (93) have also seen severe roughening of the surface beneath 
the blister cap, consistent with the bubble ‘unzipping’ mechanism as well as fine cavities in 
both the blister cap and material beneath.
This model may be used to describe blister formation under a variety of conditions, such as 
blister formation at temperatures below vacancy migration, as in Mo (93) at room temperature 
and stainless steel at -170°C (85,86). In such regimes cavity growth is thought to occur by one 
of two mechanisms:
Firstly, bubbles may aquire vacancies formed in the bubble surface by displacement damage 
events, which depends upon removed surface atoms ending up in the bulk lattice. However, 
this will be countered by self-interstitials, generated by displacement damage migrating to the 
bubbles, although this is thought to be only a small number since most will be annihilated or 
trapped at dislocations which are a greater sink for interstitials than cavities. Secondly, growth 
may occur by the mechanism described in section 3.7.2 which involves interstitial loop 
punching as originally suggested by Greenwood et al (100), direct evidence for which having 
been observed by Evans etal (101, 102) in Mo. The pressure required for loop punching is 
given in section 3.7.2 by Greenwood etal (100) as:
2Y + tibln(Vb)
LF r 27rr
whereas the pressure required for inter bubble fracture is given by:
P f  = of [(m2C2^)-^  -1 ] + y -
by Evans etal (99), where op is the fracture (or ultimate tensile) stress, r is the cavity radius, 
Cb is the bubble concentration (number density) and y the surface tension. Thus the pressures 
for loop punching and interbubble fracture may be determined as given by Evans (99) in figure 
21, for Mo, from which it is clear that only at or above a certain critical radius r* can 
interbubble fracture occur. For smaller radii, r < r*, the bubble pressure will be relieved by 
loop punching and therefore Pp will not be achieved, but the loop punching process actually 
increases the bubble radius and hence r tends to r*.
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F igure 2 1 : The bubble pressures required in Mo for interbubble fracture (Pp) and growth by loop 
punching (P|_p) as a function of bubble radius. (99)
Evans (99) has postulated that one of these mechanisms will be the most dominant, for 
example at low defect mobilities the arrival of point defects at a cavity will be immaterial, cavity 
growth being principally by loop punching. However, on increasing vacancy and interstitial
mobility (e.g. increasing the temperature or displacement rate), the loop punching rate will be 
affected and eventually the pressure may drop below Plp when further loop punching will not 
occur and cavity growth will be governed solely by defect arrival. Evans (99) has further 
shown that bubbles growing by sinking of point defects cannot satisfy the conditions for 
interbubble fracture, since sinking of vacancies into a cavity drastically reduces the internal 
pressure and hence the stress.
The model has been successfully used to demonstrate other experimental observations, 
such as the requirement for an increased dose as a result of increasing the helium energy and 
also that the ratio of blister lid thickness to projected helium range falls with energy from *3 for 
E < 5keV, towards a unity above lOOkeV.
The temperature dependence of blister formation has been considered further, however, 
sufficient data was not available to produce a quantitative model. At irradiation temperatures of 
*0.4 - 0.5Tm, the blistered surface structure changes to a sponge-like or pinhole structure (86, 
103), which is thought to be due to the increased availability of thermal vacancies in the lattice, 
which act to restore an equilibrium pressure in the bubbles, described in section 3.7.3 and thus 
cause bubble growth. Hence insufficient pressure would exist to cause interbubble fracture. 
Thomas and Bauer (86) found that pores in vanadium, molybdenum and niobium had straight 
as opposed to curved sides, which they deduced by TEM observations formed from large 
faceted bubbles in the implanted layer growing sufficiently large to intersect the surface. Mazey 
et al (93) also found evidence of bubbles growing and intersecting the surface during 
irradiation, to produce a sponge-like sample topography.
St-Jacques et al (90) have observed large swellings in Nb prior to blistering. Using 
interference microscopy they were able to observe the surface displacement before blistering as 
a function of ion energy and found a high density of small bubbles (*3nm diameter) in the 
blister lids.
Thus the blister lids are swollen which St-Jacques etal (90) found explains the apparent 
difference between the blister lid thickness and the computed depth of the peak in gas 
deposition, since the latter value does not take into account swelling. Furthermore, St-Jacques 
found that the surface displacement varied linearly with dose, irrespective of the implantation 
energy up to 25keV, hence indicating that swelling is proportional to the helium concentration. 
The effect of sputtering at high doses will also have an affect on the blister lid thickness.
Further evidence for swelling of the blister lids resulting in the apparent difference in blister 
lid thickness and computed depth of the gas deposition peak, at relatively low energies has been 
derived from the use of transverse sectioning techniques and TEM in nickel irradiated with 
20keV and 500keV He+ ions at various doses at 500°C by Fenske eta l (95, 104). The 
technique allows study of the complete cavity distribution as a function of depth below the 
irradiated surface. Fenske etal (95, 104) found that the peak swelling occurred deeper than 
the value predicted by computations and corresponded well with the measured blister lid 
thickness hence supporting the gas-pressure model for blister formation. The swellings
determined using TEM techniques tend to be less than those obtained from surface 
displacement measurements, however this maybe accounted for by the presence of bubbles or 
He-V clusters too small to be resolved in the TEM.
The phenomenon of flaking and exfoliation is thought to be due to the same basic 
mechanism, although some “runaway” condition for the lateral propagation of the interbubble 
crack must occur, possibly as a function of the ductility or brittleness of the surface layer, 
which again may be governed by the precise irradiation conditions and microstructure of the 
material prior to irradiation. Kamada and Naramoto (89) speculate that on increasing the 
bombardment energy and dose rate, a ‘kind of ductile-brittle transition’ may occur as a result of 
increasing the number of lattice defects and also effectively increasing the injection rate, hence 
resulting in either blistering or flaking. The general trends are that lower energy and/or lower 
dose-rate irradiations on cold worked metals tend to result in blistering, whereas higher 
energies and/or higher dose rates on well annealed metals favour flaking.
LATERAL STRESS MODEL
In this model large lateral stresses are introduced in the implanted layer, leading to elastic 
instability and thus buckling of the implanted surface layer above the weakened interface region 
as shown in figure 20(b). The initial step in surface deformation is the creation of a weakened 
interface region by shear yielding at stress concentration points such as imperfections in the 
implant region. Finally this interface yields, as the diameter, D of the weakened interface has 
exceeded the critical value where elastic instability may occur.
1.8 SELECTION OF THE FIRST WALL MATERIAL
Having considered the general environment of the fusion reactor first wall, one may now 
consider the choice of materials available and the criteria by which they are chosen.
A basic priority list of criteria for selecting first wall materials is given in Table 7, (105), 
from which it may be seen that no one material is clearly favoured.
Radiation damage is the most important criteria because it has the greatest influence on 
material performance and lifetime, and thus affects the reliability and maintainability. In near 
term reactors, low irradiation exposures are expected and hence the priority order of the criteria 
may be changed, as in Table 8. (105)
Stainless steels are generally the only well characterised materials with respect to radiation 
damage (e.g. Mazey, (106)), although data exists for other materials, generally for low 
fluences. Titanium and vanadium alloys show little swelling (107, 108, 109) on irradiation 
with neutrons or heavy ions, although very few high dose data are available.
Compatibility is a key issue in selection. Oxygen pick up and embrittlement in V and Nb 
alloys effectively rules out helium as a coolant. Excessive corrosion eliminates the use of Al
alloys with liquid metal coolants and limits the maximum operating temperature of steels and 
nickel based alloys to 500°C, which would alleviate the helium embrittlement problem slightly.
Criteria Favoured materials Less favoured
1. Radiation damage and lifetime
a. Swelling (dimensional stability)
b. Embrittlement
c. Surface Properties
Ti, V, Mo, SS,
C, Nb, V, Ti, SS, 
V, Ti, Al, C,
Nb, Al, C, 
Mo, Al,
SS, Nb, Mo,
2. Compatibility with coolants and tritium
a. Lithium
b. Helium
c. Water
d. Tritium
Ti, V, Nb, Mo, SS, 
SS, Ti, Mo, Al, C, 
SS, Al, Ti,
Mo, Al, SS,
(Al, C,)tt 
(Nb, V ,)tt 
(c)tt
Ti, V, Nb, C,
3. Mechanical and thermal properties (irradiated)
a. Yield strength
b. Fracture toughness
c. Creep strength
d. Thermal stress parameter
Mo, Nb, V, Ti, SS, 
SS, Ti, Al,
Mo, V, Ti, SS,
Mo, Al, Nb, V,
Al, C,
V, Nb, Mo, C, 
C, Al, Nb,
Ti, SS, C,
M s  2oyiq-y) 
aE
4. Fabricability andjoining SS, Al, Ti, Nb, V, Mo, C,
5. Industrial capability and database SS, Al, Ti, C, Mo, Nb, V,
6. Cost C, Al, SS, Ti, Mo, Nb, V,
7. Long lived induced mdioactivity V, C, Ti, Al, SS, Nb, Mo,
8. Resource availability (USA) C, Ti, Mo, Al, SS, Nb, V,
Materials in parenthesis are unacceptable with stated coolant
Table 7: Criteria for selecting first wall materials in fusion reactors in general priority order. (105)
1) Industrial Capability and existing data base
2) Compatibility with coolants and tritium
3) Fabricability and joining
4) Mechanical and thermal properties
5) Induced radioactivity
6) Cost
7) Radiation damage
Table 8: Criteria for selecting wall materials in near term experimental fusion reactors.
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Figure 2 2 : Comparison of the decay of radioactivity in several materials following shutdown after 2 
years of operation in a fusion reactor. (111)
The solubility and diffusivity of tritium is low in Mo, Al and steel but high in V and Nb at 
their anticipated operating temperatures. Al and Ti alloys are also good, as well as graphite. First 
wall materials maybe designed to have low long lived radioactivity, by careful choice of alloying 
elements, such as discussed by Jarvis (110). Figure 22 gives a comparison of the decay of 
radioactivity as a function of time for several alloys, from which it may he seen that V - 20Ti is 
the most favoured.
Table 9 shows materials actually selected for near term experimental tokamak reactor 
designs with the primary reason for their selection. The near term reactor requirement is to 
select a material for which there is an industrial capability and extensive data base, and hence in 
most cases 316 stainless steel or nickel alloys will be used, which are more well known
compared to the refractory metals Nb, Ti and V, both in radiation damage terms and in the other 
criteria shown, (i.e. industrial manufacture, welding technology, etc.) (112).
Study Machine Objective Material selected Primary reason for selection
TNS/ORNL-W tokamak to follow TFTR 316 SS Industrial capability plus 
database
ITR/GA-ANL tokamak ignition test reactor Iconel 625 
+ Be coating
efficiency with He cooling
MTF/JAERI follow JT-60 Iconel 625 not given
TETR/UW tokamak engineering test reactor 316 SS Industrial capability, database 
adequate life
EPR/USA experimental power reactor 316 SS Industrial capability plus 
database
EPR/JAERI experimental power reactor TZM + low Z 
coating
high temperature, high 
efficiency operation
DEMO/ORNL tokamak demonstration power reactor 316 SS Industrial capability, database, 
adequate life
Table 9: First wall material selections in near term fusion reactor designs. (105)
CHAPTER 2 : SIMULATION OF THE FUSION ENVIRONMENT
2.1 INTRODUCTION
As a result of the discussion in the previous chapter, one may clearly recognise that there is 
no single device which can adequately simulate the fusion reactor environment, with a neutron 
spectrum peaked at 14MeV, and a total flux of 5 x 1013n/cm2/sec or more, as well as the 
various other particle fluxes. Thus various simulation techniques have been developed in an 
attempt to reproduce one or more of the features anticipated within the highly detrimental 
environment, such that studies of the microstructural and mechanical behaviour may be carried 
out. These studies thus form the basis for designing a material that can withstand such an 
environment.
The effects of fusion reactor irradiations may be characterised into five broad groups (113), 
namely:
1. Effect of displacement damage;
2. Effect of recoil energy;
3. Effect of gas production;
4. Effect of solid transmutation products;
5. Effect of pulsed irradiations;
Different techniques can be used to study these aspects separately or in combination since 
they influence each other.
2 .2  DISPLACEM ENT DAMAGE
Theoretically, the accumulation of displacement damage to fusion first wall doses is 
relatively easy in most simulation devices, however various other factors should also be 
considered, such as dose rates, energies of the irradiating species and sample heating.
2 .2 .1  NEUTRON SOURCES
A small number of experiments have been carried out with high energy neutrons, using 
typically the Rotating Target Neutron Source (RTNS), at Lawerence Livermore Laboratory, 
U.S.A., which relies on the T (D,n) fusion reaction to generate 14.1MeV neutrons by 
bombardment of a tritium impregnated metal target with deuterons. Other sources of high 
energy neutrons include Be (D,n) sources which provide neutrons up to 44MeV, again utilising 
a deuteron beam from a cyclotron (40MeV). Irradiations of nickel, niobium and stainless steel 
with these sources are described by Jones etal (114), vanadium with 14MeV neutrons by 
Kaletta etal (115) and other data given by Doran (116) for copper and copper alloys. From 
these data, it is evident that the doses obtained are relatively low and hence high dpa values or
helium concentrations are not achieved, although data on fundamental work, such as primary 
damage structures are obtained.
The bulk of irradiations carried out with neutrons, utilise fission neutrons usually of 
energies ^ 2MeV, although up to 5MeV, generated in nuclear reactors. The neutron spectra for 
two such devices, the Experimental Fast Breeder Reactor (EBRII, Idaho Falls, U.S.A.) and 
High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR, Oak Ridge, U.S.A.) are compared with that of the expected 
fusion neutron spectrum in figure 8 (chapter 1). Dose rates may be achieved such that damage 
rates are greater than expected in fusion reactors and hence damage conditions maybe simulated 
more rapidly. Voids have been observed as a result of such irradiations in various materials, 
including molybdenum (Brimhall etal (117); Eyre etal (118)) and 316 stainless steel (Brager 
eta] (119); Maziasz etal (8)), however void nucleation and growth and thus swelling have 
been found to be particularly sensitive to helium concentration (115, 120) especially at higher 
temperatures and from table 6 (chapter 1), one can see that the He/dpa ratio is usually smaller 
in fission devices as opposed to fusion devices as discussed in section 1.5.5. Furthermore, 
defect yields, the types of defect, the size and structure of defects maybe different, as a result of 
varying neutron energy, such as for example in niobium where the maximum energy for a PKA 
produced by 14MeV neutrons is ~600keV compared to ~190keV for fission neutrons. Further 
discussion of this is given later. Thus extrapolation is required from fission data to fusion 
conditions by the production of models, which maybe correlated to fusion conditions (121).
2 .2 .2  ACCELERATORS
Much faster dpa rates maybe achieved by the use of various particle accelerators, under well 
controlled conditions, making such devices very amenable to simulation of fusion reactor 
environments. Furthermore, an additional advantage is that the cyclic nature of the neutron flux 
maybe easily simulated, however there are disadvantages, namely that irradiated volumes are 
small and consideration has to be made for the depth of penetration, uniformity of damage, 
dose rate and mode of examination of samples.
The use of heavy ions, with their relatively short ranges, makes them very suitable when 
used with transmission electron microscopy to study void formation and microstructural 
development. Light ions, such as protons or helium ions (a-particles) have greater penetration 
depths, although at lower damage rates, and hence produce fairly extensive uniform damage 
profiles. Specimens irradiated in this manner may be used to study the effects on mechanical 
properties under better controlled conditions than those experienced in reactor tests.
Studies of inert gases, such as helium, in metals were made as early as 1960 using the 
Birmingham University Cyclotron to inject 40MeV a-particles into copper (Barnes and Mazey 
(122)) and 1959, 40MeV a-particles into beryllium (Barnes and Redding (123)). Void 
formation in steels was first studied in Britain using the Variable Energy Cyclotron at Harwell 
with 20MeV C 2+ ions, however as a result of the formation of carbides and their associated
problems, high energy beams of nickel (46MeV), chromium and iron ions were developed. 
Such self-ions were found to be more metallurgically acceptable when injected into steels and 
created higher dpa rates than carbon ions.
2 .2 .3  D UA L BEAMS
Various techniques were developed to simulate the effect of helium on void formation and 
to get well controlled and accurate He /dpa ratios. The principle technique is the use of ‘dual 
beams’ which involve the use of two accelerators, one to provide a beam of metal ions (e.g. 3- 
6MeV 58Ni) and the other a beam of He or (He + H) at lower energies (e.g. 0.2-0.4MeV) to 
impinge on the target at an angle of approximately 15° to the metal-ion beam. Thus by careful 
matching of the ion beam energies, a volume of material at a given depth maybe uniformly 
irradiated both with heavy ions and helium to give the desired He/dpa ratio. Damage and gas 
production from neutrons in a fusion reactor are relatively uniform throughout the first wall, 
whereas damage resulting from ion-bombardment tends to vary with the depth traversed by the 
ion and is usually peaked at some distance, generally at the end of the ion track, e.g.0.7 pm for 
4MeV 58Ni (124) and 4.5 pm for 46.5MeV 58Ni in austenitic steel (125).
High energy ions are thought to give a more representative simulation of ‘bulk’ material 
effects during neutron irradiation since the influence of surface phenomena is obviously 
reduced. Furthermore, the depth of damage uniformity within an irradiated material maybe 
extended, by the use of several techniques (126) including:
1) irradiation with ions at several energies, such that the energy straggles of the 
ions overlap, giving a relatively constant concentration;
2) the use of a wedge of absorbing material, such that the energy maybe varied 
continuously; and;
3) rotating the target material about a plane perpendicular to the axis of the beam.
Furthermore, the beams from most accelerators do not have a uniform density of particles 
throughout their cross-section, such variations generally being Gaussian both horizontally and 
vertically. Two methods exist in overcoming this problem; firstly the beam maybe defocussed 
or made larger but this has the disadvantage of reducing the intensity, hence increasing 
irradiation time and changing the displacement rate. The second method is that of either moving 
the target linearly across the beam or more commonly by scanning the beam across a stationary 
target using deflector or scan coils.
2 .2 .4  EFFECT OF HELIUM
Many studies have been carried out on the microstructural evolution for different modes of 
helium injection, as well as on the effect of variation of the He/dpa ratio, with values ranging
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from no injected gas, to gas with negligible (i.e. zero) damage. Many papers have been 
published for various materials, a very brief summary, for a selection of materials is given in 
table 10. Only the effects on swelling and cavity parameters have been considered for 
simplification, although the variation in dislocation structures, precipitation, etc. also have an 
important influence on the overall microstructural development and to some extent on void 
nucleation and growth (e.g. precipitates may provide nucleation sites for cavities in some 
alloys).
From table 10 one can see that the effect of helium (and hydrogen) on microstructural 
evolution is extremely complex, and that the mode of injection may have a profound effect.
In 316 stainless steel (130), Ni (138), Mo (141) and Cu (142) irradiation without He 
injection is known to produce observable voids above a certain temperature, the void size 
increasing with temperature and cavity number density decreasing, until some cut off 
temperature is achieved above which very few or no voids are seen. This behaviour results in a 
peak in swelling at some temperature in this range. However, in A1 (140) no voids were 
observed up to 125°C without He injection, whereas with only a small amount of He, e.g. 
0. lppm, 20dpa at 50°C a void density of 8.4 x 1020/m3 was found of cavities with average 
void diameter 40nm. This sensitivity to He was explained by the fact that there is little ‘free’ or 
residual gas, such as oxygen and nitrogen in Al, since these elements readily form compounds 
with A l , unlike with Cu and Ni where sufficient residual gas is present to act as nucleation 
sites for voids. Experiments with degassed Ni (135) and Cu (142) show reduced cavity 
densities compared to samples with H2 or He introduced either by electropolishing or 
accelerator injection. Recent work by Wang etal (143) with Cu-Ni alloys indicates that 0 2 
pre-injection promotes void nucleation to some extent, whereas irradiation of vanadium (144) 
doped with nitrogen caused reduced cavity densities and hence swelling compared to pure 
vanadium. Small additions of Ni and Ti have been found to produce similar results in V (145) 
where three mechanisms have been proposed to explain the void suppression:
1) the scavenging of interstitial impurities necessary for void nucleation;
2) the enhancement of point defect recombination at solute atom trapping sites;
3) the formation of a high density of coherent precipitates to accommodate excess 
vacancies.
The mechanism responsible for void suppression probably does not depend upon a specific 
chemical effect of the alloying addition since many alloying elements cause cavity suppression. 
However, the first and second postulates have been eliminated in V (144) since N2 itself is an 
interstitial impurity which has been found to reduce swelling. Also consideration of vacancy - 
impurity binding energies (146) indicates values far greater than those of recent measurements 
(147).
Cavity nucleation is in general enhanced and average cavity sizes reduced by pre-injection 
of helium at RT, relative to co-implantation, at 575-625°C in Ni (139) for example, but the 
overall effect on swelling is negligible. These observations are for relatively low doses, 
however at higher doses (124) pre-implantation reduces the swelling drastically.
In Mo, co-implanted He had little effect on cavity evolution below ~900°C, however at 
1000°C, co-implantation was observed to enhance cavity nucleation up to doses of 80dpa with 
negligible increase in the maximum void size, but a large increase in the number of small 
cavities. With no helium, the average and maximum cavity sizes were observed to increase. 
The overall effect of helium on swelling is negligible, but increase in the dose results in only a 
slight increase in swelling, due to the lack of significant void growth as a result of the 
comparative sink strengths in Mo of dislocations and cavities.
Figure 2 3 : Examples of voids produced by bombardment of Fe -17Cr -17Ni 2.5Mo alloy with 4MeV 
nickel ions to 70dpa at 625°C; appm He /dpa = 20, (a) No helium injected; (b) Simultaneous injection; 
(c) Pre-injection at 625°C, and (d) Pre-injection at 25°C. (127)
Experiments involving ‘pure’ austenitic alloys (i.e.Fe-Ni-Cr alloys) indicate that RT He 
pre-injection results in a higher cavity density o f smaller cavities than hot pre-injection, co­
implantation and no helium cases as shown in figure 23, (127) which results in a higher 
swelling for the no helium case compared to cold pre-injection.
Furthermore, the average cavity size is lower and the number density higher for higher He 
/dpa ratios in general, resulting in the swelling increasing with decreasing He /dpa ratio. 
However in 316 stainless steel (50), although increasing the He/dpa ratio increased the number 
density, the swelling was found to be the greatest in samples with the highest He /dpa ratio. 
The swelling range in Fe-Ni-Cr alloys (58) is greater than in 316 stainless steel (50), i.e. the 
swelling in Fe-20Ni-15Cr is *7% after 25dpa and 5appm/dpa He, compared to <1.5% in 316 
stainless steel, whereas after »25dpa and »50appm/dpa, the swellings are -0.5% and -1.5% 
respectively. Another difference between the two alloys was the fact that the 316 stainless steel 
formed precipitates after irradiation whereas the Fe-Ni-Cr was phase stable. Other papers 
(134, 148) indicate that swelling increases with He /dpa ratio, whereas other workers (149, 
150) have found the opposite and some (151, 152) found the swelling to be variable.
Thus the behaviour of stainless steels with respect to helium implantation is very complex 
and dependent upon a number of factors such as dose, dose rate, temperature and He /dpa 
ratio.
2.2.5 INDUCED TEMPERATURE SHIFTS
The complex behaviour observed on pre-implantation and co-implantation of helium may 
be due to He/dpa induced shifts in the temperature dependence of swelling. Farrell and Packan 
(152) investigated the helium induced shift in Fe-17Cr-17Ni-2.5Mo ‘pure’ austenitic stainless 
steel and found that the swelling versus temperature curve was moved by 40 to 70K up the 
temperature scale, i.e. the peak swelling rate was shifted upwards by -50K as a result of using 
a dual-ion irradiation, with a He /dpa= 20, compared to a single ion as shown in figure 24 
(152).
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Figure 2 4 : The temperature dependence 
of the swelling rate for single, dual and triple - 
ion irradiations of Fe-17Cr-17Ni-2.5Mo alloy.
(152)
Co-implantation of hydrogen (deuterium) at 50 appm D/dpa, simultaneously with the dual 
beam, caused little or no additional systematic effects. Cavity number densities were observed 
to decline with temperature for all irradiation conditions, although they were higher for dual-ion
bombardments than for single Ni -ion implants. Furthermore, the cavities resulting from dual­
ion irradiations persisted to higher temperatures than those for bombardments without gases.
Other studies of the temperature dependence of swelling have suggested that increasing 
He/dpa ratios decreases the swelling below the peak temperature (150) and also extends the 
swelling range to both higher and lower temperatures as shown in figure 25 where 20 appm 
He/dpa have been injected under two irradiation schedules (134).
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Figure 2 5 : Temperature - dependence of swelling 
in pure nickel after 1 dpa at 10-7 dpa/s (neutrons) and 
3x10-3 dpa/s (self-ions). Addition of 20 appm He to 
the ion-irradiated nickel increased sw elling , 
particularly at temperature extremes. (134)
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The swelling for neutrons at the lower temperatures illustrates the temperature shift required 
by the large difference in damage rates, resulting from the large mass difference between 
neutrons and heavy ions. Figure 26 shows the relationship between damage rate and the peak 
swelling temperature for a number of different experimental results.
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Figure 2 6 : Summary of data on damage rate induced temperature shift of swelling in nickel. The line
represents Packan etal *1dpa (134); < ]  Brimhall etal *0.05 dpa (153); O  Adda *0.2 dpa (154);
O  Lanore et al 5 dpa (155); □  Westmoreland etal 13 dpa (138, 156); Menzinger and 
Sacchetti 18dpa (157); A  Menzinger and Sacchetti 4 dpa (157).
In nimonic PE 16 alloy the helium implantation mode changes the shape of the swelling 
curve, hot implantation giving a much broader shape than cold implantation (158).
In unstable 304 stainless steel, cold pre-implanted He inhibits swelling at lower 
temperatures pushing the peak swelling temperature upwards by ~100°C compared with hot 
and simultaneous implantations (67). Most of these observations can be explained in terms of 
rate theory of void growth and critical cavity radius concept.
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Figure 27: Effect of the mode of He injection on 
the temperature dependence of swelling in type 304 
stainless steel. (67)
2.2.6 THE EFFECT OF THE INJECTED INTERSTITIAL
An additional disadvantage or complication of using particle accelerators to simulate fusion 
neutron damage in materials is that the bombarding ion is an extra interstitial or foreign atom 
which may participate in microstructural evolution.
A substantial amount of experimental and theoretical evidence has been found to indicate 
that the injected interstitial has an affect on the swelling of materials. Gamer (159) has reported 
a number of results obtained by various workers on a well-characterised alloy, Fe-15Cr-25Ni 
under the auspices of the Alloy Development Intercorrelation Program (ADIP) experiment. The 
alloy was irradiated with fast neutrons in EBR-II, IMeV electrons, 0.75MeV protons and 
nickel ions ranging 2.8 to 5.0MeV. Comparison of the ion irradiations with those of neutrons 
indicates that with the later, the peak swelling rate per calculated dpa is five times greater than 
that of the ions. Furthermore Farrell and Packan (160) have determined on the basis of total 
swelling, rather than swelling rate, that 4.0MeV nickel ions are only one third as effective as 
EBR-II neutrons in creating swelling in a simple Fe-17Cr-16.7Ni-2.5Mo-0.005C alloy. This 
difference in effectiveness of producing swelling is thought to be a result of the suppression of 
swelling by the injected (nickel) interstitials.
Work on 304 stainless steel and Fe-15Cr-35Ni by Johnston and co-workers (161, 162), 
shown in figure 28 indicates substantial swelling in the region 0.1 to 0.5pm depth from the 
surface in front of the predicted damage curve for 5MeV N i+ ions.
The ‘excess subsurface swelling’ was often much greater than that for the same dpa in the 
peak damage region for 5MeV ions (162). The origin of this phenomenon was attributed to the
influence of composition change along the ion range, produced by radiation-induced 
segregation, however auger electron spectroscopy of the irradiated surface did not produce total 
agreement between the nickel and chromium contents and the observed swelling. Furthermore 
‘excess subsurface swelling’ has been observed in pure nickel, which suggests that possibly 
two different phenomena may account for the swelling. This point is further
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Figure 2 8 : Examples of ’excess subsurface swelling’ at 625°C, from work by Johnson and co­
workers. (161, 162)
supported by the fact that the ‘excess swelling’ extended to depths greater than the 
compositional changes observed.
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Figure 2 9 : Measured additional void volume with 
depth for 316 S.S., neutron irradiated to 8 x 1026 
n/cm2 at 450 and 584°C, and ion irradiated to 60dpa 
at 600 and 625°C, respectively . (163)
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Lee eta l (163) have irradiated 316 stainless steel with neutrons in EBR-II to obtain a 
relatively uniform void density, at two different temperatures and hence eliminating nucleation
effects prior to irradiation with 4MeV nickel ions. Figure 29 shows the additional ion-induced 
swelling along a portion of the ion path for two neutron/ion irradiations, from which it may be 
seen that the suppression at the peak displacement position (at *700nm depth) is very 
pronounced, such that the void volume peak has been brought closer to the surface (at ~450nm 
depth). The results indicate that there is a very low average swelling rate at the peak interstitial 
position, which may lead to eventual saturation of swelling. In fact ion irradiation at 735°C has 
been shown (164) to cause dissolution of pre-existing voids produced by neutrons at 450°C, 
i.e. a negative swelling rate has been observed.
Whitley has irradiated pure nickel with 14MeV Ni ions, 8. IMeV Al ions and 5MeV carbon 
ions which all peak at ~2.0jum (135, 165). The specimens were all investigated using a cross- 
sectional technique, yielding data on the full ion range. Although Whitley discounted the 
injected interstitial as a major influence on the shaping of the swelling profiles, he found that 
the swelling rate increased from *0.2%/dpa at the peak to values approaching 1% /dpa near the 
surface as shown in figure 30.
Furthermore, the swelling rate curves for each ion are separated, although the swelling 
obtained at a given dpa, for a given depth is independent of the irradiating ion. However one 
nickel ion is equivalent to *2.5 aluminium ions and 11 carbon ions in terms of peak dpa and 
hence the injected interstitial effect is more effective per dpa for lighter ions.
A graphic demonstration of the increased suppression power of injected interstitials at lower 
temperatures have been provided by several authors (135, 166) as shown in figure 31, for 
nickel where swelling in the injected interstitial region has been completely suppressed, whilst 
swelling exists on both sides of the region. Plumton and co-workers (166) have found that not 
only does the injected interstitial affect void growth, but it also affects void nucleation, since it 
comes to rest without a vacancy partner. These excess interstitials are relatively few in number, 
i.e. they are only a small fraction of the total damage produced interstitials, <1% (166) and 
hence are only important when most of the point defects produced by displacement are 
recombining either at sinks or in the bulk. Such recombination is most predominant at low 
temperatures and for large vacancy migration energies. The effect of the injected interstitial is 
thus dependent on the overlap of the displacement damage and deposited ion profiles (167).
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Figure 3 0 : Correlation of swelling rate with 
displacement rate along the ion path for three 
separate ions injected into pure nickel at 525°C.
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For high energy ions, e.g. 14MeV or 46.5MeV, there is a large ion range, so that TEM work 
can be done in a region midway along the range, far from the influence o f the front
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Figure 3 1 : Depth dependent void microstructure of nickel irradiated with 14MeV Ni ions to a peak 
damage level of 5dpa at 450°C. (166)
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Figure 3 2 (a ): Log of the excess interstitial fraction verses depth for nickel into nickel at several 
incident ion energies
Figure 3 2 (b ): Log of the excess interstitial fraction at the damage peak and ion-deposition peak, 
verses incident ion energy for Ni on Ni. (166)
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Figure 3 3 : Void nucleation rate verses depth for (a) 2.5MeV Ni ions and (b) 1MeV Ni ions incident 
on N i. (Brice code, recombination dominant regime). (167)
surface or injected interstitials. However as the ion energy is reduced, the mutual overlap 
becomes an increasing fraction of the total range, until eventually no region exists free from the 
influence of the surface or injected interstitials. Plumton and Kulcinski (166) have calculated 
the excess interstitial fraction verses depth for nickel ions at various energies impinging on 
nickel, shown in figure 32. This illustrates that the number of excess interstitials in the ion 
deposition region including the peaks decreases with increasing ion energy, favouring the use 
of higher energy bombarding ions.
Plumton etal (167) have calculated the relationship between the cavity nucleation rate and 
depth below the surface for nickel ions into nickel at two different energies, a variety of 
temperatures and using two different computer codes. Two cases were considered, namely a 
sink dominant regime and a recombination dominant regime. Figure 33 shows the nucleation 
rates resulting after 2.5MeV and IMeV Ni ion irradiations. The dashed curves are the 
nucleation rates neglecting the excess interstitials, whereas the solid curves include the effect.
The experimental results of Gamer and Thomas (168) were used to obtain the reductions in 
vacancy concentration due to the front surface proximity and hence calculate the void denuded 
zones near the surface. The two computer codes (Brice and Herad) gave slightly different 
results although the trends were basically the same. Figure 33 illustrates the suppression of 
void nucleation particularly at lower temperatures where for 2.5MeV and IMeV ions at 400°C, 
two nucleation peaks are observed, one before and one after the deposition peak, with large 
suppression of nucleation over the range of the implanted ions, whereas at 500°C large 
depressions are observed in the nucleation rate, particularly for IMeV ions. The combined 
effect of surface denuding and injected interstitials can lead to the total suppression of void 
nucleation at all temperatures for heavy ion bombardment, especially at low energies of 
0.5MeV or less.
!
Similar trends in 316 stainless steel are shown by Aruga etal  (169) after irradiations with 
carbon and nitrogen ions. Double swelling peaks were observed, which were thought to be due 
to the effect of implanted impurities (i.e. interstitials) suppressing void formation and growth.
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Figure 3 4 : Microstructure and void data  as  a 
function of depth in 316 S.S. irradiated with 1.1 MeV 
N -ions at 803K to a peak dose of 42dpa . (169)
Aruga et al (169) used an analytical model and computer code developed by Yoo and 
Mansur (170, 171, 172) to calculate the relative void growth rate as a function of depth for 316 
stainless steel irradiated at 803K to a peak dose of *10dpa. The model allows migration of 
implanted carbon and nitrogen ions unless they are bound to point defects, as they observed 
using auger electron spectroscopy for nitrogen. The computed profile indicated a double peak 
in swelling as observed.
Henager e ta l  (141), utilising a cross-sectional technique, have also found a reduction in 
swelling in Mo resulting from implanted nickel ions, as have Kuramoto etal  in iron (149).
Finally, Kumar (173) and, Kumar and Garner (174) have investigated the effect of co­
injected helium in dual-ion experiments, also generating additional unpaired interstitials by 
trapping vacancies. The effect was found to be important at lower temperatures, up to as700°C 
for low energy irradiations in particular, where thermal detrapping is relatively insignificant, the 
helium-vacancy binding energy being sufficiently greater than the vacancy formation energy. 
Kumar (173) has calculated the void nucleation rate, I, as a function of the depth o f penetration 
for 520keV nickel ions into nickel, for two different temperatures, two different values of sink 
strength and a number of He /dpa ratios in figure 35. IGis the void nucleation rate with no 
injected interstitials present.
HeThe increased suppression due to E . is very significant, particularly at the lower
temperature and sink strength, representative of annealed specimens in the early stages of 
irradiation. The decrease in cavity nucleation rate resulting from increasing the He /dpa ratio
; Figure 3 5 : Effect of sink strength, temperature and 
He /dpa ratio on relative void nucleation rate as a 
! function of depth for 520keV nickel ions impinging 
on nickel. (173)
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at a particular temperature indicates an extension of the transient (or incubation) regime of 
swelling as observed by a number of workers, such as Gamer with Fe -20Ni -15Cr (159). 
Hence the suppression effect due to co-injection shown in figure 35 may be a possible 
explanation of the observed transient extension in some materials.
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Figure 3 6 : The effect of temperature on void nucleation rate as a function of (a) injected interstitials, 
(b) displacement rate, as predicted by Plumton and Wolfer. (175)
In a fusion reactor the helium produced by transmutation reactions also generates extra 
interstitials; however the effect is not important at anticipated reactor temperatures (e.g. 400°C). 
The relationship of cavity nucleation rate as a function of temperature for a number of excess 
interstitial fractions and displacement rates is shown in figure 36 (175), from which it maybe 
seen that at lower displacement rates, the void nucleation curves shift to lower temperatures and
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the peak nucleation rate increases (relative to higher displacement rates) for the same interstitial 
fraction. Calculations at 10-6 dpa/s (typical fusion reactor rate) indicate that suppression could 
be significant only at temperatures below 300°C, i.e. below relevant reactor temperatures. Thus 
the often observed suppression of ion-induced swelling in simulation experiments, with co­
implanted helium, may simply be a consequence of the effect of helium-generated self­
interstitials on void nucleation, an artifact of simulation rather than a relevant fusion 
phenomenon.
2 .2 .7  THE USE OF MIXED BEAMS
From the previous discussions, it is obvious that the mode of helium implantation has a 
profound affect on the resulting microstructure. However, in order to simulate the first wall 
with greater validity, where He, H and other transmutation products are generated concurrently 
with damage, it would be preferable if  the He and/or H were simultaneously injected with the 
heavy ions. Thus the use of dual or triple beams, generated using two accelerators since it is 
extremely difficult to achieve this using a single accelerator because the charge to mass ratios 
for light ions (He and H ) are difficult to match to those of heavy ions (Ni , Cr or Fe ). One 
possible means would be by the use of complex ion sources which could provide highly 
charged heavy ions e.g. 60Ni15+.
Mazey et al (176) have suggested the use of a different inert gas to helium, such as neon, 
in conjunction with the metal ion, since it should be possible to obtain ions of each element in 
suitable charge/mass states (i.e. <0.1% difference) which can be co-accelerated and extracted 
as a single but mixed ion beam. Such a mixed Ne /Ni beam has been developed at Harwell on 
the VEC (177) where the charge to mass ratio of the two species has been closely matched i.e. 
for 17MeV/  5IMeV Ne/Ni the difference is <0.08%.
The ions are generated in the case of neon by gas injection into a plasma chamber whereas 
for nickel a controlled flow of vapour is obtained by introducing a graphite insert into the 
plasma chamber, in which nickel is embedded. By adjustment of the arc power and rate of gas 
injection, the intensities of the Ni and Ne components may be controlled and set to the desired 
values.
2 .2 .8  NEON AS AN ANALOGUE FOR HELIUM
Much experimental and theoretical evidence indicates that neon behaves similarly to helium 
on injection into metals, whereas the heavier inert gases do not.
Table 11 lists some of the physical properties of all the inert gas elements, from which it 
maybe seen that neon is the closest resemblant to helium. Some account will obviously have to 
be made for the difference in mass, atomic size, solubility and diffusion behaviour in metals 
and hence the resulting increase in damage compared to that from helium irradiations. Kr and 
Xe are the main constituents of fission gas, (produced in 6% of fission reactions and probably
the main cause of fuel swelling in present day fission reactors). Their behaviour in metals, 
particularly in uranium and uranium dioxide has thus been studied (178, 179, 180) and found 
to be quite different to that observed with He. Argon, however, is much more abundant than 
neon and it follows that it would be cheaper to use. Also it is more readily detectable using X- 
ray analysis.
Element Atomic Outer shell 
weight Structure
Melting
point
Boiling
point
Density Heat of 
vapourisation
eC °C kg/m3 kJ/mol
Helium 4.0026 IS2 -268.9 0.166 +0.092
Neon 20.183 2S22P6 -248.6 -246.0 0.839 + 1.84
Argon 39.948 3S23P6 -189.4 -185.9 1.66 +6.28
Krypton 83.80 4S24p6 -157.2 -153.2 3.49 +9.66
Xenon 131.3 5S25P6 -111.9 -108.1 5.50 +13.68
Radon 6S26P6 -71.0 -62.0 9.73 + 17.99
Table 11: Some of the physical properties of the inert gas elements. (181)
Comparisons of the behaviour of helium, neon and argon with respect to cavity nucleation 
and dislocation density, formed during irradiation, have been made by IMeV electron 
bombardment of nimonic PE 16 alloy in the Harwell HVEM (182). The results are given in 
table 12, where clearly the void densities obtained using He and Ne are comparable, whereas 
those with Ar are not. The variations in cavity diameters also favour neon as an analogue for 
helium. Furthermore Nelson and Hudson (151) have investigated the effects of helium and 
argon on void nucleation and evolution of the dislocation structure in 321 stainless steel after 
bombardment with 46.5MeV Ni6+ ions to 40dpa at 600°C. Table 13 shows the results 
obtained, from which it maybe seen that the resulting microstructures are quite different. 
Nelson and Hudson have postulated that the differences are due to the relative sizes of He and 
Ar atoms, since on resolution (resulting from collision cascades intersecting inert gas nuclei or 
void embryos), the helium cannot displace another atom and hence resides interstitially 
resulting in potentially high mobility and thus rapid diffusion, until it becomes trapped at a 
vacancy, dislocation, incoherent precipitate or some other sink. However, the larger and 
heavier argon atom is more likely to initiate a replacement collision and hence end up 
substitutional, relatively close to its original site, resulting in a lower void nucleation density.
Melius etal (183) have calculated the appropriate formation energies of the inert gases in 
nickel given in table 14. The results indicate that He and Ne prefer to be interstitial in Ni, 
whereas the heavier inert gases prefer substitutional sites, with a trapped self-interstitial. Mixed
Gas Concentration
(appm)
Void concentration 
(m-3)
Mean void diameter 
(nm)
Swelling
(%)
Helium 1.3 0.85 x 1021 33.5 1.55
6.5 1.65 x 1021 37.5 4.62
9.8 2.05 x 1021 36.8 5.30
19.5 4.15 x 1021 34.5 6.30
130.0 4.1 x 1021 36.0 9.40
Argon 13.0 1.56 x 1021 42.5 6.25
130.0 1.85 x 1021 43.0 7.85
260.0 2.85 x 1021 38.0 6.75
1300.0 12.9 x 1021 17.0 3.35
Neon 13.0 2.1 x 1021 43.0 8.9
130.0 4.2 x 1021 30.5 6.7
Table 12: Cavity concentrations and swelling in STA nimonic PE16 alloy after injection with He, Ar, or 
Ne, and subsequent irradiation to 40 dpa at 600 °C with 1MeV electrons in the Harwell HVEM (182)
Injected gas 
concentration 
(a/a)
Void density 
(cm"3)
Swelling
(%)
Dislocation density 
(cm cm"3)
Structure
0 3 - 5 x 10"14 1 - 3 1 x 1011 non uniform void 
distribution and dislocation 
network
10"5 He 3 x 1015 4.4 1 x 1011 uniform void distribution 
and network
10"4 He 5 x 1015 2.7 1 x 1011 uniform void distribution 
and network
10'5 Ar 8 x  1014- 2 x  1015 0.3 - 1.2 7 x 1010 non uniform void 
distribution plus 
dislocation loops/network
10"4 Ar 0 0 5 x 1010 irregular loops and network
Table 13: The influence of He and Ar on void nucleation in 321 stainless steel after 30dpa at 600°C
(151)
dumbbell configurations are not preferred. With vacancies present, all the rare gases prefer to 
be substitutional. Furthermore, Melius etal (183) found that while the interstitials He and Ne 
will migrate with small activation energies, <leV, all the substitutionals will be highly
immobile. Early work by Rimmer and Cottrell (28) with copper (fee) showed the same 
tendencies and also the work by Harrison etal (184) on tungsten (bcc).
Work involving thermal desorption spectra has shown that in the absence of traps, such as 
vacancies, He is interstitially mobile at room temperature in metals, which may explain why 
clustering of He into bubbles has been observed at low temperatures (185). Recent experiments
He Ne Ar Kr Xe
Interstitial 2.67 5.58 10.15 12.29 15.42
Mixed Dumbell unstable unstable 9.13 10.75 13.65
Rare Gas Substitutional 
and trapped self - 
interstitial 6.04 6.88 8.55 9.96 12.66
Rare gas substitutional 0.18 0.70 2.81 4.47 7.40
T able 14: Formation energies of rare gas atoms in nickel. The formation energies are calculated 
neglecting the 4s conduction electrons. (183)
have shown (186), for the case of inert gas atoms trapped in a vacancy, that a reaction with a 
self-interstitial atom (SIA) may occur resulting in the production of mobile noble gas 
interstitials at room temperature. Such observations (187) have been made with He and Ar in 
Mo , and for He and Ne in Ni , however for Kr in Ni no such interaction was seen 
indicating an increased stability of heavier inert gas-vacancy complexes. However for Ar Van 
Veen etal( 186, 186) found that there is a greater tendency for a recombination reaction, than 
for He or Ne, i.e:
ArV + 1 ---------------- ► A ti
followed by:
Aq + V '---------------- ►ArV
Mazey etal (93) have previously studied gas bubble formation in molybdenum, resulting 
from 18-60keV He irradiations at various temperatures and a lOOkeV Ne irradiation at 550°C. 
Cavities were found to form readily after high dose implantations, producing bubble 
superlattices of similar lattice parameter and planar spacing for the two inert gases. Neon 
bubbles have also been observed in gold after high dose implantation with lOOkeV Ne + ions 
(188). Furthermore Marochov and Goodhew (189) have compared He and Ne bubble growth 
in 316 stainless steel, the principle result shown in figure 37 from which it maybe seen that the 
neon cavity size is initially smaller than that for He bubbles under similar conditions. This
observation was explained in terms of the variation in the initial bubble density i.e. that the
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Figure 3 7 : The isothermal growth of gas bubbles at 750°C in 316 stainless steel. The mode of the 
bubble size distribution is plotted for helium bubbles (Squares) and for neon bubbles (Crosses). (189)
initial bubble density of neon cavities was approximately an order of magnitude higher than that 
for He cavities, resulting in smaller cavities in order to conserve cavity volume or total gas 
content. Other factors such as different cross-sections for ‘knock-in oxygen’ and different 
damage levels resulting in segregation effects were also postulated to play a potential role in the 
differences in results.
A more recent paper by Marochov and Goodhew (190) utilising a cross-sectional 
technique, for slightly different irradiation conditions, indicates a higher cavity nucleation 
density for neon bubbles compared to He cavities and a corresponding slight variation in cavity 
size. These results are discussed in greater detail later. Furthermore, high energy implants of 
4MeV He and 17MeV Ne at 500°C in the Harwell VEC (190) also produced cavities of 
similar size and number density.
Finally, Naramoto and Kamada (88) have observed blisters on a niobium (100)^1 surface 
immediately after Ne+ irradiation similar to those seen by Erents and McCracken (103) with 
He+ irradiation, without any aging. These results are in sharp contrast to the blisters formed as
a result of Ar+ irradiation (91), which Naramoto and Kamada speculated was because of the 
different atomistic behaviour of He and Ne from that of Ar.
2 .2 .9  PROTON IRRADIATIONS AND THE EFFECT OF HYDROGEN
As already mentioned, a substantial amount of hydrogen may also be generated in a fusion 
reactor first wall, as a result of (n,p) reactions, as well as by the escape of D and T particles 
from the plasma. Thus some research has been carried out to investigate the effect of hydrogen 
on void formation as well as using proton beams to generate displacement damage.
Proton beams have a number of advantages, such as they most closely simulate the 
14. IMeV neutron primary knock-on or recoil spectrum (191), since they are of similar mass. 
However protons interact with electrons during irradiation generating heat which to some 
extent restricts the dose-rates and hence total doses available. Jung (192) argues further that the 
desired He/dpa ratios, comparable to those obtained under fusion conditions are more readily 
achievable using protons, by variation of the proton energy and the resulting (p,a) reactions. 
Furthermore, long term activation data obtained as a result of proton or deuteron irradiation 
may conveniently be used to verify the irradiation dose.
Voids have been observed as a result of IMeV proton irradiation of 316 stainless steel at 
500 and 600°C, with a fluence of 6.5 x 1018p/cm2 (193, 194), where investigations indicated 
that the nucleation and growth of cavities was not affected by the deposition of hydrogen 
during irradiation and that the hydrogen had not remained within the samples. However Look 
and Baskes (195) have predicted that between 1 and 10 appm hydrogen may be retained in 316 
stainless steel first wall. Furthermore the calculations of Kerst and Swansiger (196), and the 
experimental results of Causey etal (197) indicate that the hydrogen concentration may range 
up to 20ppm. Bullen et al (198) have recently shown the effect of hydrogen on void 
production in nickel, by implanting H3+ molecular ions at energies ranging 200-700keV at 
25°C prior to irradiation with 14MeV nickel ions, at 525°C. Assuming a 1% trapping 
efficiency the doses used represented retained hydrogen concentrations ranging l-10ppm, 
although for 100% trapping these would range O-lOOOppm. The results obtained by Bullen et 
al (198) are shown in figure 38, the data obtained being taken from cross-sectional 
micrographs at two depths, ljum and 2.5jum representing 7dpa and 25 dpa, with damage rates 
of 1 x 10’3 dpa/s and 5 x 103 dpa/s respectively. An increase in void number density with 
increasing injected hydrogen concentration was observed throughout the damage profiles, as 
well as a decrease in mean void diameter. A saturation in cavity density occurs at ~500ppm 
(5ppm retained). Finally, figure 39, shows the variation in swelling as a function of damage 
(dpa) for various hydrogen levels from which it maybe seen that increasing the amount of 
hydrogen clearly increases swelling, by providing sites for the nucleation of cavities.
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Figure 3 8 : (a) The variation of the mean void diameter with injected hydrogen concentration, and 
(b) the variation of the void number density with injected hydrogen concentration in nickel. (198)
Johnson and Mazey (199) have irradiated copper at 300K with 16keV protons to high 
doses. Bubble superlattices were found to form which were fee in origin like the host matrix. 
Similar observations were made for 30keV helium implantations; however, in the hydrogen 
case the cavity sizes were more varied than those found with helium.
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Figure 3 9 : The swelling variation with damage for 
various injected hydrogen concentrations in nickel .(198)
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2.2.10 DAMAGE RESULTING FROM IRRADIATION WITH ELECTRONS
Electron microscopes, in particular High Voltage Electron Microscopes (HVEMs), have 
been used to study displacement damage in various metals. The technique is usually relatively 
easy and allows dynamic viewing of the irradiation, however only relatively small volumes of 
material are involved and the effect of the sample surfaces may result in loss of defects (since 
samples are only ~1 pm thick for a HVEM). Furthermore, electron irradiation does not produce 
displacement cascades but only individual Frenkel pairs unlike neutrons in the fusion 
environment and hence it is thought that electron irradiation results may only be of relevance to 
neutron data at temperatures where vacancy clusters (resulting from displacement cascades) 
thermally dissociate sufficiently rapidly in order not to affect the swelling, i.e. above * 400°C 
in austenitic stainless steels.
HVEM swelling results obtained by Makin et al (200) have been compared with those of 
other workers (see (200) for further references) and with Kenfield etal (201) using neutrons in 
Figure 40 (200). It may be seen that swelling rates agree relatively well between 450 and 
570°C, but the electron experiments do not reproduce the apparent low temperature neutron 
peak or the fall off in swelling above ~ 600°C.
Finally, in some experiments, ion irradiations utilising an accelerator source of inert gas 
ions/heavy ions and an EM have been carried out to obtain dynamic observations of the damage 
process and changes in microstructure (202).
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of the swelling rate of 316 stainless steel during electron and neutron irradiation. (200)
2.3 RECOIL SPECTRUM
An important difference between the fusion first wall environment and the commonly used 
simulation devices (fission reactors and ion accelerators) is the high energy of recoils generated 
by 14MeV fusion neutrons. The only particles which closely simulate the knock-on spectra of 
such neutrons are very energetic light ions, such as 16MeV protons, as illustrated by Logan et 
al (193) and Omar etal (203). The effect of recoils has already briefly been discussed in 
section 1.7.1.
English (204) has considered the influence of primary recoil spectra on the evolution of the 
damage structure in metals. The majority of the possible effects are associated with the 
phenomena occurring in, or in the near vicinity of, the high energy cascades created when 
energetic recoils come to rest in the lattice. English (204) divides the discussion into four 
primary sections:
1) the recoil energy spectra generated in different irradiation environments and 
the effect of these on the primary state of the damage;
2) the effect of the recoil energy spectrum on point defect production;
3) vacancy loop formation
4) effect of cascades on pre-existing features in the microstructure.
from which he concludes that cascade effects may be identified which influence the evolution of 
the damage structure and that these processes are sensitive to the energy distribution of 
recoiling lattice atoms. Furthermore, many of the mechanisms have the greatest effect at ‘low’ 
temperatures (T^0.4Tm).
2 .4  GAS EFFECTS
It is customary to only consider primarily helium effects under this title, although from table 
5, section 1.5.5, it is obvious that hydrogen production resulting from fusion spectra will be at 
least a factor of two greater than for helium. However, helium is considered to be the most 
important gas introduced into the first wall by transmutation and other sources, because of its 
role in void nucleation and because of its tendency to accumulate at high temperatures at grain 
boundaries and cause embrittlement. Detailed discussions of the effects of helium in metals are 
given in chapter 3 and its effect with respect to void populations in previous sections of this 
chapter.
As a result of the insolubility of helium in metals, as discussed in section 1.5.4, special 
techniques have been adopted by which to introduce the inert gas into metals. These are 
described in the following sections.
2.4.1 DIRECT INJECTION OF HELIUM
The most widely used method of introducing He into metals is by direct injection within a 
particle accelerator, i.e. by irradiation with He+ ions at various energies. A number of 
techniques have been used to obtain relatively uniform concentrations at various depths below 
the metal surface similarly to those described in obtaining uniform damage profiles with heavy 
ions in section 2.2.3. The displacement damage caused by irradiation with the He+ ions is 
relatively small compared to the amount of He deposited and hence during simulations of the 
fusion environments, heavy ion irradiation in conjunction with He implantation is often used as 
described in section 2.2.3. However, in some studies such as those of fundamental aspects of 
He in metals, described in section 3.1.2, He has been implanted at energies insufficient to 
cause lattice displacements.
The maximum energy transfer from a He+ ion of energy E and mass mi to a target of mass 
m2 is given by
^  _  4mim2 -
Et(max) (m1+m2)2
However, since mi (~4), the mass of the He ion is relatively small compared with the target 
atom mass m2
16E
Et(max) m 2
The minimum energy required to displace an atom from its lattice, and hence generate 
Frenkel pairs, is known as the displacement energy, Ed, the value of which is under some 
dispute and varies between metals; values as high as ~400eV have been used for tungsten, 
although commonly used figures are 25eV and 40eV. A value of Ed = 25eV has been used in 
this study in Ni; thus the minimum energy required to cause displacement is given by
£  disp 25M2
16
Thus the He+ ion energy must exceed lOOeV for most target materials, although defect 
yields will be low. The modified Kinchin-Pease estimate of the defect production rate per ion is 
given by:
n(E) = ° '4u(e)
Ed
where u (e) is the fraction of energy lost by a He+ ion in nuclear (displacement) processes, and 
is quite small. Further discussion on ion penetration and trapping is given by Carter et al 
(205).
2.4 .2  TRITIUM CHARGING
This technique, known as the ‘tritium trick’ has been used for metals in which sufficient 
tritium solubility is available. The samples are initially charged with tritium, generally under 
pressure and at temperature, and then allowed to age during which period the tritium decays to 
He by the reaction:
jT ---------------- ►^He + (3 + v  + 0.02MeV
(electron) (Antineutrino)
The energy of the particles produced in decays is thought to be sufficiently low that 
displacement damage in the host metal is not generated. By aging for different time periods, 
variable amounts of He are introduced into the metal lattice, which can either be ‘frozen’ in by 
ageing at low temperatures at which He is immobile, such as described by Thomas et al (206) 
in Ni and by Thomas (207) in a number of metals, followed by ramp annealing or ageing at 
room temperature or above and allowing the He to diffuse to point defects already present in the 
metal matrix, as described by Cost and Hickman (208) for a number of metals, and Bach (209) 
in titanium tritide films.
This technique has a number of limitations and disadvantages besides the requirement for 
tritium solubility, namely that special handling facilities for T are required. He accumulation is 
slow (compared to direct injection techniques) since it is dependent on tritium decay (half-life, 
T 1/2 = 12.35 years) and also the formation of secondary phases such as in Vanadium (210, 
211) where tritium charging results in P-phase tritide (VT0.5) precipitates in a dilute V-T 
a  -phase, i.e. segregation and hence potentially an inhomogeneous distribution of helium.
The ‘tritium trick’ technique introduces He without displacement damage to the host matrix, 
which is advantageous in some experiments. However, if  it is being used to simulate the fusion 
reactor environment, the simultaneous production of displacement damage is required. Thus 
tritiated samples may be inserted directly into a reactor and the appropriate He/dpa ratios 
achieved. However, one potential problem is to ensure that the tritium concentration does not 
escape during irradiation.
Finally, Andresen and Harling (212) have proposed a rather novel approach to obtain 
simultaneous helium generation and displacement damage in Ti, V and Nb alloys, which they 
call the ‘in-reactor tritium trick’. Metals with a high hydrogen solubility are encapsulated in an 
atmosphere of 3He followed by an irradiation in a mixed spectrum reactor. Thus high energy 
neutrons create displacement damage whilst thermal neutrons interact with 3He to produce T by 
the reaction 3He(n,p)3T. The tritium produced will thus diffuse into the samples where its 
subsequent decay generates 3He. Thus 3He is effectively transported into the material. By 
careful location in the reactor, thermal and fast neutron fluxes may be achieved such that 
‘He/dpa ratios similar to those observed under fusion conditions are obtained. However, other 
factors such as the initial gas pressure and further 3He(n,p)3T reactions complicate calculations
of He/dpa ratios, as discussed by Andresen and Harling (212). Furthermore, the tritons of 
energy *19 IkeV and protons of ~573keV, produced in the initial reaction will have a broad 
angular distribution of impact similar to neutral particles in a fusion device.
2 .4 .3  NUCLEAR REACTIONS
A variety of nuclear reactions lead to helium production on neutron irradiation of certain 
metals. Probably the most significant reaction is that of
58Ni(n,y) 59Ni(n,a) 56Fe
which has been used in fusion environment simulation studies in thermal reactors, of Ni 
containing alloys such as austenitic stainless steels. Further discussion of this technique is 
given by Evans (113).
2.5 SOLID TRANSMUTATION PRODUCTS
As discussed in section 1.5.3, the cross section for nuclear reactions generally increase 
with neutron energy and hence substantial changes may occur in the constituent elements of an 
alloy. The magnitude of these changes depends on a number of factors, such as neutron energy 
and reaction cross section and thus correlation between fission and fusion data may be difficult. 
Bates et al (213) have suggested three areas of concern:
1) Trace element effects;
2) Major element effects; and;
3) Consequences of radiation induced segregation on local helium deposition rates.
Many alloy properties are sensitive to trace elements, particularly in radiation environments, 
such as the increase in the ductile-brittle transition temperature in pressure vessel ferritic steels 
used in light water reactors. This phenomenon has been attributed to copper, and possibly 
phosphorous and nickel. Although copper is produced from nickel containing alloys in a 
fission spectrum, it it thought that this would not be the case for 14MeV neutrons.
Bates etal (213) have cited a major difference in the changes in manganese and vanadium 
concentrations in 316 stainless steel, between fission and fusion spectra. In fission reactors, 
Mn was found to deplete and V was generated by the following reactions:
55Mn (n, y ) 56Mn . tl^ A^ rs»» 56pe 
and
50Cr (n,y) 51Cr t ™ ™ yt  ^
whereas for a fusion environment both elements were found to increase. These results may 
significantly change the swelling behaviour of 316 stainless steel in potentially a complicated 
way as described by Bates et al (213) depending on temperature and fluence. Furthermore, 
other transmutation reactions involving protons, for example, will additionally complicate 
predictions of the alloy composition.
Finally, radiation induced segregation may affect local concentrations of transmutation 
product He, for example in stainless steels containing nickel and high nickel alloys where Ni 
has been observed to segregate to void surfaces and grain boundaries (59, 61). In a thermal 
neutron spectrum, such Ni could tiansmutate via the reaction
58Ni ---------------- ► 56Fe (described in section 1.5.3.)
to generate increased concentrations of He, hence producing inhomogeneities in He 
concentration not generally observed in the fusion environment.
2.6 PULSED IRRADIATIONS
A number of fusion devices will operate in a pulsed mode, such as the tokamak for which 
various pulse characteristics for a commercially viable machine have been quoted in the 
literature. An irradiation pulse may be of the order of 100s, with a down time of 50s, whereas 
in inertial confinement systems, pulses will last less than 10_6s with a Is repetition rate.
Comparatively few studies have been reported involving pulsed irradiation simulations 
compared to steady state experiments. However, studies have been made in a number of 
metals, including Ni (214, 215), Mo (216), V (217) and various austenitic alloys (218). A 
number of studies have been compared to theoretical models of pulsed flux effects on radiation 
damage by Simonen etal (27).
The various effects which have been observed are complicated and vary between different 
materials. The influence of pulsed irradiations is sensitive to parameters such as the 
temperature, dose, pulse period and duty factor. Aspects of the damage microstructure that 
have shown significant changes due to pulsing include dislocation loops, voids (especially at 
above-peak-swelling temperatures) and phase evolution under irradiation. Packan (219) has 
presented a review of the experimental observations resulting from pulsed effects, from which 
a number of basic trends may be noted here. The effects of pulsed irradiation are affected by 
irradiation parameters as follows:
1) Irradiation temperature:
High temperatures show the strong, consistent effect that pulsing suppresses 
large cavities, whilst low temperatures generally yield little pulsing influence. 
Temperatures near the peak swelling temperature yield varying, though often 
significant, effects of pulsing. Finally, temperature pulsing is likely to be 
important only for high flux high AT beams.
2) Dose and Dose Rate:
Effects are more prominent at lower doses. High doses yield relatively small 
effects except in alloys that undergo complex and protracted phase evolution.
The dose rate has not been a variable in any experiment, but it has been 
predicted that there should be less influence of pulsing at lower dose rates.
3) Duty Factor:
Low duty factors inhibit void growth and swelling, whereas high duty factors 
more resemble steady state irradiations.
4) Pulse Period.
Shorter total pulse periods seem to produce lesser difference from steady state 
irradiation; longer periods yield somewhat greater changes.
The general conclusions on the effect of pulsing on specific components of the damage
microstructure are:
1) Dislocations
Dislocations seem to be sensitive to pulsing only at the early loop stage, the 
subsequent dislocation network and climb processes not being sensitive, at least 
in the simple single phase materials.
2) Voids
Regarding void nucleation, the effects are complex and strongly dependent on 
other variables (temperature, helium, other microstructural components etc.).
For void growth, pulsing promotes the coarsening of large cavities, at least for 
temperatures in the vicinity of the peak swelling temperature.
3) Phase evolution
Pulsing tends to preserve thermally stable phases and inhibit radiation induced 
phase development. Strong effects are possible which can extend to high doses 
and markedly influence swelling behaviour.
2.7  SUMMARY
A concise compilation of different simulation techniques together with their advantages and 
disadvantages is given by Nihoul (220) which has been reproduced here to summarise the basic 
techniques discussed.
Particle species, Advantages Disadvantages Main field of application
energy range;
(irradiation facility)
Heavy Ions 
(self ions);
2 - 5MeV 
(Van de Graff)
Extremely high damage 
rates: many accelerators 
available, fusion 
relevant He/dpa ratios 
attainable in dual beam 
facilities
Very small range 
(<lpm) inhomogeneous 
damage, surface effects, 
unknown distribution of 
high stresses
TEM investigation of 
swelling by void 
formation, irradiation 
induced microstructural 
changes
Light ions (p, d, a  ) 
50 - 30MeV; 
(Cyclotrons)
Somewhat higher 
damage rates than 
reactors, inhomogeneous 
damage in ~100pm 
thick samples, in-situ 
mechanical tests, fusion 
relevant He/dpa ratios
Limited to ^5dpa; 
damage structure 
different from n-damage, 
more expensive than 
heavy ion irradiation
simulation of “in pile” 
mechanical property 
changes (irradiation 
creep, fatigue, 
embrittlement, influence 
of stress on swelling
Electrons 
2 - 3MeV; 
(HVEM)
High damage rates; 
production and 
observation of defect 
structure simultaneously
Very thin layers (surface 
effects) and small areas 
(stresses); damage 
structure very different 
from neutrons
In-situ observation of 
the build up of damage 
structure; dislocation 
loops, voids, clusters, 
etc.
Mixed spectrum 
neutrons 
(Thermal fission 
reactors)
In pile mechanical tests 
at fusion relevant He/dpa 
ratio for nickel 
containing steels on 
bulk specimens
Relatively low atomic 
displacement rates. 
Special doping 
techniques required for 
non-Ni containing 
materials
In-pile mechanical tests. 
Irradiation of specimens 
for post irradiation tests
Fast neutrons 
(fast flux reactors)
Large irradiation 
volume. Relatively high 
atomic displacement rate
Very low He production 
rate
14MeV Neutrons 
(intense 14MeV 
sources)
Irradiation in fusion 
relevant conditions
Small irradiation 
volume. At present: low 
flux
Cross section 
measurements: 
dosimetry; cascade 
studies; future intense 
sources; In-beam 
mechanical tests; 
swelling, stability tests.
Table 15: Summary of characteristic features of different simulation techniques. (220)
CHAPTER 3: BEHAVIOUR OF INERT GASES IN METALS
INTRODUCTION
As a result of the discussion within the previous two chapters, it is obvious that the effect 
of helium on material properties is quite substantial, in general producing detrimental results. 
Thus a vast amount of research has been carried out into the behaviour of inert gases in metals, 
especially for the case of helium (and to some extent the heavier inert gases Kr and Xe due to 
their production in fission reactors).
This behaviour maybe categorised into basically 3 sections, namely: (1) Diffusion and 
interaction of inert gases with metals; (2) Cavity nucleation; and (3) Cavity growth, which may 
finally result in blistering and flaking, as well as helium embrittlement.
3.1 DIFFUSION AND INTERACTION OF INERT GASES WITH METALS
Helium, as well as the other inert gases all have closed outer electron shells, resulting in 
repulsive interactions with metal atoms and hence their insolubility in metals (as discussed in 
section 1.5.4 ). However inert gases may behave in a number of ways undergoing various 
interactions, depending generally on the condition of the metal lattice. A number of 
experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out on the fundamental behaviour of the 
inert gases i.e. on their mobility and entrapment, and subsequent reactions. The inert gases 
have been introduced both with and without the generation of lattice defects, followed by 
various modes of investigation.
3.1 .1  THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF HELIUM ATOMS IN A METAL LATTICE
Helium may reside in a number of locations within a metal lattice, the energies of some 
such atoms being given diagrammatically by Ullmaier (221) in figure 41. A substantial amount 
of theoretical work has been carried out inorder to determine the values of such energies as well 
as other interactive energies and hence determine the behaviour of He in a lattice. Such 
calculations involve computer simulation of model crystals, with interaction of atoms via 
suitably calculated interatomic potentials
Early calculations were performed by Rimmer and Cottrell (28) for copper and by Harrison 
et al (184) for tungsten which showed that all the inert gases would reside substitutionally in 
the presence of vacancies, whereas in their absence He and possibly Ne would be interstitial, 
whereas the heavier inert gases would interact with a lattice atom to produce a Frenkel defect 
and hence a vacancy, and thus reside substitutionally. As a result of these findings it was 
concluded that Helium injected into the lattice at energies below the displacement energy would 
reside interstitially or diffuse out of the lattice depending on the migration energy and pre­
existing defects.
c
Figure 4 1 : Some examples of helium atoms in metals: E | energy of solution into interstitial sites, 
migration energy of interstitial He, Ey binding energy between a He atom and a vacancy, Ey
p
dissociation energy from a vacancy, Eg| binding energy of two He atoms in an interstitial site. (221)
More recently the calculations of Wilson and Bisson (222) verify the earlier results, that 
irrespective of the potentials used to describe the copper lattice, the minimum energy 
configuration of an interstitial He atom was (1,0,0) the octahedral position, and furthermore 
that the path of migration was along the <110> crystallographic direction. Wilson and Bisson 
also concluded that interstitial He atoms will be mobile at or below room temperature in a trap- 
free lattice, the migration energy being within the range 0.45 - 0.7 leV.
Furthermore Wilson and Johnson (223) have used two methods of calculation to determine 
the formation energies of helium, relative to a perfect lattice, with the helium in various 
interstitial positions for a number of both bcc and fee materials. The results are given in table 
16 together with figure 42 from which it maybe seen that the previous results with Cu and W 
indicate a general trend for the preferred interstitial sites for He.
Wilson and Bisson (224) have carried out a detailed study of helium diffusion in Cu and 
W, calculating the energies required to move He from a Substitutional to an interstitial position 
by mapping interstitial energy contours in the proximity of a vacancy at a known location. The 
energy difference between the lowest (i.e. most stable) positions gave interstitial migration 
energies of 0.45eV for Cu and 0.24eV for W. The formation energies calculated by Melius et 
al of rare gas atoms in nickel (183), given in table 14 indicate similar trends to these observed 
in copper. The activation energies for He and Ne were also found to be low, i.e. 0.88eV and 
0.47eV respectively indicating these inert gases can easily migrate whereas Ar, Kr and Xe 
tend to form substitutional complexes, with trapped self-interstitials, and higher migration 
energies, i.e. they tend to be less mobile. He and Ne complexes were found to have negative 
migration energies indicating that such complexes broke up such that the He or Ne could 
migrate interstitially as opposed to the complex migrating. Melius etal (183) calculated further 
the migration energy of a rare gas-divacancy complex, finding that all the inert gases could 
migrate in this mode, the heavier gases with lower energies than mono-vacancy complexes, 
although not as low as interstitial He and Ne.
A more detailed review of theoretical developments in the migration of He in metals and its 
interaction with lattice defects is given by Reed (225).
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Figure 4 2 : Some interstitial positions for He proposed by Wilson and Johnson (223) in (a) an fee 
lattice and (b) a bee lattice. Table 16: Formation energies of helium in various interstitial positions in 
(a) fee metals and (b) bee metals, (t: Symmetrical interstitial positions producing the same formation energy.)
(223)
3 .1 .2  FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF HELIUM IN METALS: EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
A number of experimental techniques have been used to study the fundamental aspects of 
He in metals, including: Thermal Release, Field Ion Microscopy, Resistivity, THDS, PAC and 
Positron Annihilation.
Direct information of single He-atoms in solids is difficult to obtain, however, supported 
with theoretical calculations during interpretation, the above methods have been used to extract 
information on atomic properties of inert gases in metals. By using different He introduction 
parameters such as implantation above and below the damage threshold, low or high 
temperatures, tritium decay etc., one may investigate various processes and determine the 
corresponding activation energies etc.
3 .1 .3  EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF HELIUM DIFFUSION IN METALS
A number of experiments have been carried out to study helium diffusion in metals as well 
as some of the other inert gases. However, many of the results obtained have been found to 
have large variations and to be contradictory to some extent.
Philipps and Sonnenberg (226) have implanted low energy He (E<700 eV) into a Ni single 
crystal at low temperatures (80K and ~35K) in order to determine the interstitial He migration 
energy. Low temperatures and energies were used in order not to generate vacancies and hence 
eliminating He-V interactions. The samples were subsequently heated up to HOOK whilst 
monitoring He-release.
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Figure 4 3 : Helium release versus temperature in nickel: (a) after He implantation at 80K for two
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different irradiation conditions, and (b) after implantation of 250eV ions at 20K. (226)
Comparing the results after lOOeV and 700eV irradiations, figure 43(a), no He-release was 
observed for the lower energy irradiation, whereas 5% of the total implanted He was released at
the same temperature, equivalent to the He-V dissociation temperature, for the higher energy 
implant. Philipps and Sonnenberg (226) carried out additional experiments to ensure that the 
low energy He was penetrating the lattice and not simply being reflected, by pre-doping with 
5keV Ar-ions and hence generating vacancies at which the He may be trapped and subsequently 
released on heating. They concluded that He-atoms became interstitially mobile below 80K. 
Further irradiations with 250eV He-ions, to lower temperatures and subsequent heating, figure 
43(b) produced a release peak at ~55K which was interpreted as the temperature at which 
interstitial He becomes mobile in Ni. This gave an activation energy for interstitial diffusion at 
0.14eV±0.03eV.
Poker and Williams (227) investigated the release of He from Ni at temperatures ranging 
from 18K to 300K after ion implantation at 18K. Fine foils of 25pm were implanted at 45° to a 
35keV a-beam, to various doses ranging 5 x 1014 to 4.4 x 1016/cm2. Isochronal annealing 
was used to determine activation energies by monitoring helium release. Some samples were 
melted in a separate vacuum system after warming to room temperature and the He release 
monitored and found to agree with the total low temperature releases to within 10%. Figure 44 
shows the He release rates as a function of temperature obtained by Poker and Williams (227).
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Figure 4 4 : Release rate of helium in nickel as a function of temperature for a dose of 1.4 x 10^  
ions/cm2. The discontinuity at 90K is due to a change in heating rate, from isochronal annealing to a 
linear ramp. The area in the box represents 1% release of the total. (227)
They concluded that the releases were independent of dose although they found an increase 
from *1.5% at 5 x 1014/cm2 to results ranging from 2.5% to 22% in separate experiments for 
the low temperature peak (stage I), and an increase from *4% to 7% for the high temperature 
peak (stage II). They found that for the Stage I release at *5OK, the activation energy was 
0.1 l±0.02eV and proposed two interpretations of the results. The most favoured model is that
at «50K, interstitial He begins to migrate, i.e. diffuse and thus the 0.11±0.02eV is the He 
migration energy. The second model is that the first release peak is associated with migration 
of Ni SIAs, since some calculations have indicated that it may be energetically favourable for a 
migrating SIA to recombine with a V at which a He has been trapped, hence freeing the He to 
diffuse.
In a later paper, Poker (228) made measurements of He release from Ni samples after using 
two different methods of introduction i.e. ion implantation and by thermal neutron irradiation, 
utilising a technique known as Thermal Neutron Transmutation Doping (NTD), and the use of 
the:
58Ni(n,v) 59Ni (n,a) 56Fe
reaction. Neutron irradiations were at 100°C of evacuated closed Ni cylinders which were 
subsequently punctured and the He release monitored, this He having arrived there as a result 
of interstitial migration. Experiments to determine whether trapped He could be thermally 
desorbed below the melting point were also carried out.
Poker found that the release rate increased with temperature rapidly above 1000°C, 
however stayed constant with time at temperature, indicating that the mechanism may not 
involve diffusion but maybe surface evaporation. Calculations indicate that this could be the 
case, however even after holding at temperature for several hours, less than 2% of the He 
produced was released, the remaining 98% being released on melting. Thus the results 
indicated that the He was strongly trapped with only a small release below the melting point. 
However, a small fraction of the He had sufficient mobility to migrate distances of the order of 
lpm  below 100°C.
Poker (228) also used ion implantation on Ni and Cu samples at temperatures ranging 18 to 
600K and found that the previous release peak at 150K was not observed. It was thought that 
this peak was a phenomenon caused by the apparatus. Poker concluded further that the 50K 
peak previously observed was a result of impurity films on the sample surface.
Maximum values for interstitial He activation energies may be derived from studies of 
tungsten by Komelsen (185, 229) and molybdenum by Caspers et al{230). He has been 
introduced in both cases by ion-implantation at various energies, at room temperature and 
above. It was found that at energies below the threshold damage level, little or no He was 
desorbed on heating, which led Komelsen to the same conclusions as Erents and Carter (231) 
to suggest that He atoms are highly mobile in tungsten at room temperature and are trapped 
only if they encounter a lattice defect, in particular a vacancy, before they reach the sample 
surface. This result implies an upper bound on the He activation energy of ~0.7eV.
Thomas and Bastasz (232) studied the He-release behaviour of gold during ramp annealing 
following sub-threshold energy implantation at 100K, of 300eV He-ions. They concluded that
the He was relatively immobile at 100K and was highly mobile at 300K indicating a He 
activation energy between 0.3 and 0.7eV.
Thomas etal (206) have measured 3He release in nickel, the He being introduced using the 
“tritium trick” i.e. allowing the natural radioactive decay of dissolved tritium. He mobility 
measurements were made from ^100K to -1300K.
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Figure 4 5 : ^He release during thermal ramp annealing of Ni at «10K/min. In the case of the 
Polycrystal, ageing times are given in days. (206)
Figure 45 shows their results obtained using both single crystal, poly crystal and cold- 
worked polyciystal samples. All the samples indicate a low temperature helium mobility in Ni. 
A number of models were considered to interpret the results, of which one involving a complex 
pipe diffusion mechanism was considered the most appropriate. Thomas e ta l(206) postulate 
that only a small fraction of the 3He is mobile and hence responsible for the release curves and 
that pipe diffusion with bulk trapping is occurring. They determined migration energies of 
0.35eV in the bulk and ~0.2eV for the pipes. In the case of the single crystal material, 
dislocations were considered as the pipes as opposed to grain boundaries. The low release data 
for the cold-worked material could be accounted for by trapping of He by vacancies generated 
by the cold-work process. It was concluded that with no irradiation produced point defects, 
helium atoms will find or produce sites or deep traps where they will precipitate out of solution. 
This phenomenon will be considered later.
Wagner and Seidman (233) have used a very novel technique, namely the atom-probe field- 
ion microscope to detect 4He atoms in a perfect, totally defect free tungsten lattice. They have 
successfully detected the presence of an isolated immobile interstitial 4He atom, and determined 
the temperature at which the atom becomes mobile and hence the activation energy. They 
implanted W FIM samples with 300 or 475eV 4He ions at known irradiation temperatures, 
since at these energies the maximum transferred energy to a W atom was less than ~42eV, the 
minimum displacement energy required to form a stable Frenkel Pair. Thus no vacancies or 
SIAs were generated to act as trapping centres and the 4He interstitials became mobile was 
determined to be between 90 and 110K. This gave an activation energy for migration in the 
range 0.24 to 0.32eV for W.
A number of papers have used the electrical resistivity of samples to study irradiation 
damage recovery (eg. Thompson, ref. 234). Chen eta l (235) have attempted to study 
interstitial He mobility in Nb and Nb-O alloys in the temperature range 10-383K using 
resistivity measurements of fine wires previously tritiated. However, since tritide precipitation 
occurs at low temperatures, only Nb-O alloys were used below 250K, where precipitation may 
be suppressed by the presence of trapping sites such as oxygen. The resistance was found to 
increase linearly with time at 10K due to the decay of T to 3He, the latter species remaining 
trapped at the oxygen atoms. Such behaviour was observed at temperatures up to 100K, above 
which re-solution and reprecipitation of the tritides occurred resulting in irreproducible 
resistivity changes. Unfortunately, Chen et al (235) could only thus determine the minimum 
activation energy for break up of a 3He-0 complex of 0.3eV. With pure Nb a large resistivity 
change was found at T>295K, which was attributed to heterogeneous bubble nucleation at 
grain boundaries.
The experimental studies described so far have generally involved low temperatures, sub­
threshold implantations or tritiation and initially defect free materials, hence the He introduced 
has been assumed to remain interstitial and require a relatively small activation energy for 
migration. However, a number of studies have been reported involving higher temperatures 
and implantation energies from which one can generally assume that the He is initially trapped 
and the determined activation energies involve either de-trapping or defect complex migration. 
In some cases the activation energies for interstitial He migration have been derived.
Philipps etal (236) have studied He implanted into single and polycrystalline Ni, between 
800 - 1250°C, to a depth ranging *18 to 80pm using *18 - 28MeV He ions. He re-emission 
from the sample was measured simultaneously using a mass spectrometer and the time 
dependence of this release related to the volume diffusion of He. An average activation energy 
for He migration of 0.81±0.04eV was found, which is much higher than the previously 
discussed values (eg 0.14±0,03eV by Philipps and Sonnenberg (226)), indicating that He 
migration under these conditions is not by a simple interstitial mechanism. A number of 
potential mechanisms were discussed of which one of interstitial diffusion hindered by thermal 
vacancies was found to be the most consistent with the results. This mechanism involves the
dissociation of He from substitutional sites (i.e. vacancies) followed by a number of interstitial 
jumps, interrupted by trapping and further dissociation at vacancies, before the He reaches the 
sample surface. Philipps et al (236) thus argue that this “effective activation energy ” for the 
diffusion mechanism is given by
p  = p d iss  -pF 
He(i) ^ ( s ) " V
where is the dissociation energy for He-V complexes and Ey is the vacancy formation 
energy. Taking a value ofE^ =1.6eV (237) gives E ^ ”  *2.4eV which agrees well with values 
obtained from He release measurements (238, 239). The results were found not to be 
influenced by grain boundaries since measurements made for both single and polycrystalline 
samples were found to be the same, within experimental errors.
Furthermore, a substantial He release was observed only at temperatures above *800°C, 
similarly to 316 stainless steel whereas for Cu and Au no He release was observed at 
temperatures of 940°C and 905°C respectively. From these results for Cu and Au, Philipps et 
al postulated that either diffusion was very slow or the concentration of internal sinks for He 
was sufficiently high to absorb all the He, whereas for 316 stainless steel the interstitial 
diffusion was thought to be hindered less by thermal vacancies.
Sciani and Jung (240) have investigated He diffusion in Au, Ag and Al, using both 
isothermal and linear heating experiments to measure He-release from foils of various 
thickness, irradiated homogeneously using variable energy a-implants. They found activation 
energies of 1.7eV, 1.5eV and 1.35eV for Au. Ag and Al respectively. Comparisons made with 
theoretical work indicate a vacancy mechanism for diffusion in these metals as opposed to a 
dissociative and hence interstitial mechanism in Ni. They postulate also that for Ag, a change 
in operating mechanism may exist dependent on temperature.
Finally, Cost and Hickman (208) have investigated relatively high temperature He-releases 
from Al, Fe, Ni, 304 stainless steel and 316 stainless steel, using the “tritium trick” method. 
Helium release peaks were found for all the metals studied. For aluminium a maximum release 
rate was observed at *300°C (*0.6Tm), a surprising result since the tritium solubility at 300°C 
(the tritiation temperature) is very low. It was thought that tritium may have been trapped at 
impurities and hence concentrations exceeding the solubility limit achieved. It is not clear 
whether the release observed was as a result of migration of single helium atoms or from some 
form of aggregates, however for the latter case the aggregates must be stable with only a small 
number of He atoms. For iron, nickel and the stainless steels, the outgassing curves were all 
very similar, showing a low temperature peak and a second peak close to the melting point. 
From the low temperature peaks, it is apparent that He is mobile at *0.25Tm for Fe and Ni, 
from which Cost and Hickman have determined an activation energy for migration in the range 
0.4 to 0.5eV. They have concluded from this that the He is migrating interstitially. For Al,
0.25Tm would be -30°C and hence this peak was not observed.
For the stainless steels, the low temperature release peak was at 300°C, slightly higher than 
for Fe and Ni, from which Cost and Hickman (208) concluded that the atomic helium had been 
more deeply trapped after tritium decay in the steels. The high temperature behaviour was 
attributed to the formation of bubbles and the diffusivity of the bubbles explained the observed 
helium release behaviour, i.e. rapid diffusion of small cavities resulting in an initially high 
helium release, followed by a reduction due to the slower moving larger cavities.
3.2  HE-HE INTERACTIONS - HE SELF TRAPPING
Thomas (207) has performed a number of additional He-release measurements in a number 
of different metals, following tritium charging of bulk samples and ageing at 80K to various He 
concentrations. The results are shown in figure 46 where the amount released/amount 
generated is plotted as a function of temperature during ramp annealing.
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Figure 4 6 : Helium release fraction as a function of temperature during linear ramp annealing for a 
number of fee metals. (207)
The charging conditions were such that He levels in all but one case were very low, i.e. ^1 
ppm. Simple diffusion behaviour was not observed for any of the materials, however Thomas 
noted a number of general observations.
1) He is mobile in all three metals above 100K indicating He activation energies 
of ~0 .35eV, with no release occurring during the ageing process at 80K;
2) In all cases the He was deeply trapped and since the Ni and Al were high 
purity, well annealed materials and the stainless steels solution-treated and 
annealed, the evidence indicates that pre-existing defects were not the primary 
cause for trapping. Furthermore strong trapping was also observed in well 
annealed single crystal indicating that grain boundaries are not the major 
trapping sites.
3) The He release fraction is strongly dependent on the initial He concentration.
Thomas also reports strong trapping in an amorphous alloy, Metglas 2826A after tritium 
charging and ageing at 80K to obtain 1 ppm He and in Nb aged at room temperature to 3000 
ppm He.
These results indicate that He trapping may occur universally and not require pre-existing 
defects, grain boundaries or radiation damage to the lattice, implying a He self-trapping 
mechanism. Further evidence for He trapping in defect free materials has been sited by 
Thomas etal (206), who found that after ageing of their tritiated Ni samples, only 1% of the 
total 3He generated was released on heating up to 800K. The results of Cost and Hickman 
(208) also show high temperature He release peaks indicating He trapping in tritiated and aged 
Fe, Ni and stainless steels.
The observation of small He bubbles by Jager eta l (211) in tritiated ‘defect free’ 
vanadium, after aging at room temperature and -196°C for up to 14 months, provides further 
evidence of He mobility at room temperature and precipitation of He agglomerates by a self­
trapping mechanism.
Wilson (241) and Wilson etal (242) have proposed an atomistic model for self-trapping of 
He in metals, based on a number of interatomic potentials. They have found that He atoms will 
bind together into clusters and have determined binding energies for up to 20 He atoms in a 
cluster with no vacancies, as well as clusters with one and two vacancies. The binding energy 
for the first He atom, i.e. for the smallest cluster defined as He2 is weak, *0.2 eV but as 
further He atoms are added, the binding energy increases to a higher and roughly constant 
value of *2eV. The helium in such clusters would be deeply trapped, requiring high 
temperatures to cause thermal detrapping.
Furthermore, Wilson etal (242) found that a vast amount of lattice “damage” or distortion 
would be introduced by such clusters and their subsequent growth. Very few He atoms are 
required to cause major distortion and at a critical number of clustered interstitials, a “near 
Frenkel Pair” is produced, this reaction being indicated by
He5 ---------------- ►He5 V*P.
In this reaction a lattice atom is “pushed” from its normal site by the repulsive force of the 
He cluster, however the self-interstitial finds it more energetically preferable to remain in the 
near vicinity of the cluster, resulting in a “near Frenkel Pair” defect. Furthermore, the self­
interstitials always prefer to reside on the same “side” of the cluster.
Following the formation of Hes V*I*, the sixth He is even more deeply trapped than the 
fifth and by the clustering of further He, more near Frenkel Pair defects may be formed. 
However, mutation of the cluster complex may occur, i.e. complete detrapping of the bound 
self-interstitial, a process which is competing with the detrapping of He from the cluster and 
thus a Hes cluster is produced. The next self-interstitial is deeply bound until five more He 
atoms are acquired at which point the second self-interstitial may totally detrap to produce 
HeioV2.
The model implies that at low He concentrations « lp p m , mobile He interstitials are 
unlikely to experience each other’s strain field, resulting in their diffusion out of the sample 
without clustering. However, for greater concentrations, s>0.1 ppm He, the probability of 
interstitials encountering each other increases and the weak binding of He2 may delay their 
diffusion sufficiently that a third and fourth He are also encountered. The model thus explains 
the apparent He concentration effect on He-release data, i.e. relatively more He is released 
when less is initially available as indicated in figure 46, especially for 304 stainless steel where 
results have been quoted for two very different He concentrations. The concentration of 
interstitial He is dependent not only on temperature (and hence He mobility) but also on the 
distance to other sinks (eg surfaces or impurities).
J. Th. M. De Hosson et al (243) have used a slightly different theoretical approach to 
Wilson and co-workers and derived similar results i.e. the creation of a “near Frenkel pair” at 
n=5 for Hen. However they did not find that the following He atom (n=6) was more deeply 
bound than the previous He atom (n=5) although the same physical mechanism of cluster 
growth was predicted i.e. trap mutation and the subsequent agglomeration of self-interstitials 
on the same same “side” of the He bubble.
3.3 HELIUM TRAPPING AT DEFECTS: HELIUM -VACANCY INTERACTIONS
As already discussed, He will undergo rapid interstitial diffusion at or below room 
temperature until it is trapped at some defect or unless self-trapping occurs. A substantial 
amount of work has been carried out in the study of He-trapping, especially with vacancies 
because of the large numbers produced during irradiation and since the formation of either He- 
He orHe-V clusters is the initial nucleation stage of bubbles and/or voids in metals.
Probably the most successful and consistently reproducible technique used is that of 
Thermal Helium Desorption Spectroscopy (THDS), developed initially by Komelsen (185, 
229) for tungsten single crystals and then extended to other systems such as Mo (230) and Ni 
(238).
Detailed experimental procedures for the technique are described by Komelsen (229) and 
the theoretical background in a review by Caspers and Van Veen (249). Basically, the clean 
face of a single crystal has been irradiated under various conditions in an ultra high vacuum 
chamber, followed by controlled linear heating of the crystal and the subsequent He-release
monitored using a mass spectrometer. Basically four types of implantation condition have been 
used to study the various defect reactions:
1) Implantation of He at sub-threshold energies (eg 150eV) in order not to create 
further defects, but to “decorate” existing defects with He or those defects 
produced by previous irradiations;
2) Irradiation with heavy ions at low energies, such as lOOeV Xe+ ions, produces 
thermal self-interstitials via a replacement focussing sequence relatively deeper 
in the material, whereas the heavier ion remains within the surface layers of the 
crystal;
3) Irradiation with high energy (eg l-3keV) He ions to produce single Frenkel 
pairs per ion. The self-interstitials migrate and either leave the lattice or 
annihilate a vacancy, whereas the He interstitial is either captured by a vacancy 
or diffuses out of the sample. Thus the remaining defect species are Vs and 
HeVs;
4) Irradiation with heavy ions at high energy egkeV Xe+ ions produces a number 
of Frenkel pairs (~4 per ion). The heavy atom remains in the lattice together 
with one or more Vs, the self-interstitials migrating away.
Thus a number of He-desorption peaks may be obtained and a comparison with theoretical 
calculations used to interpret them.
Komelsen (229) has implanted undamaged W with He ions of various energies, ranging 
from 5 to 2000eV. The desorption spectra from 5 to 800eV are shown in figure 47 and clearly 
illustrate very little or no He trapping at low (sub-threshold) energies up to approximately 
400eV except for a small peak in the temperature region (A) 400 - 600K, which is due to 
surface related traps.
The results illustrate the transition between interstitial He migration in a damage free lattice 
to He-trapping in a radiation damaged lattice, as a result of increasing implantation energy. At 
energies of 400eV and above, a number of peaks were observed to develop with increasing 
energy in the temperature range 800 to 2200K, denoted region (B). Finally, a peak (region C) 
above 2200K was also observed, of unknown origin and not seen in later experiments. This 
peak was thus neglected.
Komelsen (229) also found that the desorption peaks at a particular energy (region B) may 
vary in amplitude as a result of surface orientation although the pattern of peaks obtained is 
very similar indicating desorption from sites characteristic of the bulk material.
It was postulated that up to seven desorption peaks existed, three of which disappeared at 
lower doses indicating they involved the interaction of trapped atoms.
In a later paper, Komelsen (185) has studied the interaction of injected He with lattice 
defects in W. The general effect of damage on helium entrapment is shown in figure 49, where 
desorption spectra are shown for 250eV He ions (2.4 x 1013 ions/cm2) into (a) an undamaged 
crystal, and (b) into a crystal pre-damaged with 5keV Kr ions.
The peak between 400 and 600K is due to surface related trapping sites. However, above 
600K, in the undamaged crystal no distinct desorption peaks were observed and the helium 
release was < 2 x 10*4 of the incident dose. After pre-damaging the crystal, the amount of 
trapped helium is roughly 4 x 10-2 of the implanted dose. The results are thus consistent with a 
high He mobility at room temperature and trapping to high temperatures, indicates strong defect 
trapping.
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Figure 4 7 : He desorption spectra for 8 X 1 0 ^  ions/cm2 incident on a tungsten crystal (100)#1 with 
the kinetic energies indicated at the right. The 50 eV spectrum involves the desorption of 1 X 10^° 
He atoms. (229)
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Figure 4 8 : Comparison of spectra from 2 different crystal orientations, (100)#1 and (110)#1 for
1000eV ions , dose=2.4X10^ /cm^ in tungsten. (229)
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Figure 4 9 : He desorption as a function of temperature in tungsten after 2 . 4 X 1 0 ^  He/cm ^ implant at 
250keV with and without damage produced by 5keV Kr ions, 2.4X10^  ^ Kr/cm^. (185)
By systematic variation of the implanted dose of He, a number of spectra may be obtained, 
as shown in figure 50, for relatively low doses, which could then be interpreted in terms of the 
following helium-vacancy interactions:
He4V
He3V
He2V-
He3V + He 
He2V + He
► HeV + He
(EPeak) 
(F Peak) 
(G Peak)
HeV *-V  + He (H Peak)
where HenV is equivalent to n He atoms trapped at a vacancy. These interactions may be 
described by single step (first order) dissociation processes, with discrete binding energies 
(185, 250). Thus reactions such as that given by the equation for the H peak may be 
mathematically described by:
^ = N u e x p ( E DHe/KT(t))
He ions/cm2
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Figure 5 0 : He desorption spectra for various injected He fluences after pre-damage with 5keV Kr 
ions, 2.4X1 O^ Kr/cm^ in tungsten. (185)
where N is the number of HeV centres, T(t) the temperature during the release at time t, u is a
pre-exponential factor of the order of the vibrational frequency of the metal lattice and EcHe the 
dissociation energy = E™e + E . Thus spectra as shown in figure 50, may be almost
completely deconvoluted by summation of various theoretically calculated desorption 
transients.
On increasing the He dose to >3 x 1013 ions/cm2, Komelsen found that peaks E to H 
change very little, whilst I begins to grow and other peaks J and K appear and grow 
dramatically at temperatures between 2000K and 2400K. Non-linear growth of the peaks 
indicates multiple occupation of traps by He, however the higher binding energies indicate an 
irreversible change in the nature of the traps i.e. the formation of di- and tri-vacancies and 
hence bubble nucleation.
The following equations have been attributed to these peaks:
He2 V2n ------------------- 2He + 2 V (I Peak)
He2 V21---------------► 2He + 2 V (J Peak)
Hen V3 --------------- ►Hen_i V3 + He (K Peak)
As a result of knowing the temperatures at which the peaks occur, the dissociation energies 
of the particular HeV cluster may be determined.
Reaction Experiment‘d Theory
Tp (K) ED(eV) E D ( e V ) t t E D ( e V ) t t t
W: HeV --------► He+V 1560 4.05 4.39 5.07
He2V ----------- --------► He + HeV 1220 3.14 2.89 3.43
He3V ------------------- ► He + He2V 1120 2.88 2.52 3.02
He4V ------------------- ► He + He3V 950 2.14 2.50 2.94
Mo: HeV ------------ -------► He +V 1180 3.05 4.19 4.20
He2V ------------------- ► He + HeV 960 2.5 2.82
He3V ------------------- ► He + He2V 900 2.3 2.50
He4> 5 ( 6 V
-----► He + He 3 , 4 , 5  V 800 2.05 2.37
t W results from (185), Mo from (230) 
t t  from (223, 251, 252) 
from (230)
Table 17: Comparison of experimental and theoretical He vacancy dissociation energies for W and 
Mo. (253)
Following the early work with tungsten, a number of researchers have extended 
investigations to other materials, especially for Mo by Caspers et al (230) who found similar 
peaks to those observed with tungsten. Table 17 compares the results for W and Mo, obtained 
both experimentally and theoretically. One may see that both the observed and theoretically 
calculated dissociation energies are large compared to values for H-V complexes (^leV), (253)
and thus binding energies are relatively high because of low migration energies (^0.5eV) in 
most metals. The binding energies are relatively high for additional atoms to clusters, 
compared to hydrogen, which may to some extent explain the stronger proclivity for bubble 
formation for bubble formation for He than for H, in metals where hydride formation does not 
occur.
Reed ef a /(239) have attempted similar experiments in both stainless steel and nickel 
samples using He ions with energies ranging 30 to 2000eV, 1012 to 1016 ionsfcm2. They 
found broad, ill-resolved gas peaks in 304 stainless steel indicating a wide range of traps 
leading to release at temperatures up to the melting point. However, in nickel, a more discrete 
peak structure was observed, although the resolution was inadequate to deconvolute the peaks 
and hence determine the precise interactions.
3 .4  BUBBLE NUCLEATION
Several papers have been published using THDS to study helium filling of vacancies and 
hence bubble nucleation, followed by TEM observations of the initial stages of growth, for W 
by Komelsen and Van Gorkum (254), for Mo by Van Veen etal (255), Evans etal (102), and 
in Ni by Van Veen et al (256). In these studies larger numbers of He atoms have been used,
i.e. upto 100 or more trapped He, which corresponds to cavity sizes of 0.5nm or more. Hence 
such studies provide the transition between microscopic HenV clusters and the bubble regime, 
where cavities maybe studied in the TEM. The following model has been proposed for Mo by 
Van Veen etal for cavity nucleation resulting from simple He implantation, by interpretation of 
THDS spectra resulting from precipitates of up to 2500He atoms:
1) For HenV clusters, with n^9, a vacancy is basically filled with helium atoms, 
the binding energy dropping to a minimum at around n»5, after which it 
remains constant up to n«9. Trap mutation may occur at n>5, a result which is 
further supported by theoretical calculations using elasticity theory. The 
binding energy of additional He atoms to HeV and HeV2 complexes have been 
calculated and are shown in figure 51.From these calculations and also the 
observation of non-spherical cavity geometries, Van Veen etal have deduced 
that at n^5 a transition occurs from a spherical to a disc-shaped geometry for 
HenVs and at n~9 for He2V2 clusters.
2) For HenV, with n^lO. As He atoms accumulate in the vacancy, the strain in the 
surrounding lattice increases until at n«10, a trap mutation process to gain 
vacancies and reduce lattice strain occurs, with emission of a lattice atom, 
known as a Mutation Produced Interstitial (MPI), which is bound to the defect.
The tenth He is then bound more strongly to the complex than the ninth with the <
binding energy continuing to increase for n>10.
3) For HenV2l i  with n* 12, the bound self interstitial i.e. MPI may be emitted from 
the complex. The binding energy for additional He atoms n*12 to 16 is then 
greater. However if  the MPI is not emitted, additional configurational changes 
may occur resulting in other bound MPIs.
4) For HenVmlL, with n ^ l6 to 90, fine discrete desorption peaks are observed, 
which Van Veen etal have concluded are the result of discrete numbers of He
atoms, 10 to 15, being added to the He cluster resulting in stronger binding of 
peripheral atoms as a result of further changes in cluster configuration and MPI 
production. MPIs may be emitted as clusters with high numbers of He atoms, 
(n^90), being observable in the TEM as prismatic interstitial loops.
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Figure 5 1 : Helium binding energies for HenV and HenV2 precipitates, calculated with elasticity theory 
in molybdenum. (255)
Table 18 summarises the basic stages in evolution of a He cluster, starting from a vacancy in 
Mo (102, 257). This model is generally applicable to most of the metals used, and table 19 
gives the helium release data and interpretations for nickel formulated by Van Veen etal (256).
Vacancy (V) or Impurity (Imp)
li
H e-V (or He - Imp)
H e-V (clusters)
li
HeV ----- — ► HenV2 I
11
Hen VmIL
li
H e„Vm IL + I Loops
li li
HenVm IL + I Loops + He
li li
groups of Bubbles on dislocation
small bubbles loops
(li = addition of further He atoms to cluster)
(e.g. HeV, He2V, He3V )
(Trap mutation process to gain vacancies n>9)
(Stable platelet nucleus on { 011} planes 
in Mo)
(Platelet now gains vacancies by loop 
punching)
(Platelets grow larger. I-Loops trap helium)
(Platelet --------------------► bubble group
transformation)
Table 18: stages in the evolution of a Helium cluster in Molybdenum. (102, 257)
~pB He 
"iheor
n Peak Release
temp mechanism HeW HenV2 HenV
(K) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
1 H900 HeV -------- ► He 2.34t 2.63‘l’t t t 2 .8 2 ttt
2 G720 He2V -------- ► He 1.82 1.44 1.81
3 G720 He3V -------- ► He 1.82 1.35 1.70
4 G720 He4V -------- ► He 1.82 1.51 1.95
5 M750 He5V -------- ► He >1.8 1.35 1.62
6 MPI emission 1.76 1.40 2.20
7 HenV2 -------- ► He 1.16 2.05 1.37
8 1.02 1.63 1.25
9 1.38 2.09
10 K950 thermal vacancy >2.5 1.41 2.04
trapping 
HenVm -------- ► He
 ► V
50 1400
Notes:
t First order release: a pre-exponential factor « 10 l-tys is assumed: E^.He = £B,He + gM.He- j?M,He _ Helium 
migration energy 
From (242) 
t t t  From (243)
Table 19: Helium release data for HenV complexes In Nickel. (256)
3.4.1 TRAP STRUCTURE AND MUTATION
The process of trap mutation is regarded as the initial formation of a bubble. A number of 
papers both theoretical and experimental have been published, considering both fee and bcc 
materials, between which some small differences exist.
Wilson etal (258) have determined the binding energies of He in Cu, for up to 10 He 
atoms both with (up to 4 vacancies) and without vacancies. They found relatively low binding 
energies for He atoms in the absence of vacancies, compared to values obtained in a later paper 
(242), however with the introduction of one or more vacancies, the calculated binding energies 
increase substantially. As found in Mo, the calculated binding energy was found to drop to a 
minimum at n = 5 He, whereas for n = 6 the binding energy was higher, and then lower and 
roughly the same for 7^n^l0. Wilson etal (258)also determined the structures of each of the 
HenV clusters, which are shown in figure 52. A precise description of the geometries is given 
in reference 258, where in some cases such as n = 3, 4 more than one stable configuration was 
found and for n = 5 only »0.04eV separated two geometries. They concluded that more 
accurate and detailed calculations were required to distinguish between geometrical
arrangements. For n = 6 a highly symmetrical configuration was obtained which is consistent 
with a sudden increase in binding energy.
CALCULATED He POSITIONS AT Cu VACANCY
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h « 5v < > H e6V
Figure 5 2 : Calculated minimum energy configurations for 1-6 He atoms, trapped at a vacancy in Cu.
(258)
Wilson et al (258) further concluded that these 6 He atoms effectively filled the vacancy 
and postulated that HegV is the dominant defect at low temperatures and perhaps are the 
precursors to He bubble formation via site percolation i.e. sharing of He atoms between 
neighbouring vacancies.
The bulk of information on structure of HenV centres has been determined mainly from 
theoretical calculation. However work involving perturbed angular correlation measurements 
has been used to determine the symmetry of HeV clusters near substitutional m in  and 119Sb 
atoms in Ni and Cu (259). The symmetry has been inferred from electric field gradients in 
different crystallographic directions. Clusters containing two He atoms were interpreted to 
have axial symmetry, with axes along the < 111> direction in Ni and Cu (259), and along 
<100> in Al (260).
Caspers etal (261) have considered experimentally the mutation of HenV complexes in 
Mo, and theoretically in other papers (244, 245). They found that after a He dose between 4.5 
and 8 He atoms per vacancy, many of the vacancies contained 6 He atoms and that with further 
addition of He, more peaks appeared, I, J and K as described previously, indicating the 
formation of new defects in which the He was bound more strongly. They put forward the 
following equation to describe the reaction:
He + HenV + M o s u b ---------------- ►Hen +1V2 + Moj
which occurs as a result of high strain in the lattice surrounding the He6V complex.
3 .4 .2  INTERACTION OF SELF INTERSTITIAL ATOMS WITH HeV COMPLEXES
The interaction of SIA with HeV clusters is of potential importance since clusters may be 
completely annihilated and interstitial He produced. Van Veen and Caspers (250) and Van 
Veen etal (187) have created SIAs in the absence of vacancies by irradiation of Mo with heavy 
ions such as lOOeV Xe, which results in Frenkel pairs being created near the metal surface, the 
interstitials of which then induce knock-ons leading to replacement collision sequences i.e. 
channeling in certain directions such as <111> in bcc and hence the production of SIAs deeper 
within the metal which may then be used for interactions with HeV clusters, previously 
generated. The result of one such experiment is shown in figure 53, from which Van Veen et 
al (187) have deduced that the amount of HeVs have been drastically reduced by the reaction:
HeV + 1 ---------------- ►He (mobile)
Mo(no)
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Figure 5 3 : Helium desorption spectra from Mo for (a) defects created by 2 x 10^2 /cm^ 3keV He, 
(b) partial annealing (Ta = 1040K) of these defects (c) before and after (shaded spectrum) irradiation 
with 100eV Xe (5 x lO^/cm2). (187)
In Mo (187), 85% of the mobile He was released via the crystal surface and 15% 
redistributed via capture reactions:
He + H eV----------------►He2V and He + He2V ---------------- ►He3V.
observed as G and F peaks in the spectrum. The SIA interact with the vacancy completely 
annihilating it, however the He has not been released by a dynamic collision event (i.e. by 
momentum transfer to the He).
Further experiments have shown similar reactions for multiply filled clusters up to n = 7 in 
Mo, i.e.
HenV + 1---------------- ► nHe for n^7 only.
The “efficiency” of annihilation of HenV clusters is much reduced compared to HeVs and 
above n~7 the defects cannot be annihilated, a point consistent with trap modification of HenV 
by trap mutation at n~6.
The interaction of SIAs with HenVm complexes is briefly discussed by Van Veen and 
Caspers (250). Reduction of monovacancy peaks, i.e. from HeV complexes was observed, 
however no major changes for the I and J peaks were seen, the minor differences being 
attributed to He retrapping. Van Veen and Caspers (250) concluded that SIAs produced by trap 
mutation as well as those resulting from bombardments are available for annihilation of HenVs, 
0<n^7.
As mentioned in section 2.2.8, the effect of SIAs on other noble gas-vacancy complexes 
has also been investigated in Ni and Mo (187). A reduction of the HeV population was found 
in both metals, as well as a reduction in Ne-V complexes in Ni by the reaction:
NeV + 1---------------- ► Ne (mobile)
and in ArV clusters in Mo. However, the KrV complex appears to be stable against SIA 
capture, and Melius etal (246) predict the formation of a bound self interstitial, i.e.
KrV + 1 --------------- ►KrV
3 .4 .3  HELIUM -IM PURITY INTERACTIONS
The trapping of He at impurity atoms e.g. the noble gases, as well as vacancies has been 
studied by Komelsen and Van Gorkum for Xe atoms in W (247) as well as for Ne, Ar, Kr, 
and Xe atoms in W (254) and also Kr in W by Van Veen et al (248). The inert gases act as 
traps for He in metals, similarly to vacancies and hence are nucleation sites for defect 
complexes and thus bubbles. Similar interactions have been observed with He-impurity 
clusters as described for HenV clusters, such as:
HeT---------------- ► He +T CLUSTER DISSOCIATION
He2T ---------------- ► 2He + T where T = TRAP i.e. impurity atom
He„TV---------------- ►HehTVj + I TRAP MUTATION
The results obtained from THDS for He-impurity clusters may be summarised by figure 
54, which shows the peak temperatures observed as a function of the number o f He atoms
contained within the trap. The peak temperatures are easily measured for up to 10 He atoms in 
all cases, whereas for greater He filling, dissociation peaks are observed although the number 
of He atoms for each peak becomes very difficult to designate due to trap mutation.One may 
see that He atoms are deeply trapped in vacancies and that the binding energy decreases with 
increasing atomic number of substitutional impurity. Furthermore as more He atoms are 
trapped the binding energies tend to a common value and for n>10He per trap, the trap nuclei 
are indistinguishable. The traps are thus unsaturable, mutating at n = lOHe and the binding
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Figure 5 4 : Temperatures of the He desorption peaks for different trap nuclei as a function of the 
number of helium atoms in the traps. (254)
energy of additional He atoms continues to increase. The clusters have the character of non­
equilibrium bubbles, since thermal vacancies are not present for equilibration resulting probably 
in a zone of high compressive strain.
3 .4 .4  MIGRATION ENERGY OF VACANCIES. E “
The migration energy of vacancies is an important parameter with respect to modelling
cluster and bubble growth mechanisms. Caspers and Van Veen (249) have used a convenient 
THD technique to determine E^in Mo. Vacancies and HeVs were produced in Mo bykeV He+
ion irradiation, followed by annealing at a known temperature and subsequent He filling at sub­
threshold energies and observation of the resulting THD-spectra. This procedure was repeated
several times, with progressively higher annealing temperatures, in each case having generated 
the same number of vacancies and HeVs by the same irradiation conditions and with the same 
He filling and desorption conditions. Thus by observing the content of the He peak i.e. the 
number of HeVs for different annealing temperatures, the temperature at which vacancies 
become mobile maybe determined, since they will migrate leaving the crystal resulting in fewer 
traps for He and hence a reduction in the number of HeV clusters, i.e. the He peak amplitude, 
as shown in figure 55.
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Figure 5 5 : The content of the H peak ( number of HeVs) as a function of the annealing temperature 
Ta , as obtained from a number of THDS measurements in Mo. (249)
Caspers and Van Veen (249) found a vacancy migration energy, E ^of 1.3eV for Mo. The
remaining H peak content is as a result of HeVs produced in the irradiation. The basic principle 
of this method is that HeVs are relatively immobile compared with vacancies.
3.5 HELIUM PLATELET FORMATION
As already mentioned, HenV clusters undergo structured mutations, which result in the 
formation of He platelets finally being observed in the TEM. Such structures were first seen by 
Evans et al (262) in Mo, who postulated that such platelets may be the transition from 
submicroscopic HenV clusters to He bubbles observable in the TEM. At relatively low 
temperatures, <0.3Tm (where Tm= melting point), the implantation of He in Mo and other 
metals results in a high density of bubbles ( * 1025 per m3) as well as dislocations which then 
impede attempts to study the early stages of bubble growth. However Evans etal (102) have 
used the THDS technique to limit the number of nucleation centres and hence provide a clear 
view of the initial bubble growth. This was achieved by initial injection of 3keV ions (1016 
ions/cm2) followed by annealing to produce a known concentration of HeV defects which may 
then act as unsaturable traps for further He, introduced at sub-threshold non-damaging energies 
(e.g. 150eV). Thus further nucleation sites are not generated and the HeV traps acquire 
controlled amounts of He by the process described previously.
Evans etal (102) thus observed strain contrast loop images which could be associated with 
He traps since the density of images matched the variation of initial trapping site density
determined by THDS. These helium aggregates were found to be disc-like or of a platelet type 
character, as opposed to the previously assumed spherical overpressurised bubble morphology. 
The platelets were found to lie on {110} planes, in contrast to the normal {111} plane 
characteristic of vacancy and interstitial loops.
Van Veen etal (263) have determined the number of He atoms per vacancy for the platelets 
knowing their thickness (* lnm) and diameter (ranging 3.4 to 14nm). The results indicate for 
precipitates of up to 900 He atoms, the helium density is 3He/vacancy. Precipitates with more 
helium tend to expand in diameter resulting in possibly 2-3 He/vacancy. The implication of this 
result is that the helium packing density is >1029 atoms/m3 indicating a tremendous He 
pressure within the platelets, which presumably is the cause of the observed strain contrast.
Evans etal (102) have carried out annealing experiments both during early formation of the 
platelets and later after observation in the TEM. Helium filling of Mo specimens was stopped 
after each trap contained *50 He atoms and the specimen annealed at 1100°C, followed by 
additional He filling. He platelets were again observed in these samples indicating that platelet 
nuclei, containing *50 He atoms are quite stable, especially on comparison to large platelets 
which were observed to transform, after annealing the temperatures of 600 and 800°C. The 
transformation was not to a single bubble as expected, but to a small group of closely spaced 
bubbles of 1.0 to 1.5nm diameter. Groups of bubbles were also observed in some cases after 
room temperature He filling, in cases where high trap densities existed or traps contained high 
He contents. The mechanism for these transformations were unknown, however it is thought 
that they involve the interaction of overlapping strain fields from closely spaced or large 
platelets.
Van Veen etal (263) and Evans etal (102) have also observed interstitial type dislocation 
loops, in some cases a series of aligned loops with Burgers Vectors of <111>. These 
observations are believed to be direct evidence for the loop punching mechanism of He cluster 
growth, proposed by Greenwood e ta l(100) where the platelets gain an extra plane of 
vacancies in exchange for the insertion of a plane of interstitials into the lattice. This effectively 
increases the thickness of platelets and possibly their diameter resulting in a partial relief of the 
internal He pressure and hence lattice strain. The punched loops were observed to come out 
along <111> glide cylinders at 35° to the platelet normals <011>.
Furthermore, Evans etal (102) have observed in-situ loop punching and loop movement in 
the TEM. Loop disappearance to the surface was observed, resulting from glide directions 
intersecting the free surface. In other samples with glide directions parallel with the surface, 
the creation of new loops was observed under the influence of the electron beam. The precise 
mechanism is unknown, although direct excitation of the He electrons resulting in a pressure 
increase has been suggested or direct electron energy transfer to Mo atoms.
Finnis etal (264) have modelled the He platelets found by Evans etal (102) in Mo. They 
found that on comparing the energies of bubbles with platelets over a range of sizes, the 
spherical bubble was always the preferred configuration, which explains why platelets
collapse. They postulated that platelets may only form as a result of a favourable helium 
absorption at a platelet edge and cracking processes leading to free volume at the edge, 
compared to diffusional processes leading to 3-D (spherical) growth. Evans e ta l(262) 
indicated that the SIAs removed from a cluster as a result of trap mutation do not migrate away 
but remain bound to the complex and hence may have an important role with respect to the 
morphology.
Tyler and Goodhew (265) have addressed the problem of why several bubbles are formed 
on collapse of a He filled platelet and not one single bubble. They found that, based solely on 
energetic criteria, a single spherical cavity was preferred. However on considering the kinetics 
of the mechanism of platelet collapse, they found that small groups of bubbles were preferable 
to a single one. This stems from the fact that for T <0.4Tm in Mo, surface diffusion is the 
dominant mechanism for metal atom movement in the platelet-bubble transition and thus ledge 
nucleation on the flat surface of the platelet, similar to that of facets on a bubble surface is 
presumed to be the limiting factor to atomic transport. I f  this is the case, Tyler and Goodhew 
(265) have shown that platelet collapse should lead to several small bubbles because additional 
stable ledges may not be nucleated on the flat surfaces of the platelet. The bubbles (if mobile at 
high temperatures) may then coalesce to form a single large spherical cavity.
Finally, Evans e ta l (102) have observed platelet shaped cavities attached to edge 
dislocations in Mo, a surprising result since He pipe diffusion would have been expected, the 
He leaving the metal lattice by rapid diffusion along dislocations as described by Buters and 
Van de Beukel (266).
3.5 .1  EVIDENCE OF HELIUM PLATELET FORMATION IN NICKEL
Although He platelets have only been definitely identified in Mo, Evans et al have 
postulated that they may be a stage in the cavity growth in metals generally. Some evidence 
exists that platelet formation occurs in nickel. Ven Veen etal (256) observed a variety of 
images in the TEM, following irradiation of Ni {110} specimens with up to 1017 He/cm2, 
using 50eV He ions. The sizes of the observed He aggregates ranged up to lOnm and in some 
cases appeared very similar to platelets. However, they also identified groups of small bubbles 
lying on {111} planes indicating platelet collapse.
In a more recent paper D’Olieslaeger etal (267) have irradiated nickel samples initially with 
3keV helium ions at 300K to create He-V clusters, followed by sub-threshold irradiation at 
95eV, to a dose of 1018 He/cm2. He bubbles were identified by their over-under focus contrast 
characteristics. They exhibited high strain fields and tilting experiments in the TEM indicated 
them to be 2-dimensional aggregates lying on {111} planes, compared to {110} planes in Mo. 
Thus D’Olieslaeger etal (267) concluded that the nucleation mechanism of He aggregates is the 
same in Ni as in Mo, i.e. the formation of 2-dimensional platelets lying on the largest spaced
crystal planes. Although strong strain-fields were observed, no electron-induced loop 
punching was seen, although a high dislocation loop density was observed in the foil.
3.6 CAVITY SUPERLATTICES
Under certain conditions, high densities of both voids and/or bubbles may form in regular 
arrays, with the same symmetry as in the host metal and thus have been termed superlattices.
The first observations of a void superlattice were reported by Evans (268, 269) in 1971 in 
Mo and TZM (Ti, Zr, Mo alloy) after irradiation with 2MeV nitrogen ions at temperatures 
ranging 800 to 950°C. Although the mechanism of void array formation was un-clear, Evans 
suggested two possibilities i.e. (1) a nucleation phenomenon, where cavities nucleated on some 
impurity superlattice, or (2) due to some interaction between voids after their formation, 
causing alignment in order to minimise their free energy. The first mechanism could not be 
eliminated, however Evans noticed that smaller cavities were randomly situated whereas the 
larger cavities occupied more regular positions. Sass and Eyre (270) reported the first 
observations of a He bubble lattice in Mo in 1973, after irradiation with 36keV a-particles at 
room temperature. Since these early papers a substantial number of observations and further 
research into regular cavity arrays have been reported. A major review of this work has been 
produced by Krishan (271) in 1982, from which the most salient points may be noted here. 
Stoneham (272) has suggested four stages for the development of void ordering, namely:
1) The initial formation of randomly distributed small voids;
2) The growth of large voids at the expense of small voids;
3) The appearance of small local regions of void ordering;
4) The spread of these regions to adjacent areas.
In the case of bubble arrays, a fifth stage has been observed prior to blistering by Johnson and 
Mazey (273) i.e.:
5) The small bubbles are interconnected by ‘pipe-like’ passages within the 
implanted layer.
The experimental observations of cavity arrays have been grouped into four categories by 
Krishan (271):
1) Void lattices formed by neutrons and charged particles in metals and alloys;
2) Bubble lattices formed by light gaseous ions in metals and alloys;
3) Ordering of voids by electrons in stainless steel containing nitrogen;
4) Void lattices formed by electron irradiation in alkali earth halides, 
of which groups ( 1) and (2) are of greatest relevance to this work.
3.6.1 ORDERING OF VOIDS RESULTING FROM ELECTRON IRRADIATIONS
Ordering of voids by electron irradiation has been reported for one metal, namely stainless 
steel (274) containing titanium additions and which had been nitrided prior to irradiation and 
thus contained a dispersed phase of TiN particles (some up to * lpm  diameter) which result in 
high stability and increased high temperature strength. The steel was believed however to have 
a substantial concentration of free nitrogen, *0.5wt%, resulting in an increase in void density 
greater than an order of magnitude at 500°C. No regular void arrays were observed in 
untreated steel at any temperature, whereas in the nitrided case, void lattices were observed 
only at lower temperatures (i.e..*500°C), well below the peak swelling temperature. This point 
maybe of significance since it implies a low vacancy mobility, a feature shared with bubble 
lattices, where ordering occurs at room temperature. Furthermore, the void diameters in 
regular arrays were relatively uniform compared with irregular cavities and swelling soon 
saturated at the onset of visible regularity with a mean void radius of *4nm and a void spacing 
of *25nm giving a (D/r) ratio of *6. Void lattice formation resulting from electron irradiation 
has also been reported for other non-metallic compounds (275, 276, 277) for CaF2 and SrF2, 
although no ordering was observed for BaF2 and the other alkali halides. Krishan (271) 
summarises the results, however one every striking feature is that the void super lattice is a 
simple cubic structure, although the fluorite structure is fee. This is not necessarily surprising, 
since only the cubic anion (F-) sub-lattice is believed to be involved in the superlattice 
formation.
3 .6 .2  O R DERING  OF V O ID S R ESU LTIN G  FROM H E A V Y  IO N  /  N EUTRO N  
IRRADIATION
Void lattices have been observed in a number of pure metals and alloys after heavy ion 
and/or neutron irradiation at elevated temperatures, of *0.3Tm i.e. at which vacancy mobility 
becomes appreciable. Such metals include Mo (268, 269, 278), Nb (279, 280, 281), Ta 
(282), W (278, 283), Mg (284), Ni (285, 286), Al (287), and alloys Mo-5%Ti (282), Nb- 
l%Zr (279, 280), TZM (268) and Ni-2%A1 (288). The cavity superlattices produce additional 
spots in the electron diffraction pattern from which the structure of the superlattice maybe 
determined. From these observations it is clear that the superlattice formed is the same as that 
of the host matrix, without exception and hence generally independent of impurities and 
irradiation conditions. Void arrays generally form more easily in bcc metals although lattices 
have been found in fee and hep metals, these tend to be less perfect. The perfection of a 
superlattice is also dependent on temperature and is ultimate at temperatures slightly less than 
that of the peak swelling value.
The experimental results indicate that dose rate is not important, since several metals have 
been irradiated both by neutrons at 10_6dpa/s and heavy ions in the region 10'3 to 10-2 dpa/s, 
where similar features were found in the void ordering. However care has to be taken during
such comparisons as a result of the dose rate dependent shift in temperature of peak swelling, 
as well as differences in void concentrations and other micro-structural features.
The dose at which initially randomly formed cavities subsequently start ordering is difficult 
to define precisely and thus the final dose at which an ordered structure was observed is 
generally reported. Thus in Ni a threshold dose range of 350-400dpa has been reported by 
Kulcinski etal (285, 286), 40-80dpa for Al(287) and no precise values determined for the bcc 
metals, however Kulcinski etal (285) irradiated Nb, Mo and TZM to 5dpa at temperatures 
ranging 600 to 1000°C and found an ordered array only in Nb at 800°C indicating a critical 
dose <5dpa. Krishan (271) tabulates the irradiation data together with the cavity spacing and 
size for a number of metals both after heavy ion /neutron irradiation, light gaseous ion 
irradiations and the few results from electron irradiations.
Loomis et al (279) have verified the threshold dose of <5dpa for Nb and found that 
threshold oxygen concentrations are also required, ranging between 60 and 400appm for Nb 
and between 400 and 2700appm for Nb-l%Zr, regardless of temperature (650-1010°C) or 
irradiation dose 2 to 140dpa. Furthermore, N and C did not appear to affect Nb in terms of 
superlattice formation. The void diameter and lattice in Nb were almost independent of the 
oxygen concentration beyond the threshold value. Loomis etal (279) postulated that oxygen 
was being segregated to the void surfaces by either a vacancy-solute (impurity) “dragging” 
mechanism i.e. as a result of a high vacancy-solute binding energy, solute was being 
segregated to vacancy sinks (such as voids) or oxygen may segregate by thermal diffusion to 
void surfaces hence reduce the total free energy of the Nb matrix. The reduction in free oxygen 
may thus reduce the void surface energy and hence affect the elastic interaction between voids 
which arises from either anisotropic surface tension forces or stresses generated as a result of 
segregation of misfitting solutes.
Few systematic studies of the effect of temperature on void size and lattice parameter have 
been performed, although in general both void diameter and spacing tend to increase with 
temperature. Loomis etal (279, 280, 292) have made a relatively detailed study in Nb and Nb- 
l%Zr, for temperatures ranging from 650 to 1010 °C, the results being summarised in figure 
56, given by Krishan (271). The average void radius increases from *lnm to 37.5nm and the 
lattice spacing from lOnm to 145nm over the temperature range. A small peak is observed at 
*825°C, attributed to diffusion of Oxygen to the void surface. The ratio of average void 
spacing to average void radius has been observed to be nearly independent of temperature and 
irradiation conditions, and is thought the depend on mainly on host material parameters. The 
ratio varies from 4 to 15 in most metals. The results tend to indicate that if  voids were allowed 
to move, and elastic interactions only were involved in superlattice formation, post irradiation 
annealing at high temperatures may improve lattice alignment. However, this is not borne out 
by experiments suggesting dynamic irradiation conditions are involved in the ordering process. 
Evans et al (293) have reported the formation of a partially aligned void lattice in Mo after
annealing at 900°C after neutron irradiation at 60°C. A high density of voids was observed, 
although the presence of gaseous impurities may have caused the effect.
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Figure 5 6 : Void lattice spacing and diameter for ordered voids in Nb containing oxygen and 
average spacing and diameter for a disordered distribution in pure Nb as a function of temperature.
(279, 280)
Void lattices have also been found to be relatively more stable at higher temperatures 
compared to isolated voids. In Mo, isolated voids were found to shrink at 1100°C whereas a 
void lattice was stable to ~1500°C (272).
3 .6 .3  B U B B L E  SUPERLATTIC ES R E SU L TIN G  FROM LIG H T G A SE O U S ION  
IRRADIATION
Bubble lattices have been observed after irradiation with gaseous light light elements (such 
as He, H and Ne) generally at room temperature in Cu(273, 289, 2890), Ni(273, 289, 290), 
stainless steel(273, 290), Mo(93) and Ti(290). Similarly to void lattices, bubble superlattices 
form with the same symmetry as the host metal, although with greater ease in bcc metals than 
fee and hep lattices. Johnson and Mazey (291) have found some anomalies in the diffraction 
pattern resulting from lattices in Cu, irradiated with 30keV He+ ions at 300K and have
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proposed six structural variants to account for the observed diffraction behaviour. In a more 
recent paper, Johnson et al (294) have carried out a more detailed analysis of the structural 
variants of superlattices in copper {110} grains and proposed a model (295) by which such 
variants form, based on stress-stress interactions between cavities. Bubbles initially form in the 
m-orientation which is equivalent to that of the Cu lattice and at a later stage in the implantation, 
strong repulsions between overpressurized bubbles develop along < 110>cu directions, driving 
cavities out of domains of m orientation into domains of variant orientations of A and O 
configurations. TEM studies indicate that A and Q, orientated domains lie immediately above or 
below m in terms of depth from the specimen surface, giving rise to the observed combined 
patterns in micrographs. The details of bubble movement at low temperatures, T <0.3Tm in 
{111} plains common to domains containing A, Q, and m orientations, resulting from such 
stresses are described in detail by Johnson et al (296). Johnson et al (294) have found that 
over 50% of the bubble lattices exist in the variant orientations different from the Cu matrix.
Bubble lattices appear to be quantitatively very similar to void lattices. The lattice parameter 
/  void diameter ratios are in the same range as those for void lattices, and as already mentioned 
the stages of formation appear to be the same. However, the absolute values of diameter and 
lattice parameter are quite different, the average diameter being »4nm and lattice constant *6 - 
8nm, whereas the values for voids are approximately a factor of ten greater.
The threshold dose at which bubble lattices have been observed is in the range *1- 
5 x 1017 ions/cm2, the maximum dose being limited to that at which blistering and exfoliation 
occur and hence great difficulties in further observations are experienced. Jager and Roth (297) 
have also reported the formation of a porous layer in Ni, i.e. bubbles interconnected by ‘pipe- 
like’ channels to the surface at the irradiated surface side of the bubble lattice. They found that 
further irradiation of the He saturated material caused He re-emission and an increase in 
effective depth to which the channels penetrated and hence an effective increase in dose would 
not be possible. A variety of experimental conditions including dose and irradiation temperature 
as well as the resulting diameters and lattice spacings are given by Krishan (271) for a number 
of metals and also for Mo by Mazey etal (93).
The effect of temperature on bubble superlattices during irradiation has also been studied 
systematically by Mazey et al (93) in Mo and by Jager and Roth (297) in Ni. In Mo it was 
found that a lattice formed at all temperatures up to 700°C, whereas no ordered cavity array was 
observed at 750°C. In Ni, an array was found up to 300°C and hence in both metals, 
superlattices were found up to ~0.3Tm at which point vacancy mobility becomes appreciable. 
No systematic variation of bubble lattice parameter with temperature was noted.
3.6.4 MODELS FOR CAVITY LATTICE FORMATION
Basically 3 different models have been proposed to explain cavity lattice formation, 
although none of the models completely describes the phenomenon for both void and bubble 
arrays. The models may be divided as follows:
1) Microstructural Instability
2) V oid - V oid Interactions
3) Anisotropic Point Defect Migration.
The microstructural instability model was originally proposed by Krishan and a detailed 
description is given in his review (271) and the references therein. The model does not take into 
account any information about the host matrix, which is thought to manifest itself in some way 
during the superlattice formation, since the symmetries of the host metal and cavity array are 
very similar. Thus, the void-void interaction and anisotropic point defect migration models 
have been developed in an attempt to relate the host matrix with the cavity array.
Willis and Bullough (298) have shown that in an elastically isotropic solid, the interaction 
between two cavities is attractive at all distances. Malen and Bullough (299) have further 
argued that the anisotropy of the metal lattice results in a repulsive component which, together 
with the attractive interaction results in a minimum energy configuration which is the cause of 
cavity lattice symmetry. This model has successfully described a number of experimental 
observations, such as the void lattice parameter /  void size ratio and the thermal stability of 
cavity arrays. However, a number of anomalies exist. The model predicts enhanced ordering 
resulting from electron irradiation, although experimentally few superlattices have been 
observed. Furthermore, the action of temperature alone is predicted to improve or cause 
ordering, which generally appears not to be the case.
The third principal model was proposed by Foreman (300), who suggested that directional 
migration of interstitials, over distances of the order of the void spacing, cause superlattice 
formation. The interstitials may propagate as collision replacement sequences, or as crowdians 
down favoured crystallographic directions of the host matrix and due to interstitial shadowing 
of some cavities by others, the interstitial diffusion becomes anisotropic in nature, i.e. the 
interstitial concentrations around voids become inhomogeneous. This phenomenon becomes 
predominant as voids grow to sizes comparable with the intervoid spacing resulting in some 
voids shrinking as other voids grow. As a consequence of the shadowing effect the voids tend 
to align with a symmetry and orientation governed by the host lattice. The model successfully 
describes a number of features observed experimentally:
1) The relationship between the superlattice and host matrix;
2) The lattice spacing/cavity size ratio;
3) The dependence on the nature of radiation, and;
4) Differences between fee and bcc metals.
However, some difficulties exist, namely that it requires focussed collision sequences of 
the order of 200nm long for which no experimental or theoretical evidence exists.
Evans (301) has suggested a further development of the anisotropic point defect migration 
model, based on the conclusions of Jacques and Robrock (302, 303) that self-interstitial atoms 
(SIAs) in Mo migrate at low temperatures by two-dimensional diffusion on {011} planes.No 
evidence exists to suggest that the predominant jump mode of SIAs in Mo will vary with 
temperature and hence such a 2-D SIA motion may occur over the whole range of temperatures 
at which void lattice formation occurs in Mo. Evans (301) describes how the model may apply 
to bcc metals and analytically describes one set of {011} planes, however the result of planar 
ordering on all six sets of planes to form a bcc void lattice is diffecult to show formally. In a 
later paper Evans (304) has used a computer simulation of a bcc lattice in three dimensions, in 
which the evolution of randomly distributed voids, subjected to 2-D SIA diffusion on the 
different sets of planes was investigated. In a bcc host matrix, a bcc cavity superlattice was 
found to form via planar ordering on the {011} planes and the model was applicable to any 
system of vacancy aggregates, i.e. voids, bubbles or vacancy loops provided irradiation 
produced interstitials are available. Furthermore, Evans (304) found that the model could be 
extended to fee and hep metals assuming that 2-D SIA diffusion occurs along the close packed 
planes i.e. the {111} planes in fee metals and basal planes of hep metals.
3.7  BUBBLE GROWTH MECHANISMS
3.7 .1  INTRODUCTION
Several bubble growth mechanisms exist by which nucleated cavities may grow, the 
particular mechanism which is operative depending on a large number of factors such as the 
specific experimental conditions, i.e.temperature, defect concentration, cavity density, presence 
or absence of radiation fluxes, gas pressure and impurities.
Many papers have been published for bubble grown in particular systems, i.e. for specific 
materials, temperature ranges etc. However, no complete review covering all the fee, bcc and 
hep metals has been produced. Goodhew (305) has recently proposed the use of cavity growth 
mechanism maps to determine cavity sizes as a function of temperature, although other 
variables are also available. Using the available data for a particular system and derived 
empirical equations, the cavity behaviour in certain regimes where no experimental data exist 
may be predicted.
Principally, a HeV complex can grow in 3 ways:
1) It can accept newly created, injected or redissolved gas atoms;
2) It can accept vacancies either by production of near Frenkel pairs in the low 
temperature regime (T < 0.3Tm) or by absorbing them if they are mobile at 
higher temperatures (T > 0.3Tm);
3) It can migrate until coalescence with other bubbles occurs.
The first two of these mechanisms generally occurs during irradiation, during which supply 
of gas atoms, transmutation reactions and/or vacancies may occur. However, thermal 
vacancies may also play a major role in the second mechanism. The migration and coalescence 
process may occur both during and post irradiation, however generally only at higher 
temperatures. A logical means of reviewing bubble growth is to divide the phenomenon into 2 
sections, namely low (T < 0.3Tm) and high (T > 0.3Tm) temperature growth.
3 .7 .2  LOW TEMPERATURE BUBBLE GROWTH: LOOP PUNCHING
As previously discussed in section 3.5, He platelets and bubbles may grow by interstitial 
loop punching if  the internal gas pressure within the bubble and hence strain are sufficient to 
eject metal interstitials. This growth occurs generally in low temperature irradiations where 
thermal vacancies are not available and irradiation produced vacancies are immobile.
The loop punching mechanism was first proposed by Greenwood, Foreman and Rimmer 
(100) and direct evidence observed by Evans etal (102). The gas pressure, P in the bubble 
required for loop punching is given by:
P 3 +liu g b )  ...... ( 3 1 )
where y is the surface energy of the matrix, r is the radius of the spherical bubble, b is the 
Burgers vector of the dislocation loop and p is the shear modulus of the material. This 
mechanism is a direct extension of the creation of SIA by trapping of He atoms in a vacancy. 
The pressure in a bubble required for the emission of a single interstitial is given by:
* ■ ? * ! ? ...................................................... ......O .B
where Ep is the formation energy of a self interstitial and Cl is the atomic volume of the host 
metal.
Van Swygenhoven and Stals (306) have considered loop punching in nickel implanted with 
5keV He ions at 273K for a variety of implanted doses. They have compared experimentally 
measured results to those calculated using the Greenwood-Foreman-Rimmer equality — (3.1) 
for loop punching, assuming this is the only bubble growth mechanism in their case. They 
found that the calculated curves produced a good fit to the experimental points if  one assumed 
that *50% of the helium atoms precipitated into the visible bubbles, the remaining 50% being in 
a sub microscopic form in the lattice. They actually found that the percentage of He in
observable cavities varied with dose, increasing from *25 - 30% at low doses to *55% for the 
maximum dose studied. Van Swygenhoven and Stals (306) postulated further that an energy 
barrier may exist for punching out of dislocation loops, such that the He density in the bubble 
just before punching is much higher. They speculate that dislocation loops already punched out 
may exert a back stress resulting in a higher pressure in the bubble to punch the next loop.
3 .7 .3  HIGH TEMPERATURE BUBBLE GROWTH
For temperatures, T ^ 0.3Tm, thermal vacancies are available and the increasing vacancy 
mobility results in bubble growth approaching equilibrium conditions with the surface tension.
VAC ANCY COLLECTION
Bubble growth by a mechanism of vacancy collection was first observed as early as 1958 
by Barnes et al (307) in copper, Barnes and Redding (123) in beryllium, and Barnes and 
Mazey (122) in copper and aluminium. In Cu, Barnes et a / (307) deposited an estimated 
10,000ppm (1 atomic %) He using the Birmingham Cyclotron to impact 30MeV a-particles in 
a band or layer beneath the sample surface. No bubbles were observed in samples not annealed 
after irradiation, however cavities appeared after annealing at 650°C for 1 hour (0.68Tm) in 
localised regions. Barnes etal (307) found that these localised regions were:
1) where grain boundaries cross the He deposition band;
2) on the peripheiy of the deposited layer, and;
3) in small circular “islands” within the deposition band.
Prolonged heating at high temperatures caused the bubble zones to spread further from the 
vacancy sources, i.e. as the bubbles grew and hence became resolvable in the microscope, they 
appeared at greater distances in the deposited layer, from the original vacancy source, 
furthermore, they found that vacancy penetration is inversely proportional to the He 
concentration, i.e. that cavities on the periphery of the implanted layer would presumably have 
to be in equilibrium before vacancies could diffuse past and hence allow growth of cavities in 
areas with a higher concentration of He.
They concluded that growth was not due to the migration of He to the vacancy sources, but 
of vacancy migration and capture by bubble nuclei (HenVs). They found that grain boundaries 
acted as vacancy sources and also “point sources”, the nature of which was unclear, whereas 
dislocation networks did not contribute significantly.
Barnes and Redding (123) made similar observations in Beryllium, Barnes and Mazey 
(122) found two species of point defects after irradiation of Cu and Al foils with a-particles. 
They found that relatively large dislocation loops, radius *20nm were clusters of interstitials 
whereas a background of small point defects, *2nm radius were clusters of vacancies.
Subsequent calculations relating the number of interstitials and vacancies created during 
implantation indicated that the vacancy clusters were spherical in structure and on further 
annealing these point defects grew to form small bubbles.
Greenwood etal (100) have considered the role of vacancies in the nucleation and growth 
of gas bubbles in fissile material. As already mentioned they proposed a mechanism of 
dislocation loop punching from a cavity to produce vacancies and hence relieve the extremely 
high gas pressure in the bubble. However when
p.2v<Hb 
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dislocation loop punching is unfavourable, in which case cavities may grow by the flow of 
vacancies to the bubble. Greenwood etal have considered this by determining the equilibrium 
concentration of vacancies surrounding a bubble in terms of the decrease in free energy of the 
gas within the cavity, the change in the internal energy and the entropy change at constant 
temperature. Hence they derived an equation for the concentration of vacancies near the 
bubble:
&  = exp{[ - Ey - (P - ^ ) n j /K T } ...............(3.3)
where is the formation energy of a vacancy, P is the pressure in the bubble, Cl is the 
volume of a vacancy, r is the bubble radius, y is the surface tension, K is Boltzmann’s 
Constant, and T is the temperature.
The equilibrium vacancy concentration is given by:
C j  = exp (-E/KT) when p = — 
and hence equation — (3.3) becomes:
Cv = CEvQe x p [ - (P -  y ") H/KT]
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Thus vacancies tend to flow towards gas bubbles when C < CPV_, when P > — Thus
excess gas pressure in the cavities is the driving force for bubble growth by vacancy collection. 
The rate of flow of vacancies into a bubble is given by Greenwood etal, as:
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where Dv is the vacancy diffusion coefficient. The flux of interstitials may be treated in a 
similar way, however it is ignored since the concentration of interstitials is assumed to be
negligible, due to their high formation energy. Greenwood et al give the increase in cavity 
radius with time as:
dr Dv Ceq(p - T  >n  
dt rKT
These equations all assume that vacancy sources can produce sufficient vacancies to enable 
bubble growth to continue as calculated.
MIGRATION AND COALESCENCE
A number of workers have investigated the migration and coalescence of bubbles following 
irradiation. Barnes and Mazey (308) studied bubbles after 38MeV a-particle implantation into 
copper, using the hot stage of the EM as well as by pulsing of the electron beam, i.e. by 
removing the condenser aperture for several seconds in order to heat localised areas of sample, 
followed by their photography and then further heating. Thus migration and coalescence was 
observed directly, by superimposing photographic plates upon each other. Some bubbles were 
seen to burst through the surface, hence releasing their gas, whereas others coalesced on 
coming into contact, resulting in a reduction in observed bubble density. Barnes and Mazey
(308) found the relation:
£ ( # = r 2
i
to be true for the coalescence of several bubbles of radii ri, r2, r3, .... where R is the radius of 
the final cavity. This relation suggests that it is not the volume but the surface area which is 
conserved during coalescence and for this to be the case, He in the cavities must be obeying the 
perfect gas laws, i.e. the pressure is inversely proportional to the radius. Thus Barnes and 
Mazey concluded further that the relation:
| ^ V ^  = MnKT
was true, when the pressure of the bubble exactly balances the surface tension, where rn is the 
bubble radius and Mn is the number of atoms.
Furthermore, during coalescence, the final bubble assumes its final spherical shape, 
apparently instantaneously.
The migration velocity of bubbles was found to be inversely proportional to the radius. 
Bames and Mazey deduced that the migration mechanism was one of surface diffusion, around 
the bubble surface as opposed to vapour diffusion through the bubble, since thin foils survived 
longer than would otherwise have been anticipated as a result of their surface evaporation.
They suggested that for small bubbles, the pressure might not be exactly balanced by 
2v
surface tension i.e. — » resulting in a slight strain field which would produce a short-range 
repulsion.
Barnes and Mazey considered the potential driving forces for migration. They postulated 
that in the absence of driving forces, the cavities would describe Brownian motion, i.e. random 
motion around some point. Unfortunately, a temperature gradient was thought to be present in 
the Cu foils studied, as migration tended to be in one direction. However, Tyler and Goodhew
(309) have actually observed Brownian motion of bubbles in vanadium, following a-particle 
implantation at several energies up to 200keV to produce a uniform He concentration of 5 x 
1026 He/cm3 at a depth 200 to 650nm below the irradiated surface. The samples were 
subsequently examined using the hot stage of an EM where Brownian “random walk” motion 
of small He bubbles was observed, the migration rate being limited by ledge nucleation on the 
faceted faces of the cavities.
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Figure 5 7 : The three possible mechanisms by which a bubble can migrate through a solid:surface 
diffusion (s.), Volume diffusion (Vol.) and vapour transport (v.t.). (312)
Rothaut and Schroeder (310) have examined the influence of temperature, stress and time 
on the formation of the bubbles in 316 stainless steel. They concluded that without stress or at 
low stresses a mono-modal bubble size distribution was observed, however at higher stresses, 
bi-modal distributions were observed, which they postulated resulted from a two stage 
nucleation process.
Since coalescence has been observed to be instantaneous on bubble-bubble contact, 
migration of the bubbles and hence the particular mechanism by which cavities migrate has 
been assumed to be the rate limiting step in bubble growth. These mechanisms have been
examined by several workers, theoretically by Nichols (311) and in detail both experimentally 
and theoretically for bcc metals by Goodhew and Tyler (312).
They concluded that there are in fact three possible ways for a spherical bubble to migrate 
through a solid, as shown schematically in figure 57.
These are:
1) Vapour phase transport within the bubble (v.t.)
2) Volume diffusion i.e. a vacancy diffusion mechanism in the opposite direction 
to bubble movement through the crystal lattice (Vol).
3) Surface diffusion, a mechanism at the surface of the bubble (S.D.)
Theoretical expressions have been derived for spherical bubble diffusion coefficients by 
Barnes and Nelson (313):
9D n 4/3 Surface Diffusion Controlled
D b(s)= l ^ ~
and by Nichols (311);
3D Cl2a  P Vapour Diffusion Controlled
Db(v.,.)= / nKTy
_ 3DrQ Volume diffusion Controlled
Db(v° i ) = ^ r
However, in many experimental studies the cavities have been observed to be faceted, such 
as in bcc Nb - 1% Zr (314) and fee 316 stainless steel (315), which leads to a fourth potentially 
rate controlling step, i.e. that of ledge nucleation. Goodhew and Tyler (312) have considered 
the nucleation of a ledge on an emptying face of a faceted bubble as the rate limiting step. They 
deduced the following equation for the bubble diffusion coefficient in this case for a cubic 
bubble as:
Db(f) = (7rDsa/6as) exp (-7rae/2KT)
where e is the energy per unit length of a monatomic ledge and a is now the cube length.
Finally, Goodhew and Tyler have postulated that bubble growth, i.e. the change in bubble 
radius for all of these potentially rate limiting mechanisms except facet nucleation obey a simple 
power law, given by equation (3.4)
rn a  DTmt ..... (3.4)
where r is the bubble radius, D is the diffusion coefficient appropriate to the operating 
mechanism, m and n are exponents depending on the particular bubble growth mechanism, T is 
the annealing temperature and t is the annealing time.
From equation (3.4), a plot of ln(r) as a function of the isothermal annealing time should 
have a slope of 1/n and hence the bubble growth mechanism may be directly deduced. This is 
shown in figure 58, where the growth rate resulting from Ostwald ripening is shown for 
completeness.
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Figure 5 8 : The ideal forms of ln(r) against ln(t) growth curves, for the possible rate-controlling 
mechanisms. The abbreviation (eq.) signifies that equilibrium bubbles are assumed, (p) indicates that 
constant volume and hence gas pressure is assumed. (312)
In practice there is a sufficiently large uncertainty in the measured value of r (and thus n), 
that additional evidence as to the identity of the migration mechanism may be found by 
calculating the activation energy , Q for bubble diffusion. Since D is proportional to exp(- 
Q/KT) (exactly for surface and volume diffusion, and approximately for vapour transport), 
then Q may be found from:
* < £ ) + InC ........... (3.5)
where c is a constant independent of T. A plot of ln^ ^  ^  against 1/T for iso-chronal anneals
should be a straight line of slope -QA. Armstrong and Goodhew (315) have determined the 
values of n, m and Q, which are given in table 20.
Preininger and Kaletta (316) and Kaletta (317) has extended the analysis to account for 
bubble distributions observed in samples after hot helium implantations (T > 0.3Tm ), both in 
the as-irradiated and post-irradiation annealed states. Instead of assuming a constant total 
number of gas atoms, a power law function of the form:
n = nptP
Limiting Mechanism Bubbles at Equilibrium Constant Bubble Volume
n m Q
(eV)
n m Q
(eV)
Ostwald Ripening 2 1 2.4 - - -
Vapour Transport 3 1.5 3.6 5 -0.5 6.3
Volume Diffusion 4 1 4.9 5 0 6.2
Surface Diffusion 5 1 6.2 6 0 7.5
Ledge Nucleation Does not Obey equation 3.4
Table 20: Possible bubble growth mechanisms and the values of m and n for equation (d), for both 
equilibrium and overpressurised bubbles. Also shown are the values for the bubble diffusion 
activation energy, Q. (N.B. This data is for He bubbles in 316 stainless steel). (315).
was adopted such that the total number of gas atoms increased as a function of time. The gas 
generation thus matches both the case of annealing with a constant number of gas atoms, (3 = 0 
and the case of gas generation during irradiation, |3 > 0, and if (3=1 all of the He is available 
for new bubble formation whereas if  0 < |3 < 1, some of the He is being lost to sinks other 
than bubbles. For 0.3 < p < 1, the model predicts that the exponent n lies between 3 and 
4.5, depending on the initial conditions, which is in agreement with experimental values from 
‘hot’ irradiations (318). Furthermore the model predicts the occurrence of a bimodal bubble 
size distribution, which has been observed experimentally by a number of workers after ‘hot’ 
H e+ ion implantation (eg. 319, 320) and bubble growth is enhanced under a continuous gas 
flow.
OSTWALD RIPENING
Ostwald ripening is a bubble growth process by which large bubbles grow at the expense 
of smaller bubbles and involves the resolution of He into the metal matrix and its subsequent 
reprecipitation into larger cavities.
The atomic concentration of He around a gas bubble of pressure P, in thermal equilibrium 
is given by:
/  qS  v
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where -G^e is the free energy of solution/He atom, K is Boltzmann’s constant and T the
absolute temperature . Since P=~r, i.e. P is dependent on the bubble radius (and thus size),
there will be variations in He concentration around bubbles of different size, thus leading to 
concentration gradients between bubbles resulting in permeation of He from small bubbles to
larger ones. The driving force for this ripening process is the resulting reduction in gas 
pressure and hence the free energy of the gas within the bubbles due to an increase in the mean 
bubble volume.
Greenwood and Boltax (321) have analysed gas re-solution from small bubbles during 
post-irradiation annealing in greater detail. They suggested that the largest bubbles were 
growing at the greatest rate given by:
( ^ P He /-G h^ 7n
\dt/m ax ~ rm exp ( KT '  ...... ' '
where Dne is the gas diffusion coefficient, rm the mean radius and t the time. On assuming 
ideal gas behaviour and that the bubbles were spherical, on integrating they obtained:
rm** (DHeCHet)1/2 ............ (3.8)
i.e. that the mean bubble radius was proportional to the helium diffusion coefficient Dne and its 
concentration Cne- The corresponding size distributions have been calculated by Markworth 
(322) and are characterised by a constant ratio of rmax/rm=2, rmax being the maximum bubble 
radius.
However, the solubility of He in metals is very low, i.e. « lp p m  (29) as discussed in 
section 1.5.4, and hence it is generally considered that He bubbles cannot grow by gas 
dissolution, except possibly during the presence of displacement damage (323). Greenwood 
and Boltax (321) concluded that their results apply specifically to the solubility of fisson gases 
in y-uranium which has a low activation energy for self diffusion and the experimental results 
which they cite are specifically for irradiated fissile material. Rothaut etal (324) and Rothaut 
and Schroeder (310) have suggested that their observations in 316 stainless steel, irradiated 
with a-particles at doses equivalent to lOOppm He followed by subsequent annealing 
experiments in the temperature range 973 - 1073K were best described by the Ostwald ripening 
mechanism as opposed to bubble migration mechanisms. Rothaut etal (324) conclude that 
although He solubility is low and consequently data on permeation not readily available, the 
interbubble distance for diffusion is small and the gas pressures very high.
C H A P T E R  4: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
4.1 INTRODUCTION: AIMS OF THE PROJECT
The major aim of this project is to extend the range of radiation damage simulation 
techniques suitable for the assessment of fusion reactor first-wall materials. As a result of the 
discussions in Chapter 2, it is obvious that a reasonable simulation experiment of a first wall 
would involve the use of 3 ion species, namely hydrogen, helium and a heavy ion. A small 
number of experiments have been carried out using such “triple” beams and to a greater extent 
“dual” beams involving 2 accelerators. However, Mazey etal{ 176) have developed a “mixed 
beam” on the Harwell Variable Energy Cyclotron (VEC) consisting of heavy Ni6+ ions and 
inert gas, Ne2+ ions.
There is a growing body of theoretical and experimental evidence, as discussed in section 
2 .2.8, indicating that these gases behave very similarly within a metal lattice and therefore the 
purpose of this project has been to:
1) Investigate the behaviour of He at low energies,
2) Compare the behaviour of He and Ne at low energies,
3) Compare the behaviour of high energy He and Ne,
4) Compare calculated and experimental damage and ion deposition profiles, and
5) Investigate the microstructure resulting from a Ne/Ni irradiation.
A proper analysis of the damage caused in these experiments requires the use of a cross- 
sectional technique for the TEM.
4 .2  CHOICE OF MATERIAL
Nickel was chosen as the principle material in this study for a number of reasons:
1) The database for radiation damage in nickel is superior to that for the 
technologically more important 316 stainless steel, however Ni can be used as an 
analogue for 316 stainless steel, in which more complex interactions may occur 
such as segregation. Thus the use of Ni should produce more easily interpreted 
results due to the lack of precipitation as a result of using self-ions in the VEC.
2) Cross-sectional techniques for Ni have been successfully developed in the USA,
Japan and to some extent in Britain. Ni has a well known electroplating 
technology.
3) In the first-wall material of a fusion reactor the gas atoms are constantly being 
deposited in material which is being damaged. Another reason for the use of Ni 
is that in dual beam irradiations the damage deposited by the Ni ions is expected, 
from calculations, to be very close to the deposition profile of the inert gas, and 
in our work this would be much deeper than in most other cases. Furthermore, 
damage/gas ratios comparable to fusion reactor conditions are attainable.
4.3 PREPARATION OF SAMPLES FOR IRRADIATION
Rods of Johnson Matthey Specpure nickel (batch No 4803) were obtained and melted into a 
small ingot which was then rolled into sheet * 1.5mm thickness at the Atomic Energy Research 
Establishment, Harwell, Oxon. An analysis of the material following this procedure showed 
impurities of 0.003% Zn and 0.04%Cu which were deemed acceptable for the study.
The nickel sheet was cut using a slow speed diamond saw, which was water cooled and 
lubricated, into rectangular target samples, approximately 10mm x 15mm (x 1.5mm) for the 
low energy irradiations and 13mm x 25mm for the VEC high energy irradiations. The samples 
were then carefully cleaned by mechanical polishing techniques on both sides and the four 
edges, initially with silicon carbide “grit” papers to a final polish with 1.0pm diamond paste, 
followed by de-greasing in acetone and methanol prior to annealing in an ultra high vacuum 
furnace, described elsewhere (181, 325). The samples were annealed at 900°C (0.68Tm) for 2 
hours under a nominal vacuum pressure of ^ 10-6 torr. The purpose of this annealing treatment 
was to remove any defects from the nickel remaining from the initial rolling process or from the 
mechanical polishing.
Following the annealing process, a light mechanical polish was given with 1pm diamond 
paste to remove any oxide from surfaces. Finally, an electropolish in a static bath of Lenoir’s 
solution was given to the sample face to be irradiated, by covering the reverse and edges with 
Lacomit varnish. The composition of Lenoir’s solution is given later in the section on 
electropolishing. The samples were immersed in the solution, held with fine tweezers used as 
the electrical contact, which were also coated in Lacomit vamish. A cylindrical nickel cathode 
was used and a current of 8-10 Amps for 20-30 seconds was sufficient to remove a substantial 
amount (pm) from the surface. This treatment was designed to remove any outstanding 
impurity layers from the nickel surface, as well as any surface damage from the final 
mechanical polishing treatments, post annealing.
4 .4  IRRADIATION OF SAMPLES
It is convenient at this point to separate the discussion into high energy irradiation using the 
VEC at Harwell and low energy irradiations at Surrey University.
4 .4 .1  HIGH ENERGY IRRADIATION
Table 21 gives individual details for each of the five samples irradiated on the Harwell 
VEC. The VEC has 8 beam lines available, of which No 6 line was used for the neon and 
nickel irradiations. The energy resolution of the machine is *0.5% with an almost uniform 
beam, as a result of horizontal and vertical scanning, using magnetic field coils and altering the 
current waveforms supplied to the coils. The forward end of the beam line is maintained under 
a vacuum, pressure *10-6 torr, using normal rotary and oil diffusion pumps. The target
chamber vacuum is maintained by two turbomolecular pumps giving a pumping rate of *300 
litres per second. The target chamber pressure may thus be reduced to 5 x 10*7 torr.
Sample
number
Energy
(MeV)
Ion
species
Peak
dpa/appm
Irradiation
time
(min)
Average 
damage/ 
Gas Rate 
(dpa/ppm sec*1)
Dose
(ions/cm2)
Temperature
CO
NM1 4 He+ 250ppm 14 0.30ppm/s 8.06 x 1014 500
NM2t 4 He+ 250ppm 194 0.02ppm/s - 500
437 51 Ni6+ 30dpa 1440 3.47 x 10*4dpa/s 1.74 x 1016 500
438 17 Ne2+ 250ppm 10 0.42ppm/s 7.83 x 1014 500
51 Ni6+ 30dpa ~3.47 x 10*4dpa/s
439tt 1444 _ 500
17 Ne2+ 250ppm 0.042ppm/s
Table 21: Details of irradiation times and average displacement rates/ gas injection rates for each of 
the high energy irradiations in the Harwell VEC. (+: Rocked helium sample:+t: Mixed Beam sample.)
The sample temperature is monitored by both a thermocouple placed in close proximity and 
a pyrometer. Good temperature control is maintained by the use of a good heat sink, which is 
provided with a continuous supply of demineralised chilled water from a resevoir, maintained 
a t«11 °C. This water is also used to cool the target chamber and bearings of the pumps. The 
sample is mounted on a copper heating block after insuring both surfaces are exceptionally 
clean and grease free, the maximum dimensions being 28 mm x 6.3 mm. Colloidal graphite in 
alcohol is used as the binding agent, ensuring a good thermal bond to the copper mounting 
block. The sample is further held by utilising a stainless steel cover plate and 2 screw clamps, 
all of which are maintained exceptionally clean. Colloidal graphite is again used at all touching 
surfaces, to ensure good thermal bonding and subsequent easy release. The thermocouple is 
placed in a groove of the coveiplate.
The sample heater is made from a coiled stainless steel sheathed, mineral insulated (MgO) 
nickel-chrome wire, cast into the copper block. The whole is soldered to a stainless steel base 
plate, the ends of the heater wires being crimped onto copper braided connectors. The 
thermocouple is a Chromel-Alumel type, sheathed in stainless steel.
The pyrometer transforms infra-red radiation from the sample surface into an electrical 
output which is displayed on an instrument, in the control room, calibrated to read in °C. 
Temperatures are set up before each experimental run and are adjusted during the start of 
irradiation as a result of beam heating, to the tolerances of the system, ±5°C. The sample 
surface changes during irradiation, in the case of this study starting quite bright, but as a result
of small amounts of impurities in the target chamber tarnishing as a result of the formation of 
thin films. The emmisivity of the surface thus alters resulting in pyrometer readings being 
checked against the recordei/controller settings and subsequent recalibrations.
4 .4 .2  LOW ENERGY IRRADIATIONS
All the low energy irradiations were carried out at the University of Surrey 500keV 
accelerator, at ambient temperatures followed by subsequent annealing at a later stage. The 
samples were mounted on an aluminium plate using silver dag to obtain a good thermal bond. 
The A1 plate was the only means of heat dissipation, for heat generated within the samples 
during irradiation and unfortunately no method of temperature measurement was available 
during irradiation. Early irradiations were rapid, resulting possibly in some beam heating 
effects (see table 23). The sample plate was insulated from the target holder mechanism in order 
that its charge and hence the dose could be monitored.
Up to 4 samples could be mounted on the A1 plate within the target holder, although only 
one was irradiated at any one time by the use of a variable size aperture. The beam 
characteristics, i.e. horizontal and vertical scanning to obtain a uniform irradiation could be 
adjusted whilst the beam was targeted on a “dummy” area of the sample plate.
The target chamber vacuum was attained by pumping with standard rotary and oil diffusion 
pumps. A “coldfinger” was also available to improve vacuum performance. Further details of 
the individual sample irradiations are given in table 23, in the post irradiation annealing section.
4 .4 .3  CALCULATION OF THE RANGE OF IMPLANTED IONS
The Harwell version of the ion range and energy deposition computer program E-DEP-1 
was used for all the calculations of ion range and deposition profiles. The computer code was 
originally developed by Manning and Mueller (326) and was adapted for the AERE Harwell 
IBM computer by Matthews (327) who introduced additional different nuclear and electronic 
stopping power data (328, 329). The code was further modified by Bains (330) in order to 
simplify it and make it “user friendly”.
Stopping
power
Low energy 
helium
Low energy 
neon
High energy 
helium
High energy 
neon
High energy 
heavy ions
Nuclear Zeigler Thomas-Fermi Zeigler Thomas-Fermi Thomas-Fermi
Electronic Anderson 
& Zeigler
Lindhard, Scharff 
& Schiott
Anderson 
& Zeigler
Northcliffe 
& Schilling
Northcliffe 
& Schilling
Energy
straggling
• r U l i l l o l U i l j  I \ v j v l U  W iM v i^  X U i l i i U U  U i l L l  J ^ i l l U l L L v i i  -
Table 22: Different stopping powers used for the various irradiation conditions.
Table 22 shows the various data sets used for the computations for the different irradiation 
conditions, further explanations of which are given in references (328, 329).
A Ni target density of 9.13 x 1022 atoms/cm3 was used and a cut off energy for He of 
25eV. The minimum displacement energy was taken as Ed = 25eV and displacement efficiency 
= 0.8. Computations for the rocked beam were obtained from reference (331).
4.5  POST IRRADIATION ANNEALING OF LOW ENERGY IRRADIATION SAMPLES
Following low energy irradiation, samples were annealed as shown in table 23 to allow 
bubble nucleation and growth to occur prior to preparation for TEM examination. The ultra 
high vacuum furnace consisted basically of a large stainless steel pressure vessel with several 
penetrations, principally of a large port for insertion and removal of samples, a viewing 
window and electrical connection port. The furnace within the pressure vessel was heated by a 
number of Mo wires wound up as heating coils, the furnace being made from Mo and 
suspended in the vessel. Pumping was achieved using a standard rotary pump, oil diffusion 
pump and titanium sublimation pump.
The samples after removal from the irradiation mounting plates had small holes drilled in 
them close to one edge using a fine high speed drill, such that an electrical contact could be 
made to the sample at a later stage. The samples were thoroughly cleaned by careful polishing 
and degreasing in acetone and methanol before insertion into the furnace. They were annealed 
in pure nickel boxes, in some cases after a degassing treatment involving heating of the samples 
in the furnace up to temperatures <100°C followed by several hours additional pumping, which 
improved vacuum performance. Degassing of the samples and furnace was still observed 
during annealing as indicated by the variations in vacuum pressure in table 23.
The temperature ramping up and cooling down times were kept to a minimum, the ramping 
up time generally <10minutes. Cool down times were not measured. All the samples (except 
the As Implanted Case) were annealed at 750°C, temperature control being made by the use of a 
Pt, Pt-Rh thermocouple.
4 .6  PREPARATION OF CROSS-SECTIONS: ELECTROPLATING
A technique for the preparation of cross-sectional samples for the TEM was developed 
similar to that described by Zinkle and Sindelar (332) and Whitley etal (333). Figures 59 and 
60 show schematic diagrams of the electroplating apparatus used in obtaining cross-sectional 
samples.
The samples irradiated at high energies in the VEC were carefully cut in half in order to 
allow for a second chance if  a failure in the technique occurred. A small hole was drilled in the 
samples for an electrical contact similar to the samples irradiated at low energies and annealed.
Prior to the first electroplating sequences all samples were thoroughly cleaned, this being of
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prime importance for the success of the technique. All traces of colloidal graphite or silver dag 
were removed by very careful polishing where ultrasonic washing was insufficient. A fine 
clean pure nickel wire contact was made to the samples by twisting the end through the drilled 
hole. This was followed by a very thorough degreasing in acetone and methanol.
The first electroplating process involves the removal of a small surface layer of material 
from the sample electrolytically, a procedure known as “activation treatment”. The purpose of 
this is to remove any impurities, oxide, etc. from the sample and hence obtain a good bond 
between the electroplate and sample substrate. This was carried out in the apparatus shown in 
figure 59 in a solution of Wood’s nickel (60g nickel chloride, 31ml hydrochloric acid, 250ml 
distilled water), using a cylindrical nickel cathode at room temperature. Previous workers have 
used interference microscopy or stylus-type profilometer traces to deduce the amount of 
material removed, however in this study the amount has been calculated using Faraday’s Laws, 
which specify the current-time product required to produce or remove a definite mass of 
deposit.
For the low energy He implants and high energy irradiated samples from the VEC, currents 
of * 100mA for *10 to 15s were used depending on sample dimensions, to remove *100nm of 
material. The sample dimensions were measured prior to electroplating and degreasing using a 
micrometer. In the case of the low energy Ne implants, E-DEP-1 calculations indicated that 
cavity and damage distributions should be located much nearer to the original surface and hence 
*5s at * 100mA were used to remove *50nm.
Following the activation treatment, the samples were given a “strike coating” in the same 
plating bath. The polarity of the sample and electrode were reversed rapidly by the use of a 
double throw switch, such that Ni was deposited onto the activated sample surface. This 
treatment coats the sample in several layers of nickel in order to protect the activated surface. 
The current setting from the previous activation treatment was used and the strike applied for 
approximately 5 minutes. A substantial amount of hydrogen is released at the sample surface 
and hence the plating bath was ultrasonically shaken and the sample shaken mechanically to 
ensure that the gas bubbles were “knocked o ff’ the sample surface, otherwise a weaker porous 
plating would result.
Timing during the activation treatment is a critical parameter since an excessive time with 
the sample anodic would result in either part or all of the radiation damaged region of the 
sample being removed. As a result of this the initial plating processes (i.e. activation and strike 
treatments) were monitored using an accurate chart recorder. The current for the process was 
supplied using a 4V lead acid battery, hence ensuring a stable dc, the correct value of which 
was attained using resistors and an accurate AVO-meter.
Following the strike treatment, the sample was rapidly transferred to a “bulk plating” bath 
shown in figure 60 consisting of 150g nickel chloride, 150g nickel sulphate and 50g boric acid 
in 1 litre distilled water. Care was taken not to touch the sample during transfer. The plating
+ /-Cylindrical nickel 
electrode
Sample suspended 
by pure nickel wire BeakerUltrasonically
Vibrated
Wood’s nickel solution:
60g nickel chloride, 
31ml hydrochloric acid, 
250ml distilled water.
Figure 59: Schematic diagram showing Wood’s nickel bath used for activation/strike treatments 
of the sample prior to bulk plating.
Thermometer Cathode (-ve)
Nickel Anode (+ve) 
rods
Perspex Cover
Sample suspended 
by pure nickel wireBulk Plating Solution:
150g nickel chloride, 
150g nickel sulphate, 
50g boric acid,
11 distilled water.
Magnetic stirrer
Heating
Figure 60: Schematic diagram showing the bulk plating apparatus.
bath operated in the region 50-60°C and was continuously stirred with a magnetic stirrer and 
heater. Care was taken not to cause voidage around the sample in the bath by excessively 
violent stirring, which would produce a porous plating. Two nickel rods were used as anodes. 
Electroplating was started at approximately the same current as the activation/strike treatments, 
i.e. * 100mA, using the same power source, and by reducing the resistance the current was 
gradually increased to a maximum of ~300mA over several hours. Higher currents were found 
to produce cracked platings. Bulk plating was continued for 5-6 days in order to obtain a thick 
specimen.
All apparatus i.e. beakers, anodes, etc. were all thoroughly cleaned and degreased with 
acetone and methanol in order not to introduce any impurities into the plating bath. The 
Wood’s nickel solution was re-useable for 3 to 4 plating runs, as was the bulk plating solution. 
However, the latter solution was filtered between plating runs to remove fine precipitates and 
other particles, which were thought to originate from the decomposable nickel rod anodes. 
Excessive re-use of solutions resulted in cracked or badly adhered platings.
No attempts were made to rob the edges of the samples, i.e. reduce non-uniform plating, 
and thus samples tended to be excessively plated at comers resulting in “dog-bone” specimens 
after transverse cutting.
4 .7  TRANSVERSE SECTIONING AND TEM DISC PRODUCTION
Following electroplating, the samples were sliced transversely with a water lubricated slow 
speed diamond saw, to obtain several slithers as shown schematically in figure 61. Care was 
taken during plating in knowing which face of the sample had originally been irradiated and this 
was marked on removal from the plating bath.
The slithers were approximately 0.5mm thickness. They were mechanically polished on 
both sides, using initially silicon carbide “grit” papers to a finish with ljum diamond paste. 
Following cleaning they were etched lightly with an acidic ferric chloride solution in order to 
highlight the original sample within the electroplate. The slithers were then attached to an 
aluminium block with silver dag to obtain a good thermal bond and 3mm discs cut by spark 
erosion in water, such that the bond between the electroplated nickel and the original irradiated 
surface was in the middle of the disc.
The 3mm TEM discs thus produced were further mechanically polished using a disc 
polishing jig as described in reference (334), until they were of the order of 100pm thickness.
4 .8  PRODUCTION OF THIN FOILS FOR THE TEM
A substantial amount of difficulty was experienced in obtaining electron transparent 
speciemens for the TEM by electropolishing, from the low energy irradiated samples, probably 
because of the high cavity densities close to the plating interface. Most attempts resulted in
^ n a p i e r rage
Motion of bulk sample
(a) Bulk sample cut with water lubricated diamond saw
3mm TEM disc 
cut by spark erosion
Original irradiated surface
Electroplate
Irradiated
Substrate
(b) Nickel slither polished and etched to show substrate
Electroplate
Irradiated layer
Original irradiated sample
(c) 3mm TEM Disc detail
Figure 61: Transverse sectioning and production of TEM discs.
electropolished perforations appearing in the layers of cavities running parallel to the interface 
and hence extremely thick, non-transparent samples or samples where the cavity layer had been 
totally destroyed. Thus two techniques were adopted to generate electron transparent, cross- 
sectional samples, namely: ( 1) ion beam milling generally for the low energy irradiations which 
had been annealed to obtain cavity growth, and (2) electropolishing for the high energy VEC 
irradiated samples, where cavity densities were lower and further from the plating interface.
4 .8 .1  ION BEAM MILLING
A standard ion beam thinning apparatus as supplied by ION TECH Ltd. was used, 
consisting of 2 saddlefield ion guns which generated beams of Ar ions (E <10keV), used to 
sputter the sample surfaces. The 3mm TEM discs were held between 2 tantalum foils in a 
sample holder which was constantly rotated by a small electric motor in order to achieve 
uniform sputtering of the disc on both sides. Careful alignment of the discs was undertaken to 
ensure that the electroplate interface was central resulting in the first perforation occurring at 
this interface. Samples were initially milled with the ion beams incident at »30° for several 
hours, followed by reduction in this angle to * 10° in order to obtain maximum thin area and 
minimum depth of implanted Ar ions. Some damage thought to be as a result of the ion beam 
milling technique was observed in very thin areas of samples in the TEM. Small cavities close 
to the resolution limits of the EM were seen, which were thought to be Ar bubbles, similar to 
those observed by Bangert etal (335). Such cavities were not included in the final analysis of 
cavity size and number density measurements. They had not been observed in successfully 
electropolished samples.
Perforation of the samples was generally achieved within 48 hours of start up. Further 
discussion of ion beam milling is given by Goodhew (334).
4 .8 .2  ELECTROPOLISHING
Electropolishing was carried out using a single jet apparatus built at Harwell, similar to that 
described by Lee and Rowcliffe (336). The polishing apparatus is shown in schematically 
figure 62.
Discs held with tweezers were painted in Lacomit varnish such that only one face of the 
disc was exposed containing the plated interface. The tweezers were gripped in a 3-D 
manipulator, such that the disc could be aligned in the electrolyte jet at any distance from the 
nozzle. The tweezers provided an electrical contact to the disc and a platinum wire protruding 
into the electrolyte flow acted as a cathode. Electrolyte was pumped by applying N2 pressure 
into the electrolyte reservoir.
A focusable light source was used to illuminate the disc which was observed using a pair of 
binoculars. After polishing the disc from one side to obtain a dish with the electroplate 
interface in the centre, the disc was carefully cleaned in acetone and “Lacomit remover” (a
petroleum based chemical supplied by Agar Aids), followed by Lacomiting and
Anode connected 
to tweezers
Platinum wire 
cathode
Interchangeable
light
SourceReturn control 
knob
3mm disc held 
in tweezers
Nitrogen pressure 
pumps electrolyte 
up through jet
electrolyte
Figure 62: Schematic diagram of the electropolishing apparatus.
electropolishing of the other side to perforation. This was realised by the sudden appearance of 
a light dot on the disc, at which point the electropolishing current was switched off. Small 
holes with substantial thin areas in the vicinity of the electroplating interface and hence 
irradiation damaged zone were thus obtained.
The electrolyte used was Lenoir’s solution, which consists of: 78g chromium trioxide 
(C1O 3), 210ml distilled water, 310ml orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4) and 67ml sulphuric acid 
(H2SO4) added together in this order. The solution was cooled during mixing and was used at 
room temperature during polishing.
High voltages and currents were used during polishing, depending on the surface area of 
exposed material. Samples were thoroughly cleaned before TEM observations.
4.9 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Two electron microscopes were used, namely the JOEL 200CX operated at 200KV to 
obtain micrographs from which subsequent cavity size and number density measurements were 
made. A Philips 400TEM equipped with a VG ELS80 spectrometer was used to determine 
sample foil thickness.
4 .9 .1  IMAGING BUBBLES
Van Landuyt etal (337) and Ruhle etal (338) have shown that contrast due to focused 
bubbles in a thin foil is dependent on several factors, e.g. diffraction conditions, foil thickness, 
bubble size and position. Ruhle etal (338) showed that contrast from underfocused images is 
brighter than the background and is surrounded by alternating dark and bright Fresnel fringes. 
However, the intensity of the fringes is rapidly damped after the first fringe. Ruhle etal then 
showed that for spherical bubbles, the true diameter may be obtained by measuring to the inside 
of the first dark fringe. Such measurements were made under kinematical conditions in bright 
field utilising the above criterion.
4 .9 .2  FOIL THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS IN THE TEM
The principle method used to determine foil thicknesses in the TEM was by the use of 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), since it is relatively quick and easy. However, 
thickness measurements were carried out using a convergent beam technique in order to 
determine the ‘plasmon mean free path’ in nickel.
The convergent beam technique, regarded as being the most accurate, was first outlined by 
Kelly etal (339) and involves the measurement of the spacings of the Kossel-Mollenstedt 
fringes shown schematically in Figure 63 (340). The fringes are obtained from a two beam, 
convergent beam diffraction pattern, the practical details of the method being given by Williams 
(340). Budd and Goodhew (341) have recently developed an “on-line” method of thickness
r
determinations using this technique.
Electron energy loss spectrometry was the principal method used in thickness 
determinations, utilising the equation:
l u i
J0 A
where l\/lo  is the ratio of the intensity of the single-plasmon (1st) loss peak to the intensity of 
the zero-loss peak, t is the thickness and X is the ‘plasmon mean free path’. A value of X = 
98.0 nm was used for nickel. Software capable of automatically determining the intensities of 
the required peaks, a typical example of which is shown in Figure 64, followed by calculation 
of the foil thickness was available (342). Four thickness measurements were made for each
cross-section and the foil assumed to be a flat faced, hence an average thickness could be 
determined for each depth interval in a cross-section.
Centre of 
diffracted spot
Intensity
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A0
A0
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20g hkl
Figure 6 3 : Schematic diagram showing the spacings to be measured for thickness determination.
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CHAPTER 5: G r o w t h  o f  H e l iu m  B u b b l e s  A f t e r  Im p l a n t a t io n
S .l  AS-IM PLANTED SAMPLES
A through-focus examination of an as-implanted specimen irradiated with 500keV He+ 
ions, to a peak dose of 1017 He/cm2 (equivalent to 47,192ppm, 1.9 dpa peak) indicated that a 
high density of small bubbles may exist, however these were unresolvable from contrast 
resulting from ion beam milling. However, after irradiation to 3 x 1017 He/cm2, (equivalent to 
141,576 ppm, 5.7 dpa peak) a band of cavities was observed, the largest cavities being up to 
4.0nm diameter. No attempt was made to determine the number density of bubbles. 
Unfortunately, a sufficiently well thinned cross-section was not attained and hence Figure 65 
shows the edge of the cavity layer facing the original irradiated surface.
Ion beam thinning was used to obtain the electron transparent foil and thus the fine 
black/white ‘background’ contrast (to the left of Figure 65) should be neglected, since it is 
probably due to fine Ar bubbles produced by the thinning process, similar to those observed by 
Bangert etal (335) in silicon.
Unfortunately, sample temperature measurements during irradiation were not possible, 
although the gas deposition rate and hence displacement rate, for this sample, were relatively 
low compared to earlier irradiations (eg comparing data for sample 014He to 018He in table 
23), and thus it is assumed that the sample did not reach high temperatures, i.e. T «  0.3Tm. 
Thermal vacancies at such temperatures are immobile and hence the cavity distribution observed 
after 3 x 10i7 He/cm2 in Figure 65 must be as a result of interstitial loop punching and/or 
growth by irradiation produced vacancy collection. Some evidence for the latter mechanism 
exists, since cavities on the irradiated surface side of the periphery of the bubble layer are larger 
than those in the centre and/or those at greater depths. This corresponds roughly to the peak in 
displacement damage as calculated by the E-DEP-1 code, where one would expect the 
maximum number of Frenkel pairs to be generated.
The observation of cavities after 3 x 1017 He/cm2 (at 500keV) agrees well with the 
observations of Mazey etal (93) of 36keV He irradiations in Mo. They found no evidence of 
bubbles after 1016 ions/cm2, after 3 x 1016 ions/cm2 “some indication” of a high density of 
cavities was observed, and after 3 x 1017 ions/cm2 a high density of aligned cavities in a bubble 
superlattice was seen. Helium gas-bubble superlattices have been observed in a number of 
metals including fee Cu and Ni (289, 294) as discussed in Section 3.6.3. After tilting of the 
foil in order that the electron beam passes through (in fact very close to) [ 110], no cavity lattice 
was observed, probably because the foil was insufficiently well thinned and the deposited 
helium concentration was varying across the cross-sectional foil. Observations by other 
workers (272) indicate that bubbles initially form randomly and on further irradiation form an
Figure 6 5 : Small helium bubbles after 500keV He+ irradiation, 3 x 1017 ions/cm2, in the as-implanted 
condition.
Figure 6 6 : Dislocation profile after irradiation with 500keV helium, 3 x 1017 ions/cm2, in the as- 
implanted condition.
ordered superlattice, although specific doses have not been reported. The implication of these 
observations is that a bubble superlattice may exist, probably only in part of the cross-section, 
and hence would be difficult to distinguish from other random cavities in the vicinity.
Figure 66 shows the damage profile obtained after 3 x 1017 He/cm2 (500keV He), resulting 
from an electropolished cross-section. Unfortunately, the contrast from the high density of 
dislocations was too great to eliminate successfully in order to see any bubbles. The 
dislocation layer extends * 1.8 pm below the irradiated surface, with other less dense tangles at 
greater depths, compared to * 1.5pm for the gas depostion and damage profiles determined 
from the E-DEP-1 code.
No analysis of the dislocation network was undertaken, however it is assumed that it is 
probably interstitial in nature, most of the vacancies being bound with He atoms to form the 
fine layer of observed cavities.
5.2  HELIUM BUBBLE GROWTH AT 75 0 #C (T ~0.6Tm)
After annealing the nickel samples irradiated at 500keV with 1017 ions/cm2, bubbles were 
observed in all specimens. Figures 67, 68, 69, and 70 show complete cross-sections obtained 
after annealing for 2, 6, 20 and 100 hours at 750°C. Figures 71 and 72 show the cavity layer 
after 12 and 40 hours respectively, at 750°C.
Detailed depth analyses were carried out for the complete cross-sections shown in figures 
67 to 70, by arbitrarily dividing each section into depth intervals of lOOnm in areas of low 
cavity density and 50nm intervals in regions of denser, smaller bubbles, i.e. in the observed 
fine bubble layers. In the case of the cross-section obtained after 100 hours annealing at 
750°C, a layer of extremely large bubbles was seen, resulting in one depth interval being 
150nm, since otherwise the cavities measured would be larger than the depth interval. 
Measurements of the bubbles were then made in each depth interval and the results analysed 
using a statistical program originally written by Tyler and Goodhew, which was further 
modified in order to accept experimentally determined TEM foil thickness measurements. Thus 
cavity number densities could be accurately determined together with cavity sizes. All bubbles 
were assumed to be spherical, although clearly from Figures 67 to 72, larger cavities on the 
peripheries of the bubble layer are faceted and in Figure 70, which has been annealed for 100 
hours at 750°C, all the bubbles are faceted. Two measurements were made for each bubble: 
one diameter parallel to the ion beam direction (i.e. perpendicular to the original surface) and a 
second diameter parallel with the original surface, at 90° to the first measurement. The average 
of these measurements was used in subsequent calculations. Up to 1000 cavities could be 
measured per depth interval.
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Figure 71: Fine bubble layer observed after 500keV He+ irradiation, dose = 1017 ions/cm2, 
12hours annealing at 750°C.
Figure 7 2 : Fine bubble layer observed after 500keV He+ irradiationrdose = 1017 ions/cm2,
40hours annealing at 750°C.
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Figure 7 3 : Schematic diagram showing variations in foil thickness.
An additional source of errors in the observations results from the observations at different 
thicknesses, as shown schematically in Figure 73. In a very thin TEM foil, the small bubbles 
in the dense fine cavity layer are easily resolvable, since overlapping is sufficiently low that the 
cavities may be clearly observed. However, in such areas the number density of larger cavities 
on the periphery of the fine bubble layer appears relatively low compared to the thicker areas, 
since in the thin areas such cavities would tend to break the foil surface and hence become 
undefineable. In the thicker areas where larger cavities appear to have a greater number 
density, the higher number density, and hence increased overlap of smaller cavities in the fine 
bubble layer, make the resolution difficult. All the TEM samples used in this study were thus 
assumed to be wedge shaped and the surfaces flat, such that an average thickness was 
calculated for each depth interval. The lower number densities of the larger peripheral bubbles 
may thus have greater errors than the fine bubble densities in the implanted layer. It may also 
be noted here that in the areas of periphery cavities, the number densites were so low that a 
clear modal measurement could not be determined in many of the depth intervals and thus only 
the average bubble radius is quoted.
Figure 74(a) to (d) shows the variation of both modal and average radii with depth, after 
annealing for 2, 6, 20 and 100 hours. Figure 75(a) to (d) shows the variation in bubble number 
density for the samples annealed for 2, 6, 20 and 100 hours, as well as the calculated damage 
and gas deposition profiles determined from the E-DEP-1 code. Figures 75(b) and (d) also 
show the calculated swelling obtained from the bubble measurements. The micrographs, 
Figures 67 to 70, all show bubble denuded zones close to the implanted surface, an observation 
made by previous workers (344). It may be seen that after annealing for 2 hours at 750°C, 
(Figure 67) a high density (5.7 x 1023 bubbles/m3) of small bubbles has developed in the peak 
implanted region extending from ~800nm to nearly 1400nm below the irradiated surface, with
Figure 7 4 : Bubble radii after (a) 2 hour, (b) 6 hour, (c) 20 hour and (d) 100 hour anneals at 750°C, for 
sam ples irradiated with 500keV He+ ions, dose = 1017 ions/cm2. Superim posed is the predicted 
E-DEP-1 profile for gas deposition.
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Figure 74 (continued)
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Figure 7 5 : Bubble densities after (a) 2 hour, (b) 6 hour, (c) 20 hour and (d) 100 hour anneals at 
750°C, for sam ples irradiated with 500keV He+ ions, dose = 1017 ions/cm2. Superimposed are the 
predicted E-DEP-1 profiles for gas deposition and displacement damage.
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Figure 75 (continued) Figs 75 (b) and (d) also show the calculated swelling as a function of depth.
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the bubble density decreasing on either side, except for a few peripheral larger bubbles, mainly 
on the irradiated surface side. The bubble radii in the implanted layer are relatively uniform 
ranging from 1.5 to 2.0nm radius, whereas the larger peripheral cavities range up to ~7nm 
radius.
After 6 hours at 750°C, further bubble growth has occurred, the peak implanted region 
being well defined by a band of small bubbles, ~2nm radius ranging from 800nm to 1200nm 
below the irradiated surface. A number of larger cavities had grown, particularly on the 
irradiated surface side of the implanted layer with average bubble radius increasing with depth 
to a peak of «15nm on the periphery of the implanted layer. The swelling has also been 
determined in this case and exhibits a dual peak, the maximum swelling being 2.25% at the 
periphery of the implanted layer due to the increased cavity growth. The second peak in 
(-swelling, 1.36%, occurs at approximately the centre of the implanted bubble layer, where the 
peak in bubble number density occurs. The peak number density in the implanted layer has 
dropped slightly to 4.1 x 1023 hubbles/m3.
Figure 71 shows the implanted layer after 12 hours at 750°C and the continuation of bubble 
growth. Figure 69 is a cross-section obtained after 20 hours at 750°C, from which it is clear 
that the band of smaller bubbles is becoming narrower. The size of these bubbles has remained 
virtually constant, increasing slightly to 2.0-2.5nm in radius. The peak in number density has 
also remained constant to within experimental accuracy. The cavities on the periphery of the 
implanted layer have also grown, particularly on the irradiated surface side, ranging up to 
® 18nm radius. Growth is clearly visible on the other side of the layer.
After 40 hours at 750°C (Figure 72) the implanted layer has clearly narrowed with major 
cavity growth on both sides of the layer. However the bubbles in the centre are still 
approximately the same size as those observed in the previous cross-sections.
Finally after 100 hours at 750°C (Figure 70) a layer of large cavities, »44nm in radius was 
observed corresponding to the original layer of fine bubbles. The cavities appeared to be 
deeper than the previously fine layer of bubbles. However on consideration of Figures 75(a) to 
(d), one may see that the cavity layer, designated by the peak in number density appears deeper 
compared to the calculated gas deposition curve on consequent anneals. The reason for this is 
due to consistently increasing swelling with longer annealing times, a factor which is not 
considered by the E-DEP-1 code. Furthermore, in the experimental procedures, a surface layer 
of material was removed as part of the technique of obtaining a cross-section. The amount 
removed was determined theoretically using Faraday’s laws and assuming 100% efficiency, 
which is not necessarily true. Thus on taking into account the swelling and ineffeciency of 
surface removal during electroplating, the cavity number density closely matches the Gaussian 
gas deposition curve predicted by E-DEP-1.
The cavity density measurements obtained after 100 hours at 750°C have substantial 
fluctuations, especially between the original irradiated surface and the coarse bubble layer.
These fluctuations are probably due to poor counting/measuring statistics and thus no 
conclusions have been drawn from them. However, remnants of the original cavity density 
peak appear to exist. The swelling has again been determined for each depth interval and now 
shows a peak of 11.43% at the hand of large cavities observed.
5.3 CAVITY GROWTH MODEL
This observed behaviour maybe understood if bubble growth is limited by the acquisition 
of vacancies, the most abundant sources of which are the free surface on one side and grain 
boundaries deep in the bulk on the other side of the bubble layer. This qualitative 
interpretation, discussed in greater detail in Section 3.7.3 (Chapter 3) was proposed as long 
ago as 1957 by Barnes eta l (307) in order to explain their observation of a-particle damage in 
copper and subsequent annealing of the damaged material.
This interpretation may now be extended both qualitatively and quantitatively: small 
overpressurised bubbles are an excellent sink for vacancies, for reasons previously discussed, 
until they reach their equilibrium pressure, given by approximately:
where y is the surface energy (tension) and r the bubble radius. Only then does the vacancy 
flux into and out of each bubble approach a steady state. Thus few vacancies will diffuse past 
the outer bubbles of the implanted layer until these bubbles have reached their equilibrium size. 
Then and only then can a significant number of vacancies penetrate to the interior of the layer, 
allowing the next bubbles to grow.
This vacancy-collection-limited behaviour will in principle be superimposed on any growth 
by migration and coalescence which may occur while the bubbles are small and the bubble 
density is high (312, 345). It is not immediately clear whether migration and coalescence are 
necessary for the bubble population to reach the state shown in Figure 70, after 100 hours at 
750°C. However, the number density of bubbles was observed to drop dramatically at the 
peripheries of the implanted layer during the series of annealing experiments and over the 
complete cross-section after annealing for 100 hours, and therefore unless Ostwald ripening 
occurs rapidly at this temperature, which seems unlikely from what is known of the solubility 
of helium (29), many coalescences must have occurred. This would happen both in the case of 
migration and coalescence, and if growth were solely by vacancy collection, i.e. cavities grew 
sufficiently large that on contact they would coalesce.
Furthermore, if  migration and coalescence were to occur, one would expect the high 
density of small bubbles which would tend to be more mobile than larger, in some cases, 
faceted bubbles, to undergo growth by this mechanism rapidly in the implanted bubble layer, 
early in the annealing sequence. However, this was not the case, the number density changing
very little from *6.0 x 1023 cavities/m3 to *4.0 x 1023cavities/m3 in the peak implanted 
region, after annealing up to at least 40 hours at 750°C. Only after 100 hours annealing had the 
bubble density dropped to *1 x 1020 cavitie&^m3 in the depth interval corresponding to the 
original fine layer of cavities. The implication of this observation is that the fine cavities in the 
implanted layer are being restrained from migration, until they have grown by vacancy 
collection.
At least two potential mechanisms exist by which the buhhes may be restrained, principally 
either by pinning at dislocations or as a result of the high gas pressure in the cavities, which 
may inhibit surface atom movement and thus reduce bubble migration. A number of workers 
(e.g. Fenske et al (344)) have observed cavities located at dislocations, particularly at low 
dislocation and bubble densities where both phenomena may be clearly imaged. The dislocation 
density has also been observed to be relatively high in the irradiated sample used in this study, 
as seen in figure 66. However, the gas pressure within the cavities is very high, and by 
modelling of this phenomenon alone, migration has been found to be sufficiently inhibited to 
describe the experimental results. Furthermore, it is consistent with the bubble growth by 
vacancy collection mechanism, since on equalibriation of the bubble pressure bubbles are 
allowed to migrate and coalesce and hence increase in size at the peripheries of the bubble layer, 
whereas in the centre of the layer, the bubbles remain at higher pressure, and thus are unable to 
migrate and grow by coalesence.
A computer model has been constructed (346, 347, 348) to simulate these observations, 
from which further conclusions could he drawn with respect to the bubble growth observed.
An array of bubbles was modelled with a vacancy source at a distance from one side. The 
principal assumptions of this one-dimensional model were that there was no barrier to the 
sinking of vacancies at the bubble surface. The gas concentration was assumed to be that 
calculated for gas deposition using the E-DEP-1 code and experimental values (after a 2 hour 
anneal) were used for the initial bubble number density, hence avoiding assumptions regarding 
bubble nucleation. The equations used and further details of the simulation are given by 
Perryman and Goodhew (347).
The principal conclusion reached by modelling the experimental observations was that the 
final bubble size distribution could not be accounted for simply by a mechanism of vacancy 
collection, thus migration and coalescence of cavities must have occurred during prolonged 
anneals. The migration mechanism was one of surface diffusion, where the effective surface 
diffusion coefficient was reduced by the effect of a high gas pressure in the cavities. Mikhlin 
(349) has derived an expression for the reduction in surface diffusion, by assuming that an 
adatom on the cavity surface would not diffuse, unless a certain volume surrounding it was free 
of gas atoms. This region was called the adatom interaction zone and was approximated as a 
cylinder, described further by Perryman and Goodhew (347). This effect describes why the
cavity number density has fallen only very slightly after annealing up to 40 hours, in the centre 
of the implanted layer.
Other effects which may reduce bubble migration are the reduction of surface diffusion as a 
result of a high radius of curvature, which was neglected in the model. Also, cavities may be 
pinned by the substantial dislocation network which exists post-irradiation.
The results described in this section have been published (346) and a copy of the paper is 
appended.
5.4  OBSERVATION OF IRRADIATED NICKEL AFTER ANNEALING  FOR 200 HOURS  
AT 750*C
A final experiment was performed to determine whether the cavities observed after 
annealing for 100 hours at 750°C would grow further on subsequent annealing. A sample, 
previously irradiated with 500keV He ions (10l7 ions/cm2) was annealed for 200 hours at 
750°C and examined in an SEM, since further growth of the cavity distribution in Figure 70 
after 100 hours could have resulted in flaking of the irradiated surface. However, flaking was 
not observed on a major scale, although some uplift of surface areas was seen and movement 
of some grains, presumably as a result of high lateral stresses in the high swelling region of the 
cavity layers.
Small crystalline growths were observed at various orientations depending upon grain 
orientation as shown in Figure 76. Such material was also observed at grain boundaries and in 
fact hot stage SEM experiments indicated that material was ejected at grain boundaries at a 
much earlier stage than that observed intragranularly. A mechanism of dislocation glide from 
the cavity layer has been suggested as the transport mechanism for material to the sample 
surface (350), however the mechanism by which the highly crystalline growth occurs is 
unknown. Previous workers (45, 46) have observed relatively uniform swelling over the 
irradiated areas, although Carter and Grant (97) observed some regularly shaped features at 
high fluences (less than the critical dose for blistering) after bombarding the amorphous alloy 
metglas 2826A (Fe32Ni36Cri4P i2B6) with 40keV He+ions. However, in their case, some 
recrystallisation of the alloy may have occurred before irradiation, resulting in the regularly 
shaped growths.
Furthermore some grains exhibited a different surface structure, i.e. one of pitting similar 
to that observed by other workers, in vanadium (86), niobium (351), and molybdenum (93, 
103). It has been suggested that this sponge like topography is as a result of cavity growth at 
temperatures of high vacancy mobility, such that the bubbles intersect the surface, thus 
producing the pits. Thomas and Bauer (86) observed that the pits have crystallographically 
oriented sides indicating that they were formed from large faceted bubbles, which is consistent 
with the findings of large faceted bubbles observed after 100 hours at 750°C. Furthermore, the
Figure 76(a ): SEM Micrograph of the surface of a nickel sample irradiated with 500keV helium ions, 
dose 1017 ions/cm2, and annealed for 200hours at 750°C showing irregular swelling.
Figure 7 6 (b ): Higher magnification of the above SEM micrograph showing the nature of small 
crystalline growths.
grain orientation appears to play a role in the surface topography, since pitting was observed in 
some grains, whereas neighbouring grains had a totally different surface structure.
5.5 VARIATION OF DOSE AND ENERGY
A sample irradiated with 500keV He+ ions to a dose of 5 x 1016 ion^cm2 was annealed at 
750°C for 6 hours. Unfortunately a detailed depth analysis of the cross-section was not carried 
out, however a bubble layer similar to that after 1017 ions/cm2 was observed as shown in 
Figure 77. Thus it was assumed that similar growth mechanisms as those previously described 
still prevailed, although cavity number densities and sizes in the implanted layer may be 
different, due to the reduction in helium concentration.
F igure 7 7 : Bubble layer after 500keV He+ ion irradiation, dose = 5 xlO ^ions/cm ^ and 6 hours
annealing at 750°C.
A sample was also irradiated with 250keV He ions, 1017 He/cm2 and annealed at 750°C for 
6 hours. In this case the peak gas concentration calculated using the E-DEP-1 code was greater 
than after 500keV He+ irradiation, i.e. 53,33lppm and the implanted layer (Figure 78) was 
also closer to the irradiated surface.
The observed cavity size in the implanted layer was very similar to that observed after 
500keV He irradiation and annealing, i.e. »2nm radius, however the size of peripheral cavities 
on the irradiated surface side of the implanted layer, was much larger, ranging up to ~26nm 
radius, compared to * 15nm (after 500keV irradiation). This difference is thought to be due to 
the closer proximity of the principal vacancy source, the irradiated surface and also possibly 
due to a greater increase in the He concentration^depth interval compared with the irradiations
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described earlier. The cavity density is very similar to previous values, i.e. 3 x 1023 
cavities/m3.
Thus similar growth mechanisms are assumed to prevail for the 250keV He irradiated 
samples, as described previously, under the same conditions. Some differences in observed 
cavity sizes exist, which could be accounted for as a result of a lower energy irradiation.
5.6 VACANCY SOURCES
Although a simplified model has been used to successfully describe the bubble growth after 
irradiation with 500keV He ions, for a dose of 1017 ions/cm2 and subsequent annealing, only 
one vacancy source was assumed to exist within the model. However evidence in one cross- 
section was found of grain boundaries acting as vacancy sources as shown in Figure 79. The 
micrograph (Figure 79(a)), shows a nickel sample irradiated originally at 3 energies to produce 
a uniform He gas concentration over a greater depth interval, as described elsewhere (309). 
However, as a result of a grain boundary running parallel with the originally irradiated surface, 
supplying vacancies to the implanted layer, large cavities have grown on both peripheries of the 
implanted layer, compared to mainly on one periphery as shown for a similar sample without 
grain boundaries in close proximity, in Figure 79(b).
No evidence was found that the dense tangles of dislocations, as observed in Figure 66, 
which are present across the complete irradiated depth of samples, contribute in any significant 
way to the supply of vacancies to the growing cavity layers, consistent with the results of 
Barnes et al (307). Vacancies produced during irradiation may play an important role during 
the initial nucleation phase of cavity distributions, however their role in post-irradiation 
annealing experiments seems negligible.
P revious page: Figure 78(a) Bubble layer after 250keV He+ irradiation, dose = 1017 ions/cm2, 
followed by 6 hours annealing at 750°C. Figure 78(b) is aligned with the micrograph showing the 
bubble number density with the predicted E-DEP-1 gas deposition and dam age profiles 
superimposed. F igure78(c) shows the bubble radii as a function of depth.
S S S IS k
Figure 7 9 (a ): Nickel sample irradiated with He+ ions at three energies to produce a uniform helium 
gas concentration and annealed for 6 hours a t 750°C. Bubble growth has been promoted by 
vacancies from a grain boundary running parallel to the bubble layer at the end of the implanted range.
Figure 79 (b ): Nickel sample irradiated with He+ ions at three energies to produce a uniform helium 
gas concentration and annealed for 6 hours at 750°C. The principal source of vacancies in this case is 
the irradiated surface.
CHAPTER 6: C o m p a r is o n  o f  t h e  G r o w t h  o f  H e l iu m  a n d  N e o n
B u b b l e s
The growth of He and Ne bubbles has been studied under two basic irradiation regimes, 
namely after implantation at relatively low energies (500keV) and at higher energies, (4MeV He 
and 17MeV Ne). Thus the comparison of bubble growth may be divided into two principle 
sections.
6.1 LOW ENERGY IMPLANTS
The low energy implants were carried out at the University of Surrey, at ambient 
temperatures, followed by subsequent annealing experiments in order to achieve bubble 
nucleation and growth as described in Table 23 (Chapter 4). He bubble growth has already 
been described in the previous chapter and to compare the growth of neon bubbles, two doses 
were used at 500keV (the maximum available energy on the accelerator). These were 2.9 x 
1015 ions/cm2 in order to match the peak displacement damage achieved with that of the He 
irradiation, ~1.9dpa and -7.8 x 1016 ions/cm2 to match the peak concentration in the deposited 
gas curve. Comparing the relative effect of helium to that of neon, to obtain a maximum 
displacement damage of 1.9dpa with Ne requires only 1756ppm to be implanted, whereas to 
obtain the same peak gas concentration (i.e. 47,192ppm) as with helium results in a 
displacement damage of 50.7dpa.. Unfortunately, without the use of a dual beam, and hence 
more than one irradiating species, gas and damage curves cannot be precisely matched for the 
two inert gases due to the differences in their atomic mass.
Detailed cross-sectional analyses were carried out for both of the irradiation doses after 
annealing in each case for 2 and 6 hours at 750°C. The profiles were found to be very different 
for each dose irrespective of the annealing time. Figure 80 and 81 show complete cross- 
sections obtained for 500keV Neon, after 2.9 x 1015 ions/cm2, annealed for 2 and 6 hours 
respectively whereas Figures 82 and 83 show complete cross-sections after 7.8 x 1016 
ions/cm2, annealed for 2 and 6 hours respectively. Figure 84(a) shows the determined cavity 
number densities for both annealing times, superimposed upon the damage and gas deposition 
profiles as calculated using the E-DEP-1 code, and Figure 84(b) shows the measured bubble 
radii for both annealing times, as a function of depth below the irradiated surface for 500keV 
Ne+, 2.9 x 1015 ions/cm2.
In the low dose samples, after 2 hours annealing, the bubble density was observed to 
increase with depth to a peak of »1022 bubbles/m3, at a depth between 300-400nm from the 
original surface, corresponding well with the peak in the gas concentration computed from the 
E-DEP-1 code. However the average bubble size varies only slightly with depth from 5.5nm 
radius near to the surface to 3.8nm at a depth 200 to 400nm.
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F ig u re  8 4 (a ) : Bubble number densities after 2 hour and 6 hour anneals at 750°C for sam ples 
irradiated with 500keV Ne+ ions, dose = 2.9 x 1015 ions/cm2, (b ): bubble radii corresponding to the 
sam ples in Figure 84(a). The predicted E-DEP-1 gas deposition and displacement damage profiles 
have been superimposed in both cases.
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After 6 hours of annealing, the bubble density had declined to ~6 x 1021 bubbles/m3 
although a broad peak was still observed between *200 and 500nm. Small bubbles were also 
found down to a depth of 1.2pm, well beyond the computed ranges, although at relatively low 
number densities. The bubble size had increased as a result of annealing although remaining 
fairly uniform across the section, the radius being generally ~5-6nm. Furthermore, the cavities 
appeared in some cases to have nucleated heterogeneously on dislocations (determined by 
tilting experiments in the TEM). This observation is consistent with results found for 500keV 
He, after 2 x 1015 ions/cm2 by Fenske e ta l (344).
In the case of the high dose implants, Figure 85 shows the cavity number density variation 
superimposed on the calculated profiles using the E-DEP-1 code for (a) 2 hours and (b) 6 
hours, at 750°C for 500keV Ne, 7.79 x 1016 ions/cm2. The swelling/depth interval has also 
been calculated after 6 hours annealing and is shown in Figure 85(b). Figure 86 shows the 
corresponding variations in cavity size to the number density data in Figure 85.
After 2 hours annealing a fine layer of bubbles was seen extending to a depth of nearly 
800nm. The bubble density increased to a peak of 1024 bubbles/m3 between 400 and 550nm, 
whereas the average bubble size was observed to gradually decrease from 5.5nm radius, close 
to the original surface, to less than 2nm in the depth interval 600 to 700nm. After further 
annealing, the bubble density was seen to decrease, although the peak of 5 x 1023 bubbles/m3 
remained in the same position after accounting for swelling and possible errors in sample 
surface removal during electroplating. A large variation in bubble size was seen after 6 hours 
annealing at 750°C. Large bubbles were observed at the edges of the implanted layer, with the 
largest averaging up to 20nm in radius at the edge closer to the original surface. A layer of 
smaller cavities, of mean radius 2-3nm, extended from 300 to 550nm in depth.
These results with neon may be compared with those obtained in Chapter 5 for 500keV 
helium implants, of which only a brief summary is given here. After 2 hours annealing at 
750°C a fine layer of bubbles, approximately 2nm in radius, was observed in the depth range 
from 800 and 1200nm beneath the original surface. The region directly beneath the surface 
was relatively denuded of cavities, with the exception of a few large bubbles which have been 
reported by previous workers (344). The bubble density increased to a peak of 6 x 1023 
bubbles/m3 in the depth range 800nm to nearly 1400nm, corresponding well with the computed 
range peak. After 6 hours annealing, the cavities at the edges of the distribution were 
noticeably larger, the radius ranging up to ~15nm at a depth of »700nm, whereas the bubble 
size remained relatively uniform from 800 to 1200nm, the average radius being ~2nm. The 
peak in the bubble density corresponded to *4 x 1023 bubbles/m3 for a depth interval of 1050 
to 1 lOOnm from the original surface.
The behaviour of the cavities produced as a result of helium implantation and subsequent 
annealing has been discussed in Chapter 5. It was found that the major bubble growth 
mechanism was one of vacancy collection, superimposed on a suppressed form of migration
F igu re  8 5 : Bubble number densities after (a): 2 hours and (b) 6 hours annealing at 750°C, for 
sam ples irradiated with 500keV Ne+ ions, dose 7.8 x 1016 ions/cm2. The predicted E-DEP-1 gas 
deposition and displacement damage profiles have been superimposed in both cases. Figure 85(b) 
also shows the calculated swelling as a function of depth.
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Figure 8 6 : Bubble radii after (a): 2 hours and (b) 6 hours annealing at 750°C, for samples irradiated 
with 500keV Ne+ ions, dose 7.8 x 1016 ions/cm2. The predicted E-DEP-1 gas deposition profile has 
been superimposed in both cases.
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and coalescence, since small bubble layers where the cavity density was high were found to 
exist after up to 40 hours of annealing and presumably beyond.
No appreciable effect was detected as a result of vacancies created during implantation, 
although nearly 2dpa was computed close to the peak gas concentration, in both the low dose 
neon samples and in the helium samples. This may account for some of the larger cavities seen 
close to the surface after relatively short annealing times. Neon,with its greater mass, results in 
a greater damage per ion than helium (i.e. in greater energy transfer during collisions) and thus 
a peak of * 1.9dpa may be achieved after a dose of 2.9 x 1015 Ne/cm2, however only 1756ppm 
Ne is implanted, approximately 4% of the total gas in the equivalent helium implantation. The 
mean bubble radius in the ‘implanted layer’ is larger than with the helium, but the neon cavity 
density is much smaller; by a factor of 60 after a 2 hour anneal, (i.e. 1022 neon bubbles/m3 
compared to 6 x 1023 helium bubbles/m3) and hence the total cavity volume is almost an order 
of magnitude greater in the helium sample. The larger size of cavities in the neon case may thus 
be explained quantitatively by the fact that since less gas is implanted a high bubble density 
implanted layer is not formed, allowing easier access for vacancies from the surface. This 
compares with the He case where a peak exists in cavity radius near to the irradiated surface, 
implying that most thermal vacancies have been absorbed on the periphery of the cavity layer 
by the highly overpressurised bubbles during annealing. The neon bubbles are also much 
closer to the free surface than the helium cavities, resulting in possibly a steeper vacancy 
gradient, although this may not necessarily increase bubble growth.
In the high neon dose samples, with a peak damage level of ~50dpa, the cavity density is 
slightly higher than with helium (i.e. *1024 Ne bubbles/m3 compared to 6 x 1023 He 
bubbles/m3 after 2 hours annealing), while the bubble size is only slightly smaller in the Ne 
case. The total cavity volume is only a little higher in the neon samples, indicating that the 
additional vacancies introduced as a result of the 25-fold increase in displacement damage has 
only a marginal effect on cavity nucleation.
Since the cavity density was similar in the helium and high-dose neon samples, but a factor 
of 60 lower for the low-dose neon sample, it appears that cavity nucleation is controlled by the 
gas concentration rather than by displacement damage. The total cavity volume was similar for 
the high dose neon and helium samples, but a factor of *10 lower for the low dose neon 
sample after a 6 hour anneal in each case. It is clear that a similar mechanism for bubble growth 
is occurring with neon as was described in Chapter 5 for helium, that is the neon bubbles grow 
principally by vacancy collection, with a suppressed form of migration and coalescence 
superimposed. There is very little difference in cavity size in the implanted layers, although 
larger bubbles are observed on the periphery of the implanted layer in the case of neon. This 
size difference may be qualitatively explained by a steeper Ne concentration gradient than in the 
case of 500keV He. Such a gradient would be more comparable to that for the 250keV He 
cross-sectional profile shown in Chapter 5, although not the same since 1017 ionsfcm2 at
250keV, deposits a peak of 53,33 lppm He compared to 47,192ppm resulting from the 500keV 
He and Ne implantations.
6 .2  INTERPRETATION OF THE LOW ENERGY RESULTS
The results may thus be interpreted in the following way:
The cavity density is clearly established by the gas concentration but the cavity size is 
controlled by the supply of vacancies and also to a certain extent the gas concentration gradient. 
In such cold-implant-plus-anneal experiments, the displacement damage has little or no effect 
on growth and the total cavity volume depends principally on the thermal vacancy supply. This 
vacancy supply should be similar in all three samples (i.e. He, high and low dose Ne samples) 
unless the proximity of the free surface plays a dominant role, in which case the neon cavity 
volume should be the greatest. Since the cavity volumes for both the 500keV He and high dose 
500keV Ne are very similar, the proximity of the free surface appears to be unimportant.
The difference in cavity volume between low and high dose Ne samples results from the 
30-fold increase in gas content in the high dose sample providing a driving force for swelling, 
until for a first approximation a thirty times larger bubble volume is achieved, since the vacancy 
supply is the same for all the samples. A simple calculation for the low-dose case shows that if 
all the implanted neon resides in the 1022 bubbles/m3 which are visible, of average radius 
3.8nm, then the bubbles must already be near their equilibrium size and no driving force exists 
for them to collect more vacancies during the later stages of annealing. The cavity volume 
therefore remains at a lower level than that in the high-dose samples, in which the bubbles are 
still highly overpressurised (and therefore growing at the end of the anneal). Bubble growth in 
the high-dose samples is clearly limited by vacancy supply, since a swelling level thirty times 
that in the low-dose sample is not achieved.
6.3 HIGH ENERGY IMPLANTS
The samples implanted with 17MeV neon and 4MeV helium ions at 500°C on the Harwell 
VEC both contained a peak gas concentration of 250ppm. In the case of the 4MeV He, a 
monoenergetic beam was used both with the sample perpendicular to its axis and also for a 
second sample, where it was rocked about a central axis. By careful control of the rocking 
action, the single peak in gas concentration could effectively be extended, i.e. a plateau of 
relatively uniform gas concentration produced, extending from * 1.5pm to *6pm in depth 
below the surface. The gas concentration profile has been determined for 4MeV He using the 
E-DEP-1 code and compared to the standard non-rocked irradiation in Figure 87. The damage 
curve is that for the non-rocked profile. It should be noted here that the predicted rocked He 
profile should extend to the depth of the single non-rocked peak and that the discrepancy in. 
figure 87 is due to the use of different stopping powers in the E-DEP-1 code in the calculation 
of the rocked He profile, which was obtained from reference (331). The observations of He
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bubbles in both samples were found to be the same, except that the areas of cavities extended 
further in the rocked He sample. Thus measurements from this sample alone were made.
High implantation energies were used in order to create a deeper gas layer for both the He 
and Ne, and thus to eliminate any potential surface effects, such as the proximity of the free 
surface with respect to it acting as a vacancy source. The peak gas concentrations achieved are 
typical of those predicted after 1 year for a nimonic PE 16 alloy first wall, normalised to 1 
MW/m2 loading or approximately 2 years for an equivalent 316 stainless steel wall (23).
Two different types of cavity distributions were found for the He and Ne irradiations. 
Figure 88 shows two parts of the cross-section obtained for the 17MeV Ne irradiation, figure 
88(a) from a region *3.2pm in depth and figure 88(b) from a region *3.85pm in depth from 
the original surface and hence covering the region computed by the E-DEP-1 code to be the 
peak gas implantation region. The number density increases to a peak of *2 x 1022 
bubbles/m3, *4 .lpm below the original irradiated surface, at about 0.5pm beyond the range 
calculated for 17MeV Ne ions using the E-DEP-1 code, Figure 89(a). Clearly the cavities are 
quite large closer to the surface, the average radius being fairly constant at 3.2nm, although this 
reduces to a minimum of * 1.4nm in the vicinity of the implanted peak as shown in Figure 
89(b). A similar disparity between experiment and calculation was noted by Fenske et al (344) 
for 500keV He+ ions in nickel and also earlier in the low energy irradiations discussed in 
Chapter 5. In this case it seems unlikely that such a large difference in experimental and 
predicted results may be explained by swelling and small errors in experimental procedure, 
such that it is more likely to be due to errors in the stopping powers used in the E-DEP-1 code.
The reduction in neon bubble size coincides with the peak in cavity number density, i.e. the 
effect of increasing the neon concentration results in the increased nucleation of smaller 
cavities. This result is consistent with the low energy implants to some extent, and also with 
observations reported in Section 2.2.4, that pre-implantation of He prior to heavy ion damage 
generally results in a high number density of smaller cavities (136, 137, 138, 139). Although 
substantial displacement damage is lacking in this irradiation, the implantation of a greater 
concentration of inert gas clearly results in increased cavity nucleation.
A complete comparison with the low energy results cannot be easily made, since in this 
case irradiations were carried out at temperature (500°C) as opposed to room temperature 
implants and anneals.
It may also be noted here that very small cavities were found to extend up to «5.1pm in 
depth, ~0.9jam beyond the predicted end of range, at which point their resolution from ion 
beam thinning contrast was impractical.
In the case of 4MeV He irradiations, a non-homogeneous bubble distribution was observed 
in both rocked and non-rocked samples as shown in Figure 90. As a result of this, the size of 
cavities under study and the extent of the cross-section, i.e. ~l\xm in depth from the original 
surface, a complete and detailed cross-sectional analysis was not carried out. (Most analyses
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Figure 8 8 (a ): Bubbles observed at *3.2pm depth after irradiation at 500°C with 17MeV Ne2+ ions, 
dose = 7.83 x 1014 ions/cm2 (equivalent to 250ppm peak).
Figure 88 (b ): Bubbles observed at*3.9pm depth after irradiation at 500°C with 17MeV Ne2+ ions, 
dose = 7.83 x 1014 ions/cm2 (equivalent to 250ppm peak).
Figure 89 (a ): Bubble number density after irradiation at 500°C with 17MeV Ne2+ ions, dose = 7.83 
x 1014 ions/cm2. lb):The average and modal bubble radii as a function of depth. In both cases the 
predicted E-DEP-1 gas deposition and displacement damage profiles have been superimposed.
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Figure 9 0 : The inhomogeneous bubble distribution observed after 4MeV He+ implantation at 
500°C, to a dose equivalent to 250ppm He.
Figure 91: Histogram of cavity sizes m easured after 4MeV He implantation at 500°C, to a dose 
equivalent to 250ppmHe.
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were carried out at a magnification of x 440,000 which in this case would result in a cross- 
section of enlarged size greater than 3 metres from the original surface, with cavities < 2mm 
diameter). However an area of cavities in the plateau region, corresponding to 250ppm was 
studied from which the following results have been derived.
As a result of the non-homogeneous distribution, estimation of the bubble number density 
was difficult. An overall average density of about 1 x 1022 bubbles/m3 was estimated, while 
local clusters of bubbles achieved densities of up to 6 x 1022 bubbles/m3. The average 
measured bubble radius was 1.9nm. Figure 91 shows a histogram of the cavity sizes 
measured. In both implants (Ne and He), the displacement damage is less than ldpa and, in 
the light of the low energy results, has been ignored.
Fenske etal (344) found that, at low doses, helium bubbles nucleated heterogeneously on 
dislocations as mentioned previously for the low dose neon irradiations. However, after larger 
doses, they found that the distributions became homogeneous and the values of bubble size, 
density and volume increased continuously, irrespective of the change in distribution. Similar 
results were found by Harbottle (352) for neutron irradiated nickel and by Laidler and Gamer 
(353) for neutron irradiated, annealed 316 stainless steel. Kimoto et al (354) found 
heterogeneous nucleation of He bubbles along dislocation lines in Fe-45Ni-15Cr alloy after 
helium injection of ~320ppm and aging for 1 hour at 948K.
Furthermore, Stiegler et al (355), and Packan and Braski (356) found non-randomly 
dispersed voids in Al after neutron irradiation. Farrell and Houston (357) have found similar 
heterogeneous distributions in iron, which they have postulated may be as a result o f 
recrystallisation and also in some cases due to nucleation on dislocations. Marochov and 
Bacon (358) also found heterogeneous nucleation of voids in vanadium irradiated at 600°C in 
the VEC to a total dose of 25dpa.
The bubble sizes and overall bubble densities in our specimens were very similar for both 
neon and helium high energy implantations, as were the total cavity volumes in each case. 
Taken together these results again imply a similarity in behaviour between the two gases.
6 .4  SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The following table, together with Figure 92, summarises the results obtained for the 
corresponding implantation conditions. The results described in this chapter have been 
published (190) and a copy of the paper is appended.
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Figure 92: Schematic diagram summarising the irradiation conditions and resulting cavity 
distributions after both high and low energy irradiations of He and Ne. The shaded areas indicate 
the regions of highest gas concentration, and within it are indicated the peak gas content, the 
observed bubble density, the peak damage level and the modal bubble radius. The peak 
swellings are (a) 2%; (b) 0.23%; (c) «2%; (d) 0.05%; and (e) 0.03%. (Note: (a) (b) & (c) result 
after two hours annealing at 750°C whereas (d) and (e) are from implantations at 500°C.)
Ion Energy
(MeV)
Implant
temperature
#C
Dose
(cm'2)
Peak
damage
(cfca)
Peak
gas
(appm)
Anneal
temperature
•c
Bubble
radius
(nm)
Bubble
density
(m'3)
He 0.5 RT l x  1017 1.9 47192 750 2 6 x 1023
Ne 0.5 RT 2.9 x 1015 1.9 1756 750 3.8 1 x 1022
Ne 0.5 RT 7.8 x 1016 50.7 47192 750 <2 1 x 1024
He 4 500 8.1 x 1014 0.012 250 RT 1.9 1 - 6 x 1022
Ne 17 500 7.8 x 1014 0.35 250 RT 3.2 - 1.4 2 x 1022
Table 24: Implantation conditions, bubble sizes and number densities after a 2 hour anneal. Data for 
the high energy, VEC samples are also given.
CHAPTER 7: CAVITY DISTRIBUTIONS RESULTING FROM HIGH
E n e r g y  I r r a d ia t io n s
7.1 INTRODUCTION
From the discussion in Chapter 6 and also Section 2.2.8., it is apparent that the behaviour 
of neon is not very dissimilar to that of helium in terms of cavity formation, as well as in other 
properties. Thus in a situation where an analogue inert gas is required to replace helium in a 
simulation experiment of a fusion reactor first wall, neon would be the first choice. Mazey et al 
(176) have developed a mixed Ni6+/Ne2+ beam on the Harwell VEC, described in Section 
2.2.7. Samples of pure nickel have been irradiated using the mixed beam at Harwell, as well as 
with 17MeV Ne2+ ions, already described in Chapter 6, and with 51MeV Ni6+ ions, at 500°C, 
for comparison. The effect of using such a mixed beam may thus be compared to single ion 
irradiations and the results further compared to dual beam data (heavy ions with helium) 
described by other workers.
7 .2  17M eV N e2+ AND 51 MeV N i6+ IR RA DIATIO N S
The cavity size and number density distributions resulting from 17MeV Ne2+ irradiation at 
500°C have been shown and discussed in Chapter 6.
Figure 93 shows the complete cross-section obtained after irradiation with 5 IMeV Ni6+ 
ions at 500°C, to achieve a peak damage of 30dpa. Measurements of the resulting cavity size, 
number density and swelling have been made and the results are shown in Figures 94(a) and 
94(b). From Figure 94(b) it is clear that the cavity number density appears to follow the 
damage distribution profile i.e. deposited energy profile, the number density rising to a peak of 
* 1022 cavities/m3 at approximately 5.15pm from the original irradiated surface, compared to 
the predicted damage deposition peak at *4.65pm from the surface. The discrepancy of 
*0.5pm between predicted and experimental results cannot be explained by swelling alone. 
The swelling per depth interval rises from 0.63% near to the irradiated surface to a maximum of 
*2.6% between *4.4pm to *4.8pm, which if  taken to be constant across the whole depth of 
cross-section would be insufficient to match predicted and experimental data. Some fluctuation 
in swelling figures was noted, however the worst case swelling has been used (i.e. the 
maximum experimentally measured swelling of *2.6%). From these calculations, it is evident 
that there is an error of up to * 11% in the stopping powers used in the E-DEP-1 code to predict 
the depth of the damage peak. Cavities were also observed to extend *22% beyond the end of 
the predicted range.
These results are consistent with those of other workers such a Whitley et al (333) who 
found that the cavity density peak extend *10% beyond the predicted damage peak, calculated 
using both the Brice code (359) and the E-DEP-1 code. They also found that cavities extended
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*15 to 20% beyond the predicted end of range. Furthermore, these results were also consistent 
with those of Narayan etal (360, 361), whereas Farrell et al (124) found cavities 30 to 40% 
deeper than the maximum predicted using the E-DEP-1 code which they postulated may be the 
result of diffusional spreading of point defects (362).
The cavity size profile also shows some interesting features. There appears to be a small 
peak in the average size of «19.2nm radius, *0.5]um from the surface, after which the size is 
relatively constant, the average radius being *14-15nm up to *3.0pm in depth after which it 
drops to a minimum of *6.0nm at 5.1pm depth, before rising to a peak at the end of range, 
* 15.2nm radius. The reduction in average cavity size corresponds relatively well with the peak 
in cavity number density, and also a bimodal cavity distribution is observed in this region. 
Figure 95(a) shows cavities from the cross-section at *2.5pm depth where only a single mode 
in cavity size was found, compared to Figure 95(b) showing the bimodal cavity distribution at 
*5.0pm in depth from the original surface.
Furthermore the swelling profile shows 2 peaks with a minima in between corresponding to 
the reduction in cavity size. One possible mechanism that would explain the reduction in cavity 
size and hence swelling is that it is the result of injected nickel interstitials, as described in 
Section 2.2.6. Various workers have found evidence for cavity suppression resulting from 
injected interstitials. Plumton and Kulcinski (166) found complete suppression of void 
formation at 450°C after irradiation with 14MeV Ni ions to 5dpa peak, 5 x 1015 ions/cm2. 
Aruga etal (169) found double swelling peaks in 316 stainless steel irradiated with l.OMeV C- 
and l.IM eV N- ions at 530 to 650°C, at doses equivalent to displacements up to 42dpa. 
However in their irradiations they found that the void number density dropped to zero and 
hence the swelling. They postulated that this double peak phenomenon was due to a strong 
interaction with implanted impurities, i.e. interstitials affecting the diffusional spreading of 
radiation produced point defects. In this study, the cavity number density appears to rise as a 
result of the nucleation of a large number of small cavities, clearly evident in Figure 95(b), 
hence forming a second modal size, as well as a general reduction in size of cavity described by 
the primary mode. Thus a brief reduction in swelling is observed, although not complete cavity 
suppression. Other workers have also found bimodal size distributions after heavy ion 
irradiations, such as Sindelar etal (363) in Ni ion irradiated 316 stainless steel.
The results of Westmoreland etal (156, 364), using 2.8MeV Ni+ ions indicate a general 
trend, that increasing the displacement rate increases the void density and decreases the cavity 
size. In this study the displacement rate increases from 1.16 x 10-5 dpa/s at the surface of the 
sample to 3.47 x 10-4 dpa/s at the peak in damage and hence the general trend would be for a 
cavity number density to increase and the size to decrease. However, the effect of injected 
interstitials cannot be ruled out in the results of Westmoreland etal (156, 368).
The observation of voids in this material indicates that an ‘impurity’ gas is present, since 
substantial evidence exists that such a gas must be present for void nucleation (365) and no
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Figure 95 (a ) : Cavities from a depth region ~2.5pm below the irradiated surface after bombardment 
with 51MeV Ni6+ ions at 500°C, dose = 1.74 x 1016 ions.cm2.
F ig u re  9 5 ( b ) : The bimodal cavity distribution from a depth in the region of the maximum 
displacement damage, 30 dpa, after bombardment from 51MeV Ni6+ ions at 500°C, dose = 1.74 x 
1016 ions/cm2.
inert gas was implanted into the sample. Since the samples were electropolished prior to 
irradiation, it is highly likely that hydrogen has been introduced into them as described by 
Whitley etal (135). Studies of thoroughly outgassed Ni and Cu (155) have shown that 
soluble gases aid void nucleation. Whitley etal (135) introduced hydrogen by electropolishing, 
during which the hydrogen was thought to diffuse into the material, saturating it more rapidly 
than the surface was being removed. It was postulated that hydrogen would absorb onto the 
void surface, lowering the surface energy and thus enhancing void nucleation, or as a result of 
H2 internal pressure. However, hydrogen could escape at irradiation temperatures, having a 
binding energy with vacancies, of only ~0.2eV (253). One way in which the hydrogen could 
be more permanently trapped during heating up to irradiation temperatures would be by 
trapping at impurities. The principal impurities found in this study were 0.04% Cu and
0.003% Zn, however no analysis was carried out for carbon or oxygen, suggested by Whitley 
etal (135) as trapping elements.
Whitley etal (333) also found a slight increase in the void size immediately adjacent to the 
cavity denuded region ~100nm below the original irradiated surface. In this study, an 
estimated ~100nm was removed from the surface during electroplating in order to achieve good 
adhesion, however the increase in void size may be clearly seen in Figure 94(a).
7.3 N i6+/N e2+ MIXED BEAM IRRADIATION OF NICKEL
Figure 96 shows a micrograph of the complete cross-section obtained after irradiation with 
a Ni6+/Ne2+ mixed beam, using the Harwell VEC to obtain a peak of 30dpa in damage (from 
heavy ions) and 250ppm neon at 500°C. A complete analysis has been carried out of the cross- 
section and Figure 97(a) shows the variation in cavity size, i.e. the cavity radii with depth, 
compared to the predicted damage profile for the Ni ions and the predicted gas deposition 
profile for the neon ions, calculated using the E-DEP-1 code. Similarly, Figure 97(b) shows 
the cavity number density and swelling values compared to the predicted data.
It is clear from Figure 97(b) that 2 peaks in cavity density exist, the first of *2.3 x 1022 
cavities/m3 at a depth of *4.0pm and a second of *9.6 x 1021 cavities/m3 at *4.5pm depth 
from the surface. Furthermore, on considering Figure 97(a), two depressions may be seen in 
the average cavity radius; these correspond to the peaks in number density. A small peak in 
cavity size is observed near the original irradiated surface, the radius being *16.8nm which 
drops to *14-15nm until a depth of *3.0pm is reached. The average radius then drops to 
*3.1nm at a depth of 4.0pm, increasing to 6.3nm at *4.25pm, followed by a small dip to 
5.6nm before rising to 12.2nm at a depth of *5.5pm. Furthermore a bimodal cavity size 
distribution is observed extending from *3.65pm to nearly 5.0pm in depth. Figure 98(a)
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Figure 9 8 (a ): Cavities from a depth region ~3|jm below the irradiated surface after bombardment 
with a mixed beam of 51MeV Ni6+ ions and 17MeV Ne2+ ions at 500°C.
'T
Figure 98 (b ) The bimodal cavity distribution from a depth in the region of the maximum 
displacement damage/gas deposition, 30 dpa/250ppm, after bombardment with a mixed beam of 
51MeV Ni6+ ions and 17MeV Ne2+ ions at 500°C.
shows the cavity size distribution at a depth of *3.Opm compared to the bimodal cavity 
distribution in Figure 98(b) at »4.0pm depth.
Cavities were once again seen extending beyond the predicted range, determined by the 
damage deposition curve, however in this case only by a further * 10% («0.5pm).
As a result of the peaks in cavity number density and reductions in the cavity radius, the 
swelling is observed to have two distinct minima in its depth profile. The swelling increases to 
its maximum at -4 .75pm depth, of only 2.18% compared to a maximum of 4.1% for the Ni6+ 
ions alone.
An explanation of these results may be made more clear by considering Figures 99 and
100. Figure 99 shows the predicted neon gas deposition and the Ni ion damage profiles, 
superimposed upon the cavity number density profiles for the 17MeV Ne2+ ions, 5 IMeV Ni6+ 
ions and the mixed beam. Figure 100 similarly compares the average cavity radii determined 
from each of the three irradiations. From these figures, it is clear that the first cavity density 
peak and the cavity radius minima, observed at a depth of -4 .0pm from the irradiated surface 
in the mixed beam sample, are as a result of the inert gas implantation since they correspond 
extremely well with the cavity density peak and radius minima obtained after 17MeV Ne2+ ions 
irradiation. This result is consistent with void nucleation theories (365), as well as with the 
results of other workers (139, 280, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370). Increasing the gas 
concentration generally increases the void concentration and decreases the void radius, i.e. the 
gas acts as a nucleating agent, however the swelling may increase or decrease as a function of 
gas concentration. The summary of results given in Table 10 (Section 2.2.4) is generally 
consistent with these findings, illustrating that swelling may either increase or decrease.
The second peak in cavity density after mixed beam irradiation is of the same order of 
magnitude as the peak observed after 5IMeV Ni6+ irradiation alone, however it appears 
* 1.6pm closer to the irradiated surface. The observed reduction in swelling could not account 
for this apparent shift and in fact, the peak now appears closer to the original surface than the 
predicted damage curve. Consistent with this result is the fact that the cavities extend a shorter 
distance beyond the predicted end of range for the mixed beam profile compared with the 
solitary heavy ion irradiation.
The results imply that the simultaneous implantation of neon with heavy ions, not only 
affects the cavity distribution in the region of maximum implanted gas (increasing the number 
density and reducing the average size) but also has a long range result on cavity distributions. 
Further evidence for this is the fact that very small neon cavities were observed up to depths of 
*5. lpm after 17MeVNe2+ irradiation.
The implanted neon would probably increase the sink density (and/or strength) by 
increasing the stability of gas-vacancy void embryos, on the irradiated surface side of the peak 
in predicted energy (damage) deposition curve. This, in turn, would reduce the predicted 
diffusional spreading of irradiation-produced defects, as described by Mansur and Yoo (362)
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and potentially produce a defect diffusion gradient (i.e. potential driving force) to the fine 
nucleation sites stabilised by a relatively small amount of gas deposition. This mechanism is 
consistent with the fact that as little as lOppm He may significantly increase cavity nucleation 
and hence affect swelling (371). From Figure 100, the mixed beam irradiation also appears to 
have affected the cavity sizes near the irradiated surface, a modification which again is probably 
as a result of the effect of small amounts of neon on local defect sink strengths.
The trends in these results appear to be consistent to some extent with those of Farrell etal 
(124) in their study of co-implanted helium with 4MeV Ni ions into Ni.
CHAPTER 8: C o n c l u s i o n s
The conclusions may be categorised into three sections, as follows:
8.1 GROWTH OF HELIUM BUBBLES AFTER LOW ENERGY IRRADIATIONS
Following 500keV He+ ion irradiation at ambient temperature, to a dose of 1017 ions/cm2, 
a very fine layer of cavities may exist although these were unresolvable in the TEM as a result 
of contrast due to ion beam milling. However, after 3 x 10l7 ions/cm2 a layer of fine cavities 
was observed which had developed, presumably as a result of loop punching.
Bubble growth was unobserved after annealing samples irradiated with 1017 ions/cm2, at 
750°C (T~0.6Tm), for periods ranging up to 200 hours. A fine layer of highly overpressurised 
cavities was initially formed as a result of agglomeration of the implanted He atoms, He-V 
complexes and any irradiation produced vacancies surviving annihilation after irradiation, 
together with any thermal vacancies present. Growth of the fine bubble layer proceeded at the 
peripheries by vacancy collection, primarily as a result of thermal vacancies migrating from the 
irradiated surface, the closest vacancy source, as well as from vacancy sources in the bulk of 
the material such as grain boundaries. However, negligible bubble growth occurred in the 
centre of the layer due to the sinking of all available vacancies in the cavities at the peripheries 
of the layer. Coalescence of the bubbles within the layer was hindered because of suppression 
of the cavity migration mechanism by a high gas pressure within the bubbles, which inhibited 
diffusion of metal atoms on the surfaces of the bubbles. Such adatoms require a certain volume 
surrounding the atom to be free of gas atoms to allow surface diffusion to occur. Thus, as 
bubbles grow by thermal vacancy collection at the peripheries of the bubble layer, the cavities 
tend to an equilibrium pressure and migration occurs resulting in growth by coalescence. As a 
result of the peripheral bubbles achieving equilibrium pressure, vacancies are allowed to pass 
through, or close by, the cavities, and bubbles deeper in the implanted layer grow by vacancy 
collection.
The same cavity growth mechanism was observed after irradiation at lower doses, i.e. 5 x 
1016 ions/cm2, and also at lower implantation energies, i.e. 250keV. The swelling of the 
irradiated surface as a result of bubble growth was found to be irregular and consisted of either 
fine crystalline growths or pitting.
The cavity layers were found to correspond well with the predicted gas deposition profile 
calculated using the E-DEP-1 code, after taking into account potential errors in the experimental 
procedures and also the swelling resulting from cavity growth.
8.2 COMPARISON OF THE GROWTH OF HELIUM AND NEON BUBBLES
Helium bubble growth after implantation at 500keV has been compared to that of neon 
bubbles, by implantation at two doses corresponding firstly to the displacement damage caused 
by He+ ions and secondly to the gas deposition resulting from He implantation. It was found 
that the cavity number density was established by the gas concentration, i.e. very similar 
bubble number densities were observed after implantation of the same gas concentration for 
both inert gases, irrespective of the large increase in damage resulting from Ne implantation. 
However, the cavity size was controlled principally by the supply of vacancies and 
quantitatively the same model as described for helium bubble growth could be applied to the 
neon irradiations. In the case of the low dose neon implantations, bubbles were found to 
nucleate inhomogeneously, mainly on dislocations, and were considered to reach an 
equilibrium pressure early during annealing after which no major force existed to cause further 
growth.
Helium and neon bubble growth was also compared after high energy implantation of 
250ppm in the VEC at 500°C. In the case of 14MeV He+ ions, an inhomogeneous bubble 
distribution was observed unlike for the 17MeV Ne2+ ions, however, cavity number densities 
and sizes were very similar.
Comparison of cavity growth after He and Ne bombardment at both low and high energies 
indicates that neon could be used as an analogue for helium.
The observed layers of cavities resulting from 500keV neon implantation correspond well 
with the gas deposition profiles predicted by the E-DEP-1 code similarly to the case with 
500keV He, on taking into account experimental errors and swelling. However, in the case of 
the 17MeV Ne2+ irradiations, the peak in cavity density was observed to be *0.5pm beyond 
the predicted gas deposition peak, with fine cavities extending *0.9jum beyond the predicted 
end of range, indicating an error of *21% in the stopping powers used in the E-DEP-1 code for 
the high energy irradiation. Unfortunately, a similar analysis for 4MeV He+ ions was not 
possible.
8.3 CAVITY DISTRIBUTION RESULTING FROM HIGH ENERGY IRRADIATIONS
Voids were observed after irradiation with 5 IMeV Ni6+ ions at 500°C, to apeak dose 
equivalent to 30dpa. A bimodal cavity size distribution was observed in the region of the peak 
in displacement damage as well as a general reduction in cavity size and an increase in cavity 
number density, resulting in a reduction in swelling. A potential explanation of the results was 
given on considering the effect of injected Ni interstitials. The peak in cavity number density 
was observed to be *0.5pm deeper than the predicted displacement damage peak indicating an 
error of * 11% in the stopping powers used in the E-DEP-1 code.
The effect of implanting 17MeV Ne6+ ions simultaneously with heavy ions at 500°C was a 
reduction in swelling throughout the complete irradiation profile. The effect of the inert gas was 
to increase cavity nucleation and reduce cavity size, particularly in the region of the peak 
implanted gas concentration. A bimodal size distribution was observed at depths corresponding 
to the peaks in both the gas and damage deposition.
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GROWTH OF INERT GAS BUBBLES AFTER IMPLANTATION 
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The cavity distributions produced by the implantation of 500 keV helium into nickel and subsequent heat treatment have 
been studied by cross-sectional TEM. The development of bubbles in the injected gas layer on annealing has been modelled 
and can only be accounted for in terms of both migration and coalescence and vacancy supply from the surface. Migration is 
inhibited for small bubbles by the very high gas density in the cavity. The implications of these observations on the 
interpretation of bubble growth experiments are discussed.
1. Introduction
In many experiments designed to increase our under­
standing of bubble growth phenomena an inert gas is 
implanted at modest energies into a metal at low tem­
perature and the specimen is then annealed (e.g. refs. 
[1-4]). Bubbles nucleate and grow in a iayer beneath the 
surface and the development of the bubble population 
is followed by conventional plan-view electron mi­
croscopy. Since the bubble layer is generally several 
hundred nm below the surface a frequent approach is to 
remove a thin surface layer by controlled polishing and 
then to thin the specimen for TEM from the back [5]. If 
all steps in this process succeed the thin regions of the 
resultant TEM specimen are representative of the centre 
of the original bubble layer, and the observed bubble, 
size distribution is taken to be characteristic of that 
which would develop in an infinite array of bubbles.
If the sample, after implantation and annealing, is 
thinned in cross-section then the variation of bubble 
size and density can be recorded as a function of depth 
beneath the original surface. This has been done by a 
number of workers in order to check the accuracy of the 
calculated range of implanted ions (e.g. refs. [6,7]). In 
this paper we report the results of cross-sectional ex­
amination of a series of implanted samples given differ­
ent annealing treatments. This reveals, for the first time, 
the different growth processes which operate in differ­
* Current address: Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering, University of Liverpool, P.O. Box 137, 
Liverpool, United Kingdom.
ent parts of the implanted layer at each stage of the 
anneal. It is then possible to account for a number of 
hitherto inexplicable observations.
2. Experimental
Solid samples of pure nickel of 1.5 mm thickness 
were implanted at room temperature with 500 keV 
helium. The implanted samples were subsequently an­
nealed at 750 ° C in vacuo for various times in order to 
develop the bubble population. The grain size was then 
approximately 100 /zm. All specimens were electro­
plated with nickel and cross-sections were thinned for 
electron microscopy by electropolishing or ion beam 
milling, so that the depth variation of the cavity damage 
could be observed directly. Most specimens were ion 
milled since this gave more extensive thin areas. How­
ever fine damage was always visible in ion milled speci­
mens and therefore several specimens were electro­
polished in order that low energy argon damage from 
milling should not be mistaken for the effects of the 
much higher energy helium. All micrographs were taken 
at 200 keV in a JEOL 200CX microscope and thickness 
determinations were made using the ratio of zero loss to 
first plasmon loss peaks in EELS spectra taken with a 
VG ELS80 spectrometer on a Philips EM400T [18].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. The observations
No cavities were resolvable in the as-implanted 
specimens after a dose of 1017 He cm-2 . However after
0022-3115/87/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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Fig. 1. (a) Bubble number density (* ) and size ( +  ) after 6 h at 750° C for a dose of 1 X 1017 He cm -2  at 500 keV. Also shown is the 
calculated helium deposition curve (full line); (b) shows the experiment cross-section to the same scale.
3 X  1017 He cm -2 a high density of small bubbles could 
ju s t be seen. A fter annealing, a layer of bubbles was
clearly visible in each sample, at a depth beneath the
original surface which corresponded well (after correc­
tion for the effect of swelling) with the peak of the
com puted range calculated using the EDEP-1 code [8],
In the early stages of annealing the lower dose sample
at 750 ° C  the bubble num ber density increased to a
peak at the m ost probable range, as fig. 1 shows. After
longer annealing the num ber density declined and the
bubble size reached a peak in the centre of the bubble
layer. However the way in which the bubble population
approached this configuration is interesting. A fter 2
hours of annealing the layer, which for 500 keV im­
plants extends from 800 nm  to 1200 nm beneath the
original surface, consisted of uniformly small bubbles,
of m ean diam eter about 2 nm (fig. 2a). A iier 12 h 
however the bubbles at the edges of the d istribution  
were appreciably larger than those in the centre of the 
layer, with the largest bubbles being at the edge nearer 
the surface (fig. 2b). A fter 20 h the bubbles at the two 
edges of the distribution had grown appreciably and the 
rem aining layer of very small bubbles was m uch th inner 
(fig. 2c). A fter 100 h the biggest bubbles were very large 
( >  100 nm diam eter) and were situated at the centre of 
the layer (fig. 2d).
In one of the specimens annealed for 6 h the bubbles 
were equally large on both sides of the im planted re-, 
gion. In this particular thin area there proved to be a 
grain boundary ju s t beneath the im planted layer.
This behaviour can be understood if bubble  growth 
is limited by the acquisition of vacancies, the m ost
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Fig. 2. The bubble layer in samples implanted with 1 X1017 He cm 2 at 500 keV, annealed at 750 ° C for (a) 2 h, (b) 12 h, (c) 20 h 
and (d) 100 h. Arrows show the position of the surface and the direction of implantation.
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abundant sources for which are the free surface on one 
side and the grain boundaries deep in the bulk on the 
other side of the bubble layer. This qualitative interpre­
tation was proposed as long ago as 1957 by Barnes et al.
[9] in order to explain their observations of alpha par­
ticle damage in copper. We are now in a position to 
extend this interpretation both qualitatively and 
quantitatively: Small overpressurised bubbles are an 
excellent net sink for vacancies until they reach their 
equilibrium pressure, given approximately by 2 y / r  
where y is the surface energy and r is the bubble 
radius. Only then does the vacancy flux into and out of 
each bubble approach a steady state. Very few vacan­
cies will therefore get past the outer bubbles of the layer 
until these outer bubbles have reached their equilibrium 
size. Then and only then can a significant number of 
vacancies penetrate to the interior of the layer, allowing 
the next bubbles to grow. Although the acquisition of 
vacancies is not, by itself, a mechanism by which bub­
bles are likely to grow by large amounts, we show later 
that it is very important in lowering the gas pressure 
and enabling other growth mechanisms to operate.
This vacancy-collection-limited behaviour will in 
principle be superimposed on any growth by migration 
and coalescence which may occur while the bubbles are 
small and the bubble density is high [4,10]. It is not 
immediately clear however whether migration and 
coalescence is necessary for the bubble population to 
reach the state shown in fig. 2d. The number density of 
bubbles drops dramatically during annealing and there­
fore unless Ostwald ripening occurs rapidly at this 
temperature, which seems unlikely from what is known 
of the solubility of helium [11,12], many coalescences 
must have occurred. This would happen both in the case 
of migration and coalescence and, to a lesser extent, if 
growth were solely by vacancy collection; this observa­
tion on its own thus provides no clear evidence for the 
dominant mechanism. We have therefore constructed a 
computer model of the growth of bubbles in a layer 
beneath the surface which takes account of all the 
probable growth mechanisms. This is described below.
3.2. The model
We have modelled the growth behaviour of an array 
of bubbles with a vacancy source at a distance to one 
side, as shown in fig. 3. The key assumptions of this 
essentially one-dimensional model are that the sole 
source of vacancies is the free surface and that there is 
no barrier to the loss of vacancies at the bubble surface. 
A bubble containing gas at above its equilibrium pres­
sure is an excellent sink for vacancies. While the first
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Fig. 3. The geometry of the growth model.
layer of bubbles are still overpressurised they will accept 
virtually all vacancies which arrive while emitting very 
few. The second layer of bubbles will only be able to 
grow very slowly until the first layer reach their equi­
librium pressure and become saturated as sinks. The 
bubble number density at each depth in the model is 
initially taken to be that actually observed after 2 h. 
Subsequent experimental values compare favourably 
with those predicted by the model. By starting with the 
results of the shortest anneal we avoid having to make 
assumptions about the nucleation of bubbles. The gas 
concentration at each depth is assumed to be that 
calculated for gas deposition by the EDEP-1 code. 
Reported experimental values for the vacancy forma­
tion and migration energies for nickel he in the range
1.5 to 1.6 eV and 1.0 to 1.5 eV respectively [13], We 
have used a total activation energy (E^ +  E™) of 2.88 
eV.
The first conclusion which can be reached using this 
diffusion limited model is that vacancy collection alone 
can not account for the bubble size distribution which is 
observed after prolonged annealing. In order to account 
for the low density and large size of the bubbles in the 
centre of the layer it is necessary to invoke migration 
and coalescence while the bubbles are fairly small. We 
have used a model for migration and coalescence occur­
ring predominantly by surface diffusion (e.g. ref. [4]) in 
which the effective diffusion coefficient is reduced by 
the effect of a high gas density above the surface in the 
manner suggested by Mikhlin [14]. Other effects which 
are expected to lower the effective diffusion coefficient, 
such as small radii of curvature, are likely to be small 
for the bubbles observed here. The effect of these fac­
tors and the method of combining them into a single 
expression for migration and coalescence are considered 
in another paper [15].
Using reasonable values of surface diffusion coeffi­
cient and adatom interaction zone [15,16] our modelt 
predicts the bubble size distributions shown in fig. 4. It 
can be seen that the essential features of the observed 
distributions are reproduced, and in particular that the 
small bubble size in the centre of the layer is preserved
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Fig. 4. Bubble size distributions: (a) computed according to 
the model described in the text and (b) experimentally meas­
ured for samples annealed at 1023 K for 2 h (O), 6 h ( + ) and 
100 h (A ) .
over quite a long period of annealing. This appears at 
first sight unlikely since small bubbles are generally 
considered to be the most mobile and migration and 
coalescence would be expected to coarsen this popula­
tion rapidly. However it can be explained in terms of 
the drastic reduction of the surface mobility of adatoms 
in the presence of a very high pressure gas, as proposed 
by Mikhlin [14]. This reduces the surface diffusion 
coefficient for the smallest bubbles, preventing their 
migration until they have collected some vacancies and 
reduced their gas pressure. This argument can be sus­
tained quantitatively and will be presented elsewhere
[15].
Migration and coalescence is in practice only a sig­
nificant growth mechanism over a small bubble size 
range since when the bubbles grow larger they develop 
facets and the nucleation of ledges on these facets 
becomes the rate-controlling step for migration [4,10]. 
The mobility of facetted bubbles typically drops by 5 
orders of magnitude as their diameter increases from 1 
to 5 nm [4]. This effect is included in the present model.
The behaviour of neon implanted at the same energy 
to a similar dose (calculated to give the same peak gas 
concentration) is qualitatively similar. The bubble num­
ber density after the initial 2-h anneal at 750 °C  is 
slightly lower than in the helium implanted sample, and
of course the bubble layer is nearer the surface, but the 
overall agreement is excellent despite the 25-fold in­
crease in displacement damage in the neon sample. The 
observed range of the neon, after correction for swell­
ing, coincides well with the calculated value. We are 
therefore confident that our observations are generally 
applicable to inert gas bubble layers, regardless of the 
gas atom species.
3.3. The implications for simulation experiments
It is clear from our results that observations of 
bubble growth made even from ideal plan-view speci­
mens should be interpreted with care. Most previous 
bubble growth experiments have been carried out on 
samples into which a layer of gas has been implanted at 
a modest depth beneath the surface. The sample has 
then generally been annealed before thinning for mi­
croscopy. Care has usually been taken that the bubbles 
viewed in the final thin section were originally in the 
centre of the implanted layer. In the early stages of 
annealing their behaviour should therefore be that char­
acteristic of a vacancy-starved environment, since they 
have been shielded from vacancy sources by the bubbles 
in the outer parts of the layer. These experiments should 
therefore faithfully reproduce the growth to be expected 
in the essentially infinite array of bubbles in the centre 
of each grain. Mechanisms such as migration and 
coalescence can therefore be expected to dominate un­
less, as in the present case, they are “ frozen out” by the 
high gas density. After long annealing times however 
the effect of vacancy collection from outside the bubble 
layer will intrude. The time beyond which this effect 
becomes significant will obviously depend on the tem­
perature and also on the energy (or range of energies) of 
implantation which determines the thickness of the layer 
of implanted gas, as well as the initial damage-induced 
vacancy concentration. For implantation of helium the 
vacancy concentration arising from initial damage will 
generally be low but this may be a more significant 
factor for the heavier gases.
It is useful to assess whether earlier experiments are 
likely to have been affected by this potential superposi­
tion of mechanisms. We see, in the present experiments, 
very significant vacancy collection in the centre of a 300 
nm thick layer in nickel after 100 h at 750 °C  (0.6Tm). 
Our past experiments on niobium, from which we con­
cluded that migration and coalescence controlled by 
surface diffusion was the dominant mechanism, involved 
a maximum anneal of 100 h at 1250 ° C (0.55Tm) [4,17]. 
The extent of vacancy collection must depend on the 
supply and mobility of the vacancies via the self-diffu­
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sion coefficient, D, which is approximately a factor four 
higher for niobium at 1250 ° C than for nickel at 750 ° C. 
The bubble layer in the niobium experiments was twice 
as thick as that in the nickel specimens so vacancy 
collection should still have been quite significant in Nb 
after 100 h at 1250 °C. In fact evidence for vacancy 
collection was reported in Nb-1% Zr at 1250 ° C and in 
vanadium at 1150 °C (0.65Tm), although it was not 
evident in pure niobium at 1250 ° C, probably because 
of the poisoning of surface diffusion by oxygen segrega­
tion [4]. The current results thus confirm our previous 
tentative conclusions.
A further conclusion from these results is that it is 
extremely important that all plan-view specimens actu­
ally come from the same part of the implanted layer. If 
there is any variation in the thickness of the layer 
removed before back-thinning it will lead to the sam­
pling of a different part of the bubble layer, with the 
evident danger that some specimens may have suffered 
more vacancy collection than others. This may explain 
some of the scatter in bubble dimensions observed in 
most bubble growth experiments. It also explains the 
occasional observation, noted by many workers but not 
usually published (e.g. von Bradsky, private communi­
cation, 1986), of specimens containing unexpectedly 
large bubbles. These presumably arise from samples 
which have accidentally been prepared from the edge of 
the bubble layer. .
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The cavity distributions produced by the implantation of helium have been compared with those resulting from neon 
implantation, using a cross-sectional TEM technique. Both low energy (500 keV) and high energy (MeV) ions have been used. 
The bubble layers obtained after room temperature implantation and annealing and after hot (500 ° C) implantation, although 
at different depths for the two gases, indicate great similarities in both size and number density if the gas concentration is 
similar. Displacement damage plays a minor role in determining cavity density and total cavity volume.
1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that heavy ion irradiation in 
metals produces voids similar to 14 MeV neutron 
bombardment [1]. However (n, a) transmutations will 
simultaneously generate insoluble helium which can 
stabilise small voids and hence can potentially affect the 
cavity density and/or size. In addition (n, p) reactions 
can produce hydrogen in significant concentrations. 
Previous authors have used “dual-beam” or “ triple­
beam” experiments, using two accelerators, to simulate 
such effects [2-5]. Mazey et al. [6] have established that 
it is possible to use a single accelerator, in their case the 
Harwell VEC, to obtain a dual beam by matching the 
charge to mass ratios of a heavy ion and an inert gas. 
This is extremely difficult to achieve using helium be­
cause there are no abundant ions with the same charge 
to mass ratio.
The experiments described in this paper form part of 
a program designed to exploit the Mazey dual beam 
approach. We have compared helium- and neon-im­
planted samples, both at low energies with subsequent 
annealing and at high energies at temperature, using a 
cross-sectional TEM technique.
Neon has been suggested as an analogue for helium 
since it is the inert gas with the closest resemblance to 
helium in its physical properties and behaviour in metals. 
Mazey et al. [6] have reviewed the experimental and 
theoretical evidence which tends to indicate that neon 
behaves similarly to helium, being able to remain in an 
interstitial site whereas the heavier inert gases sponta­
neously adopt substitutional sites by the creation of a
self-interstitial. Some of the key observations are: 
Helium, neon and argon have been compared in terms 
of cavity nucleation and dislocation density formed 
during 1 MeV electron irradiation of a Nimonic PEI 6 
alloy in HVEM (G.P. Walters unpublished data cited in 
ref. [6]). These results, and preliminary work of our own 
on 316 stainless steel [7], show that neon produces void 
sizes and densities similar to helium. Neon bubbles have 
also been observed in gold after 100 keV N e + implanta­
tion [6,8]. Furthermore, Mazey et al. [9] have found that 
neon readily forms a bubble superlattice in molybdenum 
during high dose implantation at 550 °C . The lattice 
parameter and planar spacing were found to be similar 
to those obtained as a result of helium implantation.
Neon has a larger atomic mass than helium and this 
results in greater energy transfer during collisions and 
thus a larger atomic displacement rate of target atoms 
and a shorter range. The solubility of neon is compara­
ble with that of helium and recent theoretical evidence 
indicates that the migration mechanism is similar [10]. 
He and Ne will also migrate with small activation 
energies (typically Em is less than 1 eV) whereas all the 
substitutional gas atoms will be relatively immobile. 
Earlier work by Rimmer and Cottrell [11] in copper 
(fee) and by Harrison et al. [12] on tungsten (bcc) 
showed similar trends.
Other work, including thermal desorption spec­
troscopy, has shown that in the absence of traps such as 
vacancies helium is interstitially mobile at room temper­
ature in metals. This fact, together with the trap muta­
tion (or interstitial punching) mechanism explains why 
clustering of helium into bubbles has been observed at
0022-3115/88/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
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low temperatures [13]. Recent experiments have shown 
[14], for the case of inert gas atoms trapped in a 
vacancy, that a reaction with a self-interstitial atom 
(SIA) may occur, resulting in the production of mobile 
noble gas interstitials at room temperature. Such ob­
servations [15] have been made with helium and argon 
in molybdenum, and for helium and neon in nickel.
2. Experimental
Samples of pure nickel, of 1.5 mm thickness, were 
implanted at room temperature with 500 keV helium 
ions to a dose of 1 X 1017 ions/cm 2. This was estimated 
to give a peak gas concentration of 47500ppm, with 
peak damage of 1.96 dpa. Similar samples were also 
implanted with 500 keV neon ions, at two doses. Details 
are given in table 1. The high dose was computed to 
give the same peak gas concentration as in the helium 
samples while the low dose gave the same peak damage. 
The samples were subsequently annealed in vacuo at 
750 °C  for 2 and 6 h in order to develop bubble 
populations.
In order to establish the validity of the conclusions 
with ion energies closer to those likely to be used in a 
dual beam experiment, other samples were implanted at 
500 ° C with 17 MeV neon and with 4 MeV helium. In 
the latter case the sample was rocked in order to give a 
wider implanted layer and the dose quoted in table 1 is 
that for an equivalent static target. In both cases the 
peak gas concentration was 250 ppm, at depths much 
greater than with the 500 keV samples.
All specimens were electroplated with nickel and 
thinned for cross-sectional electron microscopy either 
by electro-polishing or ion beam milling, so that cavity 
damage could be observed directly as a function of 
depth.
All micrographs were taken at 200 keV in a JEOL 
200CX microscope and thickness measurements were
made using the ratio of zero loss to first plasmon peaks 
in EELS spectra, taken with a VG ELS80 spectrometer 
in a Philips EM400T. Cavity size distributions have 
been determined manually. The mean and mode of each 
distribution was similar and the mean radius is used 
throughout this paper.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Low energy implants
The cross-sectional profiles resulting from the low 
and high neon doses have been found to be very differ­
ent, irrespective of annealing time. The main results are 
shown in table 1 and diagrammatically in figs. la  to lc.
In the low dose neon samples (fig. lb), after 2 h 
annealing the bubble density was observed to increase 
with depth to a peak of 10 22 bubbles/m3, at a depth of 
300-400 nm from the original surface, corresponding 
well with the position of the peak in gas concentration 
computed from the EDEP-1 code [16]. However, the 
average bubble size varies only slightly with depth, from
5.5 nm radius near to the surface, to 3.8 nm at a depth 
of 200 to 400 nm (fig. 3). After 6 hours of annealing, the 
bubble density had declined although a broad peak was 
still observed between 200 and 500 nm. Small bubbles 
were also found down to a depth of 1.2 jam, well 
beyond the computed ranges, although at relatively low 
number densities. The bubble size had increased as a 
result of annealing, although remaining fairly uniform 
across the section.
In the case of the high dose neon implants (fig. lc), 
after 2 h annealing a fine layer of bubbles was seen 
extending to a depth of nearly 800 nm. The bubble 
density increased to a peak of 1024 m ~3 between 400 
and 550 nm, whereas the average bubble size was ob­
served to decrease gradually from 5.5 nm radius close to 
the original surface, to less than 2 nm in the depth
Table 1
Implantation conditions and bubble sizes after a 2 h anneal
Ion Energy
(MeV)
Implant
temp.
(°C )
Dose
(cm- 2 )
Peak
damage
(dpa)
Peak
gas
(appm)
Anneal
temp.
(°C )
Bubble
radius
(nm)
Density
(m "3)
He 0.5 RT 1X 1017 2 47500 750 2 6 X 1 0 23
Ne 0.5 RT 3X 1015 2 1750 750 3.8 1 X 1022
Ne 0.5 RT 8 x l 0 16 50 47500 750 < 2 1 X 1024
He 4 500 8X 1014 <1 250 RT 2 (1-6) X 10 22
N e 17 500 8X 1014 <1 250 RT < 2 2 X 1 0 22
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Fig. 1. A diagram, to scale, of the three low energy experi­
ments. The shaded area indicates the region of highest gas 
concentration and within it are indicated the peak gas content 
in ppm, the observed bubble density, the peak damage level in 
dpa and the modal bubble size. The peak cavity volume 
fractions are: (a) 0.02, (b) 0.0023, (c) approx. 0.02.
interval 600 to 700 nm from the surface. After further 
annealing, the bubble density decreased, although its 
peak remained in the same position after accounting for 
swelling. A large variation in bubble size was seen after 
6 h annealing at 750 ° C. Large bubbles were observed 
at the edges of the implanted layer, with the largest 
averaging up to 20 nm in radius at the edge closer to the 
original surface. A layer of smaller cavities, of mean 
radius 2-3  nm, extended from 300 to 550 nm in depth. 
The development of this type of distribution has been 
explained recently in terms of vacancy supply from 
either side of the layer containing most of the gas [18].
The results with neon may be compared with those 
obtained for 500 keV helium implants, reported earlier 
[18] and summarized in fig. la. After 2 h annealing at 
750 ° C a fine layer of bubbles of approximately 2 nm 
radius was observed in the depth range from 800 and 
1200 nm beneath the original surface. The region di­
rectly beneath the surface was relatively denuded of 
cavities, with the exception of the few large bubbles 
which have been reported by previous workers [17,18]. 
The bubble density increased to a peak of 6 X 1023 
bubbles/m3 in the depth range to 1200 nm, correspond­
ing well with the computed range peak. After 6 h of 
annealing, the cavities at the edges of the distribution 
were noticeably larger, whereas the bubble size re­
mained relatively uniform from 800 to 1200 nm, the 
average radius being 2 nm.
The effect of the vacancies created during implanta­
tion appears to be slight: A damage level of nearly 2 
dpa is computed for the position close to the peak gas
concentration in the low dose neon samples and in the 
helium samples. This damage may account for some of 
the larger cavities seen close to the surface after rela­
tively short annealing times. However in the main cavity 
layer only 1750 ppm neon is implanted, which is ap­
proximately 4% of the total gas in the equivalent helium 
implantation. The mean bubble radius is larger than 
with helium but the cavity density is smaller by a factor 
60 (compare figs. la  and lb). The total cavity volume is 
almost an order of magnitude larger in the helium 
sample.
In the high dose samples, with a peak damage level 
of 50 dpa, the cavity density is slightly higher than with 
helium (compare figs. la  and lc) while the bubble size is 
only slightly smaller. The total cavity volume is only a 
little higher in the neon samples. This clearly shows that 
the additional vacancies introduced by the 25-fold in­
crease in displacement damage had only a marginal 
effect on cavity nucleation.
The cavity density was similar in the helium and 
high-dose neon samples but a factor sixty lower in the 
low-dose neon sample. It appears that cavity nucleation 
is controlled by the gas concentration rather than the 
displacement damage. The total cavity volume was also 
similar in the neon and helium high-dose samples but 
about a factor ten lower in the low-dose neon sample. 
These results can be interpreted in the following way:
The cavity density is clearly established by the gas 
concentration, but the cavity size is controlled by the
17 MeV Ne
7-8 10 cnrv
7/  250ppm 
/  <1dpa /
/ 2 ‘io
/  <2nm y
A MeV He
10 cm"
inhomog. /  
distribution' 250 ppm 
,«1dpa
Fig. 2. A diagram, to the same scale and with the same legend 
as fig. 1, of the high energy implantations. The peak cavity 
volume fractions have been estimated to be (d) 0.0005 and (e) 
0.0003.
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Fig. 3. The bubble distribution after the low dose 500 keV neon implantation (fig. lb ) and 2 h at 750 °C . The original specimen 
surface is at the left of the micrograph while the peak of the gas distribution is at the right.
supply of vacancies. In these cold-im plant-plus-anneal 
experim ents the displacem ent damage has little or no 
effect on growth and the total cavity volume depends 
on the supply of therm al vacancies. This vacancy supply 
should be similar in all three samples unless the free 
surface plays a dom inant role as a vacancy source, in 
which case the neon cavity volume should be the grea­
test. Since the cavity volume in the two high-dose 
sam ples is similar (figs. l a  and lc ) the proximity of the 
surface would not appear to have been im portant.
T he difference in cavity volume between the low- 
and high-dose samples (fig. lb  versus l a  and lc ) needs 
to be explained. Since vacancy supply should be the 
sam e in all the samples, it could be argued that the total 
bubble  volume should also be similar. On the other 
hand  if there is an am ple supply of vacancies a thirty­
fold increase in gas content in the high-dose samples 
provides, to a first approxim ation, a driving force for 
swelling until a thirty  times larger bubble volume is 
reached. A simple calculation for the low-dose case 
shows that if all the im planted neon resides in the 1022 
m ~ 3 visible bubbles of average radius 3.8 nm, then the 
bubbles must already be near their equilibrium  size and 
no driving force exists for them to collect more vacan­
cies during the later stages of annealing. The cavity 
volum e therefore rem ains at a lower level than that in
the high-dose samples, in which the bubbles are still 
overpressurised (and therefore growing at the end of the 
anneal). However bubble growth in the high-dose sam ­
ples is clearly limited by vacancy supply, since a swell­
ing level thirty times that in the low-dose sample is not 
achieved.
3.2. High energy implants
The samples im planted with 17 MeV neon and 4 
MeV helium ions, at 500 ° C, both contained a peak gas
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Fig. 4. The computed gas deposition profile (full line) com­
pared with the observed bubble densities (points) after the 17 
MeV neon implant (fig. 2a).
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Fig. 5. The inhomogeneous bubble distribution observed after 4 MeV He implantation.
concentration of 250 ppm . High im plantation energies 
were used in order to create a deep gas layer and thus to 
eliminate any surface effects. The peak gas concentra­
tions achieved are typical of those predicted after 1 year 
for a N im onic P E I6 alloy first wall norm alised to 1 
M W /m 2 loading or approxim ately 2 years for an equiv­
alent 316 stainless steel wall [19].
Figs. 2a and 2b illustrate, on the same scale as fig. 1, 
the results of the high energy im plants. The details are 
also listed in table 1. In both im plants the displacem ent 
dam age is less than 1 dpa and, in the light of the low 
energy results, can be ignored. The neon im plant gave a 
fairly uniform  low density of bubbles, with a peak 
about 0.5 pm  beyond the range calculated for 17 MeV 
neon using EDEP-1 (fig. 4). A similar disparity between 
experim ent and calculation has also been noted by 
Fenske et al. [17], The peak bubble density cannot be 
com pared directly with the low energy results since the 
high energy im plantations were carried out at tem pera­
ture (500 °C ) whereas the low energy samples were 
im planted at room  tem perature and annealed.
The high energy helium im plant (figs. 2b) gave rise 
to an inhom ogeneous bubble distribution (e.g. fig. 5), 
which made the estim ation of bubble density more 
difficult. The overall bubble density was about 1 X  1022
m -3 while local clusters of bubbles achieved densities 
up to 6 X  1022 m ~ 3. Fenske et al. [17] found, at low 
doses, that helium bubbles nucleated heterogeneously 
on dislocations, which also appears to be the case here. 
However after larger doses the d is tribu tion  observed by 
Fenske becam e homogeneous and the values of bubble 
size, density and volume all increased continuously de­
spite the change in distribution. W e have no reason to 
expect that this would no t happen in ou r specimens.
The bubble sizes and overall bubble  densities in our 
specimens were very similar for bo th  neon and helium  
high energy im plantations, as were the to tal cavity 
volumes in each case. T aken together these results again 
imply a similarity in behaviour betw een the tw o gases.
4. Conclusions
The results indicate that neon can be used as an 
analogue for helium in im plantation-and-annealing  ex­
perim ents, provided that the doses are adjusted  so that 
the gas concentrations are equivalent. L ittle account 
need be taken of the increased initial vacancy con­
centration resulting from the add itional displacem ent 
dam age by the heavier inert gas.
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Our experiments do not permit us to investigate the 
very early stages of cavity nucleation and it may be that 
helium and neon “ bubble nuclei” are not identical. 
However the annealing results strongly suggest that the 
subsequent growth of neon-filled and helium-filled cavi­
ties occurs in a sufficiently similar manner that the 
resultant cavity distributions will be very similar. These 
results suggest that conclusions drawn from mixed-beam 
N e-N i implantations will probably be able to be ap­
plied to regimes involving both helium and displace­
ment damage.
Comparison of the results of low and high energy 
implants indicates that as regards nucleation and the 
early stages of growth the presence of the surface as a 
potential source of vacancies does not exert a significant 
influence. This conclusion will not necessarily extend to 
the later stages of growth when sources of vacancy 
supply will play a much greater role in the growth of the 
bubble population [18].
The depth at which bubbles have been found after 
17 MeV neon implantation suggests that the EDEP-1 
code is slightly under-estimating the range at these 
energies.
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